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Editorial on the Research Topic
Qualitative pain research: Capturing and integrating cultural, social
and linguistic data
In 2021, the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) added chronic pain to

the WHO’s International Classification of Disease (ICD-11) (1). Despite important progress

in biomedical understandings of pain, major challenges remain to translate molecular and

system medicine advances into clinical practice. According to the co-chairs of IASP’s 2022

Global Year for Translating Knowledge to the Patient, such challenges include placebo

effects, a persistent lack of molecular or clinical biomarkers of pain, and patient

stratification for clinical trials (2). In addition, psychosocial and economic conditions

interfere with access to medical pain management (2). Craig’s Social Communication

Model of Pain asserts that because humans must adapt to complex social environments,

cognitive and social processes and contexts must be considered in understanding patients’

own perceptions and behaviors in presence of pain (3). Kirmayer’s Cultural Somatization

model explains that because pain experience is mediated, elaborated and communicated

through cultural models, it needs to be studied more thoroughly with appropriate

qualitative methodologies and culturally grounded approaches (4, 5).

To date, the impact of qualitative research in healthcare remains limited (6), though

qualitative research can improve care (7) by enriching clinical encounters (8) and

patient-engagement in research (9, 10). It can also influence policy-making (11).

There are both epistemological challenges [e.g., a reductionist view on replicability (7)

and “quality” (12)] and institutional biases [e.g., funding (13)] that prevent the

implementation of extensive qualitative research into clinical practices.
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To address this shortcoming, we focused on Cultural, Social

and Linguistic aspects of qualitative pain research in this special

issue, building upon our own perspectives as both qualitative

and quantitative pain researchers [e.g., (14–16)]. The

following themes emerged within this collection:
Pain scales do not make sense for
long term chronic pain treatment

Six articles in this Research Topic provide examples of how

storytelling is essential to creating holistic patient-centered

treatment programs.

Specifically, verbal and visual metaphors provide a strategy for

pain communication. In Lives Penciled In, writing from a personal

experience, Hovey et al. explain, “that health resists universal

definition because it can only be interpreted, constituted, and

reconstituted through specific professional, personal,

promotional, educational, cultural, governmental, and communal

lenses” and uses hermeneutics and the metaphor of “pencil” to

draw the attention of healthcare providers to the fragility and

brevity of healthcare encounters from the perspective of a cancer

patient. Not only words, but drawings can help clinicians gain a

more holistic view of how their patients progress over time. In

Portraying Improvement in the Management of Chronic Pain,

Nizza et al. examine the drawings of patients in a pain

management program to illustrate their changing attitudes

towards themselves and their pain over the course of six months.

Furthermore, two Indigenous studies in this collection

illustrate that metaphors are culturally relevant. In Clinical

Strategies to Develop Connections, Promote Health and Address

Pain From the Perspectives of Indigenous Youth, Elders, and

Clinicians, VanEvery et al. noted both intergenerational and

intercultural differences in metaphors of pain, requiring

sensitivity to not only historical and cultural backgrounds, but

also literacy, linguistic abilities and inter- and intra-community

connections when conducting research about the pain

experience. In A Window into Pain: American Indian Cancer

Survivors’ Drawings, Hodge et al. assembled in 13 focus groups

more than 130 adult American Indian cancer survivors and their

caregivers living in urban and reservation communities in the

Southwest USA. This research revealed the limitations of various

standard pain scales as opposed to personal drawings of pain,

suggesting that a mechanistic view of pain and cultural

incongruity among patients and caregivers can lead to neglect

and undertreatment of serious pain conditions.

Finally, storytelling constitutes an effective and preferred way

of making sense of pain and sharing the pain experience with

others. In Beyond Pain Scales, Miglio and Stanier concur that

metaphors (verbal or visual) create a cognitive and emotional

space for imagination and overcoming the limits of language,

thus increasing collective understandings of chronic pain, and

note that sharing the experience of pain through storytelling
Frontiers in Pain Research 02
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creates a sense of belonging and community. Furthermore, in

Toward a Digital Citizen Lab for Capturing Data About

Alternative Ways of Self-Managing Chronic Pain, Khalili-

Mahani et al. report that the idea of creating a narrative-based

participatory action is conceptually acceptable and desired by

chronic pain patients. Indeed, Holowka’s social-media research

in Mediating Pain: Navigating Endometriosis on Social Media

confirms the importance of collective sense-making and

community-building in online support spaces, achieved through

storytelling in social media by helping women to make their

experience of endometriosis visible and describing its pain

manifestations in their own terms.
Qualitative research needs to be
sensitive to cultural differences

In addition to the two Indigenous studies listed above, two

other mixed-methods studies in this collection emphasize the

cultural underpinnings of qualitative research. In Development

of a Mixed Hypnosis and Music Intervention Program for the

Management of Pain, Anxiety, and Wellbeing in End-of-Life

Palliative Care, Bissonnette et al. report concerns expressed by

clinicians that metaphors or music might increase the

emotional burden and increase a patient’s level of distress.

Examining the Experiences of Community-Dwelling Older

Adults with Chronic Low Back Pain in Hong Kong and

Switzerland, Schoeb et al. demonstrate that in addition to

cross-country differences in availability and accessibility of

healthcare, significant cultural differences in self-perceived

roles within a family contribute to variations in seeking

support and coping with chronic lower back pain. Thus, in an

epistemological culture that is heavily dominated by

quantitative research practices, to undertake qualitative studies

may become challenging due to lack of familiarity with its

paradigms. For example, despite showing interest in a

participatory digital citizen lab for qualitative research

(Khalili-Mahani et al.), and finding data retrieved from self-

expression to be just as important as pain tracking, the

concept of storytelling for reporting their pain remained

foreign to respondents who lived with chronic pain.
Holistic and critical research
frameworks enculture qualitative
research

Several studies in this collection demonstrate that

understanding cultural contexts is essential to providing good

care and offer various theoretical and conceptual frameworks

to capture the cultural dimensions of communicating pain.

In this collection, two holistic frameworks from Indigenous

research methodologies were proposed. The LISTEN (Language,
frontiersin.org
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Individual, Share, Teachable moments, Engage, and Navigate)

framework was guided by two pillars in Indigenous

Epistemologies: ‘Two-Eyed Seeing’ and ‘The Medicine Wheel’

(VanEvery et al.). Both approaches provide the context for

creating more culturally-grounded and safer practices for

clinicians with the goal to manage pain and hurt more

holistically. Consistent with this view, the Humanistic Nursing

Theory acknowledges that “each person faces the end of life

in a way that represents his or her unique life experience in

the world”, in order to provide culturally-sensitive care to

cancer survivors (17).

The Affect Theory and Feminist Social Media Studies offer a

critical framework to expose the legacy of discriminatory and

gendered dismissal of pain in minorities and women [(18) in

Holowka]. In this context, Miglio and Stanier suggest critical

phenomenology as a framework to capture the socio-political

dimensions which frame painful experiences, their expression,

their lived significance, and their treatment. Furthermore,

Khalili-Mahani et al. use the Transactional Theory of Stress

and Coping to frame individual variations in adaptation to

chronic pain. Nizza et al. offer that interpretative longitudinal

phenomenological methods could map the dynamic trajectory

of an individual’s experience of pain treatment.
Conclusion

In conclusion, this Research Topic provides a glimpse into

how cultural, linguistic, social and personal factors contribute
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to the authentic communication of the pain experience. The

research studies featured in this collection offer different

holistic and critical frameworks for qualitative research that can

address current challenges in translational research through a

community-based, patient-centered and encultured care plan.
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In this article we discuss findings from a community based, participatory action research

study. The aim was to understand how Indigenous youth describe, experience, manage

pain and hurt and how they seek care. A critical analysis guided by Two-Eyed Seeing

and Medicine Wheel frameworks highlighted important clinical strategies for Indigenous

youth to balance their health and reduce pain. This study is a partnership project

with an Aboriginal Health Centre in Southern Ontario and the Canadian Institute of

Health Research funded Aboriginal Children’s Hurt and Healing Initiative (ACHH). The

study gathered perspectives of Indigenous youth, Elders, and health clinicians using

conversation sessions guided by a First Nations doctoral student and nurse researcher.

Using the medicine wheel framework three main thematic areas emerged across the

three groups and include (1) Predictors of Imbalance; (2) Indicators of Imbalance;

and (3) Strategies to re-establish balance health in relation to pain. The main strategy

includes considerations for clinicians using the acronym LISTEN (Language, Individual,

Share, Teachable moments, Engage, and Navigate) approach that outlines strategies for

clinicians that will be a safe guide to manage pain and hurt.

Keywords: Indigenous youth, clinical strategies, Two-Eyed Seeing, pain, hurt, community led research

INTRODUCTION

Understanding how Indigenous youth express hurt and pain in a clinical setting is critical for
promoting a healthy life trajectory, including mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical wellbeing
(1). Developing strategies to support Indigenous youth during this time is critical to healthy
development and promoting positive experiences with health care providers. In particular, the
impact of culturally safe and Indigenous-led health care has been demonstrated to improve health
outcomes, integrate Western and Indigenous knowledge in care plans, and improve access and
adherence (2). Indigenous Peoples in Canada experience high rates of physical pain compared to
the non-Indigenous population, and the primary conditions for seeking health care relate to the
following pain related symptoms; headaches, musculoskeletal, oral and ear that can profoundly
impact children’s growth and development (3, 4). The loss of Indigenous knowledge has disrupted
Indigenous health systems, leaving few resources for youth to use to conceptualize pain and its
associated health outcomes.
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In 2016, approximately 26.8% of Indigenous Peoples in
Canada were 14 years of age or younger, with the largest
population living in the province of Ontario (5). There is a
growing body of literature about the context of Indigenous
children and youth’s experience with pain, including a learned
stoic expression of pain and hurt (1, 6–9) that may be impacting
clinician’s ability to accurately assess and subsequently manage
that pain. Additionally, there are misunderstandings about the
impact of historical trauma as a driver of pain and hurt that
has led to persistent stereotypes. Two Eyed-Seeing approaches
to clinical care and an indication of the importance of creating
safe spaces to share pain have been identified as important
considerations for health systems and clinicians (1, 4, 10).
Creating safe health care spaces to engage Indigenous youth
in meaningful hurt and pain conversations is an important
way to promote health and mitigate the harmful impacts
of intergenerational trauma. Indigenous people in Canada
experience higher rates of adverse health outcomes and lower
rates of specialist care referrals compounded by inequitable
access to health care (4).

Untreated hurt and pain negatively influences participation,
physical activity, academic performance, language and social
development, sleep patterns, growth, behavior, mental health and
substance use, therefore burdening future choices concerning
their lives and health care utilization (11–16). In one study with
First Nations people in Mi’kma’ki, participants identified the
importance of considering who family is to Indigenous People,
how information is exchanged between patient and clinician,
building relationships, creating safe spaces, and considering
treatment from both an Indigenous and western lens when
supporting Indigenous people in the healthcare context (1).
Recognizing the negative historical impact on Indigenous
Peoples care seeking behaviors, lack of trust with the health care
system and the reluctance to express themselves in terms of pain
means prioritizing Indigenous youth and supporting them to
navigate the healthcare system more effectively. Health clinicians
can better support Indigenous youth to confidently express pain
within clinical settings to meet their needs and address barriers
for better health outcomes.

The negative effects of untreated pain can disrupt growth,
sleep patterns, language development, social development, and
mental health (17, 18). Youth with familial ties to Indian
Residential Schools are at a higher risk of experiencing
psychological pain and distress, suicidal thoughts, trauma,
mental health issues, and physical pain (19–21). As a result of a
long history of forced assimilation and colonization, significant
inequalities exist for Indigenous youth. Therefore there is an
important role for clinicians and Elders in the institutional health
care system to improve health outcomes (22).

There is little evidence related to how urban Indigenous youth
engage while in a clinical setting and describe pain and hurt
as it relates to their health and overall wellbeing. The aim of
this study is to mobilize Indigenous knowledge to improve the
health care experiences for urban Indigenous youth. This study
is an extension of the Canadian Institute of Health Research
Chronic Pain Network (CPN) funded Aboriginal Children’s
Hurt and Healing (ACHH) Initiative, originating in Mi’kma’ki.

This project, consistent with the original research conducted
in Mi’kma’ki, is Indigenous community led, implemented with
the knowledge interpreted and disseminated by community
members with the process described in work by Sylliboy
et al. (23). The larger study explored the expression of
pain through art as well as healthcare utilization data with
Indigenous children and youth in First Nations communities
in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island
(1, 4, 10).

METHODS

Two-Eyed Seeing Approach
A Two-Eyed Seeing approach, coined by Mi’kmaw Elders Albert
and Murdena Marshall, indicates both Indigenous and Western
knowledge should be considered equally beneficial to co-create
new learning’s relevant to support the health and wellbeing
of Indigenous peoples (24). Two-Eyed Seeing (TES) originates
and mirrors how Indigenous people have evolved in their
way of living in their ancestral territories, adapting to the
evolving circumstances given the impacts of colonialism. TES
considers the strengths and perspectives for every aspect of the
research process (question development, engagement, methods,
data gathering, interpretation and dissemination). The Two-
eyed Seeing approach was utilized as a guiding principle to
engage, gather, and interpret knowledge in this study. The
first author (VanEvery) was the Research Coordinator in this
study and contributed her lived experiences and Indigenous
knowledge throughout the research process. She is Grand
River Mohawk and has degrees in both nursing and public
health. The second author (Latimer) is a settler Canadian
with Scottish ancestry and has been working with Indigenous
communities to mobilize community knowledge to improve
health experiences. The third author (Naveau) is Anishnaabe
Kwe, Bear Clan and a member of Mattagami First Nation in
Northern Ontario. She began her journey with the Aboriginal
Health Centre in 2004 and is dedicated to aligning Indigenous
practices and ways of knowing and being to enhance the
healthcare experiences and relationships for Indigenous people.
Throughout the application of the Two-Eyed Seeing approach,
data analysis was completed independently and then collectively
by all authors. The authors met virtually over the period
of several months, followed by an in-person visit where the
ACHH team came together to discuss results and to clarify
interpretation of the data, so that consensus could be reached.
Using both Indigenous and Western perspectives, the data was
interpreted to bridge both knowledge systems and to help
clinicians understand how Indigenous youth express, share, and
manage their pain.

Community Engagement
In keeping with the TES approach described by Sylliboy et al.
(23) and to determine if the study goals would benefit and
fit with the community expectations, a pre-study community
engagement session took place with ACHH researchers and
two health care providers, two Elders, two youth, as well as
the Aboriginal Health Centre’s privacy officer and a Nurse
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Research Coordinator. This study employed a community based,
participatory action research partnership with an Aboriginal
Health Centre in Ontario and the ACHH Initiative research
team following the Ownership, Control, Access, and Possession
(OCAP) principles (25). The ACHH Initiative aims to work with
communities, clinicians and universities to share knowledge that
will improve Indigenous child and youth wellness by mobilizing
Indigenous knowledge gathered and owned by community, into
the health system.

This qualitative study sought to understand how Indigenous
youth describe, experience, and manage pain and hurt and how
they seek care. Youth, Elders, and health clinicians selected one-
on-one interviews or small group conversation sessions and
each session lasted approximately 1 hour. The research protocol
received approval from an Indigenous Ethics Review Board and
the partnering pediatric health care setting. A contract was signed
by each of the two parties outlining the community ownership
of the knowledge gathered and all decision-making was at the
discretion of the community.

Setting and Sample
The setting of this study took place in two urban communities
in Southern Ontario, Canada where both cities are located
on the Iroquois Territory. There are several terms used to
refer to Indigenous or Aboriginal people or in the US Native
Americans. In this study we recognize Indigenous or Aboriginal
people who in Canada, comprise of the First Nations, Inuit
and Metis.

The Aboriginal Health Centre is available to self-identifying
Indigenous peoples living in Hamilton, Ontario with an
estimated population of 12,130 and Brantford with a population
of 5,395 Indigenous people (26). The Aboriginal Health Centre
serves to improve the wellness of Indigenous people and the
Indigenous community by offering a blend of primary care and
traditional healing services with respect to everyone’s distinct
cultural identity, values and beliefs. The Aboriginal Health
Centre offers youth an Aboriginal Youth Mental Health Patient
Navigator to ensure that the individualized needs of youths are
addressed with appropriate and culturally safe support. This
role has been crucial in helping youth reconnect within their
communities; especially those involved in the Child Welfare
system. This service aids in the development and guidance for
youth to engage in a support system similar to a traditional
family unit. The Aboriginal Health Centre also offers traditional
healing guided by the principles of the Medicine Wheel to
promote spiritual and emotional wellness. Registered patients
have access to both traditional healers and Western medicine
primary care clinicians. Traditional teachings are offered by
Elders, knowledge keepers and medicine people. There is also
access to cultural ceremonies and community events, workshops
promoting cultural arts and ways of knowing and being, as well
as one-on-one peer emotional support and hands on healing
bodywork modalities.

There were three groups of participants: Elders, health
clinicians and youth. Participants were recruited by the
Nurse Research Coordinator engaging in convenience sampling,
including by word of mouth and recruitment posters in

local Indigenous centers and gathering spaces where potential
participants frequent. Additionally, the Research Coordinator
was invited to youth programming at the regional Indigenous
Friendship Centre. Youth participants who met the following
inclusion criteria were invited to participate: (1) self-identified
Indigenous identity, (2) 13 years of age and older; and (3)
living in Hamilton or Brantford. Elders/knowledge holders
and health care clinicians were invited to participate if they
had experience working with Indigenous youth in this area.
They were recruited by email invitation, poster invites, and
by word of mouth. The Research Coordinator contacted all
eligible participants via telephone and/or email to further explain
the study, confirm their eligibility and ensure all potential
participants have an opportunity to ask any questions. All
participants signed written consent forms and were provided
with a gift card to thank them for their participation and
contribution to this study. All consents and data from this study
were locked in a cabinet at the Aboriginal Health Centre with
copies kept confidential at the partnering ACHH Initiative space
in Nova Scotia. The community ownership and storage of their
own data was in keeping with ethical approach and consistent
with the Ownership, Control, Access and Possession principles
(OCAP) (25).

Data Collection and Analysis
Four sources of data were collected including: (1) Health Surveys,
(2) Conversation Sessions, (3) Artwork, and (4) Child and Youth
Health Centre electronic medical record (EMR) data between
2015 and 2019. This paper will share the main qualitative results
from the conversation sessions with Elders, clinicians and youth.
The four dimensions of the Medicine Wheel were used in the
interpretation of the knowledge shared by these groups.

Medicine Wheel
Many Indigenous people live by the principles of the medicine
wheel and it is integrally embedded in health beliefs representing
the dimensions of health and healing. The circle represents the
interconnectivity of all aspects of health. The Medicine Wheel
is meant to convey wholeness and balance in a continuum, and
the quadrants represent the 4 dimensions of well-being: physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual (27, 28). The Medicine Wheel
has no boundaries between the dimensions and is recognized
by most Indigenous people in North America to represent the
natural order or balance within the circle of life (29). The
figure of the Medicine Wheel outlines each dimension and
symbolizes balance, connectedness, wholeness and relationships.
The dimensions of the Medicine wheel (emotional, spiritual,
physical, mental) were used, as a proxy measure of the types of
pain participants might be experiencing so were considered when
analyzing the knowledge gathered in the conversation sessions.
In related pain research (1), Indigenous study participants
consistently responded that pain and hurt were experienced
within the four dimensions of the Indigenous health perspective:
mental, spiritual, physical, and emotional. Therefore, each
dimension is used as a thematic area.
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RESULTS

Demographics
In total, there were 33 participants in this study, 21 were
youth (13-19 y/o), 6 Elders/ Knowledge holders and 6 clinicians
(Nurses, Mental Health and Social workers) resulting in 33
conversation sessions. All Elders/ Knowledge holders self-
identified as First Nation, no other demographic data was
collected from these participants.

Conversation Sessions
Conversation sessions were held at the Indigenous Friendship
Centre, where youth felt comfortable and safe and at a time that
was convenient for the youth. Several questions were asked of
the participants such as “what does pain and hurt mean to you,”
“how do youth express their pain and hurt,” “if a new doctor,
nurse, or dentist was coming to work at the health centre and
you had to tell them about how youth from your area express
their hurt-what would you tell them.” Data analysis using the
four dimensions of the Medicine Wheel and thematic coding
strategies coincided collaboratively to describe what pain and
hurt means. One Elder said “I buried my emotional pain, so
it’s just physical pain that I really react to, so that’s what pain
means to me, just physical pain.” A clinician commented “If
you go kind of based on the teachings it can also be spiritual
pain where people have been deprived of their teachings” and
yet another commented “hurt can be from like I said, bullying
or shaming, just more emotional.” One youth said “Pain means
depression” and “feeling worthless like your nothing and feeling
in a really low place.” One youth described pain and hurt as both a
physical experience such as scrape your knee, whereas emotional
and mental pain as “something that’s painful you don’t want to
deal with, you just wish it was over. It makes you kind of want to
just die and be alone and stuff.” She went on to say, “. . . feels like
you’re trapped there in that place of pain. It makes you just want
to kill yourself and have it be over.”

In response to the question “how do youth express their pain
and hurt,” participants said, “Kids don’t know their language so
can’t describe. Doctors use scale sometimes and you just feel
dumb.” One clinician said, “I see a lot of it being held within, and
that is how a lot of them were raised to deal with it, to just keep
it inside. Don’t show it as weakness, and crying is weakness and
all of that stuff. So, I think a lot of the emotional stuff they tend to
try to not acknowledge it or deal with the pain the best they can.”

There was a common theme that females were more open
about expressing their emotional pain, for example a youth
shared, “females hold it in and let out emotionally” but there
were also general comments that they try not to cry- because one
youth said, “younger siblings look up to me so I try to keep it
together.” There was an understanding that “Men don’t show,
women do, easier for women to express their feelings.” Clinicians
said youth express their pain and hurt through silence, isolation,
acting out, get really moody or just pick on somebody else,
perpetuate hurt toward others, and feel sorry for themselves. One
Elder said “There’s somethingmissing, and that’s why they go into
addiction, why they have unhealthy behaviors, why they’re taking
medication, is because they’re missing something in their life.”

When considering the notion that health is a balance of the
dimensions of the Medicine Wheel three main thematic areas
informed by the conversation session content emerged across
the three groups (Elders, youth and clinicians) and include:
(24) predictors of health imbalance, (2) indicators of health
imbalance and (3) Strategies to re-establish and/or maintain
healthy balance.

1. Predictors of Imbalance: Circumstances that predict
imbalance of health included access to resources such as
safe surroundings, stable housing, family supports and
financial stability. For example, one clinician said, “Poverty
is a huge contributor to mental health” while another
youth commented, “violence is second nature” and as is
“homelessness.”

2. Indicators of Imbalance: Quotes included content related to
children and youth isolating themselves, bullying or being
bullied, keeping the hurt inside, not attending school, hurting
themselves, cutting, drinking, drugs, smoking, and engaging
in risky behaviors. Youth commented “kids being bullies,
and can’t regulate emotions,” “I just keep it to myself until
something else comes up, another argument or maybe a bad
thing that pops into my head, keeping it to myself until it
explodes” with one clinician saying: “I see a lot of drug use and
alcohol abuse to try to cope with those traumas and pain” and
another said “times are different now because of technology
too, and really seeing that kids are on technology all the time.
And really try to say, you know, losing touch with that human
one-to-one age, right?”

3. Strategies to re-establish balance were conceptualized using
the conversation content and represented with the acronym
LISTEN. The three groups suggested ways clinicians could
improve clinical experiences for Indigenous youth. The
LISTEN approach includes (a) Language; (b) Individual; (c)
Share; (d) Teachable Moments; (e) Engage; and (f) Navigate.

Language
The conversation session content that represented youth’s
experiences of pain, resulted in a common theme of language,
with three subthemes as key communication barriers.
Participants described three strategies for youth to build a
language with clinicians, including translating healthcare
terminology, exploring health literacy, and being aware of
cultural body language.

Translating Healthcare Terminology
Youth described the language of clinical assessments as
unhelpful, frustrating, and numerical. One youth participant
explained how clinicians can translate healthcare terminology to
support her: “I’ll go to the doctor and I’ll describe pain and they’ll
be like, what does that mean? I’m like, I don’t know exactly, that’s
just the way I describe it, and they should be more open to it.”
Another youth suggested: “Accepting your different vocabulary.
I know personally I describe things very weird, or I don’t know
how to describe some things. It’s a lot easier if they’re helping you
come up with a way of describing pain.”
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Elders and clinicians suggested translating healthcare
terminology when working with youth as they have their
own language and tools that they bring with them to the
clinical setting. A clinician described the barriers of quantifying
assessments with Indigenous patients as follows: “that number
scale doesn’t really work very well...it’s more telling the story
of why and what the thought is around it [pain].” Failing to
translate medical terminology in lay terms resulted in pain left
untreated and youth coping with symptoms on their own.

Exploring Health Literacy
Language was described by participants in respect to the health
literacy of youth. Low health literacy was prohibitive for youth
who prefer to discuss their health concerns as a result of social
inequities. One youth described her frustrations:

How do you even tell your doctor, oh yeah, I’m sad because
I’m poor. How do you say that? Even if you were to say something
like, I feel like this is something that’s contributing to my poor
mental health, it’s like, how is your doctor going to prescribe
something to fix that?

Clinicians recognized how important it was to take the time
to engage in the youth’s social being and when they critically
examined the use of their language they could provide better pain
management. One clinician suggested sensitive communication
strategies and a strengths-based approach to encourage youth
to address their health concerns. Furthermore, when health
literacy was explored avenues were created that allowed for
clinical exploration of the social determinants of health, while
also building language and empowering youth to feel heard.

Cultural Body Language
The three groups commented about varying cultural differences
in body language and expression of pain. Clinicians shared their
need to assess youth beyond physical pain and more holistically
in terms of identifying cultural traits. A clinician shared her
suggestions: “Pain is not always sadness. The pain is not always
a facial feature. Pain is not always a gesture. And you have to
really dig to uncover that piece, and how it’s manifesting, and not
just taken for face value.” Elders discuss cultural body language of
stoicism and silence as a cultural trait. However youth describe
the same term as “bravery,” “masking the pain” and inability to
“express hurt and pain in words.” Elders, clinicians and youth
highlighted the importance of communication with youth by
learning the local language, literacy and social skills of the urban
Indigenous community as a way to establish balance.

Individual
Participants discussed balancing the unique needs of the
Indigenous individual and role of the institution. The three
groups shared how youth individually experience pain and
hurt as a result of colonization, disconnection to culture,
dysfunctional family, community, and historical trauma. One
youth described her pain linking to childhood when asked, what
words do you use to describe pain or hurt to your doctor, nurse
or dentist?

I remember from such a young age, it was like I was always
depressed and anxious. And I look back at photos when I was
seven years old and I’m like, why was I fake smiling? Why did

I need to fake-smile at the time, and also, why did I feel like I
couldn’t talk to somebody about why I didn’t feel regular, why I
was always angry, why I was always sad? In looking back, what
I had to grow up with, those are natural emotions to have. But
since I was hurting for so long, it’s become pain, and it’s pain that
I still have to deal with.

Elders described how youth individually express pain as a
result of a disruption of their culture, as well as how one is raised.
An Elder described how she believed intergenerational trauma is
linked to pain:

It is inherited like family pain and it’s just never dealt with,
so you just do the same thing, and that’s where that term
intergenerational trauma comes in, whereas you just don’t deal
with it and it’s just always there, and everybody just kind of steps
around it.

A clinician identified the role of the institution and optimism
that pain is emerging in conversation so it can be dealt with
sooner: “the recognition for it [pain] is a lot better than it ever
used to be, because nobody really talked about it.” The three
groups shared helpful strategies including, “ask youth how they
think the pain interferes with their social interactions or every
day life,” “keep that support open,” “be nonjudgmental,” “be
compassionate,” “take different approaches working with them
such as using harm reduction techniques,” “know the impact
of colonization and institutionalization,” “listen,” “validate their
perspectives,” and “engage with respectful body language.” The
overall experience of pain as described by the three groups
informed strategies that aid in individual healing and the
important role of institutions in facilitating the process.

Share
Youth described mutual sharing of knowledge with clinicians
as an opportunity for knowledge exchange and discussed their
desire for a blend of Indigenous and Western practice when
managing pain. Participants’ recognized establishing clinical
relationships by sharing information about one another provide
comfort resulting in better health outcomes.

Sharing Knowledge About one Another
One youth shared how she faces challenges living in the
city, yet despite this, recognized her role in achieving balance
as an urban Indigenous youth: “Youth in the city must
practice a certain type of wisdom to navigate living in the
city and a connection with their culture.” Youth discussed
helpful painmanagement strategies, including, teachings, sharing
circles, connecting with Elders, traditional medicine, herbs,
cedar, praying with tobacco, sweat lodge, smudging∗1, art,
drumming, singing, and dancing. Western remedies include

1Smudging is a tradition, common to many First Nations, which involves the

burning of one or more medicines gathered from the earth. The four sacred

medicines are tobacco, sage, cedar, and sweetgrass. The most common medicines

used in a smudge are sweetgrass, sage, and cedar. There are many ways to perform

a smudge and different variations exist. Smudging the whole being is meant to

portray only the good part of our self through actions. Smudging allows people

to stop, slow down, and become mindful and centred. This allows people to

remember, connect, and be grounded in the event, task, or purpose at hand.

Smudging also allows people to let go of negative feelings and thoughts. Letting

go of things that inhibit a person from being balanced and focused comes from the

feeling of being calm and safe while smudging (30).
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physiotherapist, orthodontist, counseling, recreational activity,
and pharmaceuticals.

Sharing Ways of Knowing
Clinicians faced their own challenges and experiences with
navigating between Indigenous andWestern practice. A clinician
shared how she created a safe space as: “don’t take the lead
because then you empower them to help them make the
decisions. I don’t walk ahead, I don’t walk behind, I walk with.”
Another clinician discussed sharing vs. suppressing pain as she
described her experiences understanding Indigenous pain: “no
wonder it hurts, or no wonder people are suffering, right? And
how do you get at those strengths, and how do you get us to really
honestly, truly practice from a Medicine Wheel perspective as
opposed to falling into howwe were trained.” An Elder shared his
perspective of pain as symbolizing water, whereas another Elder
described sharing as, “when I deal with our people, I’m sharing
about me too, because that’s part of the relationship building. It’s
not just about what they’re going to give. It’s letting them know
about you too.”

Teachable Moments
The fourth theme that emerged was the importance for
youth to re-establish balance by capitalizing on teachable
moments and creating spaces for youth to teach clinicians as
well. Clinicians described their role in teaching youth about
resources to help connect with culture and recognized the
importance of consulting traditional healers. One clinician said:
“Introducing them to the traditional healing department. When
it comes to a lot of the traditional medicines, I always make
sure to let them know that that’s not my expertise area,
but certainly there’s things that we can offer here.” Another
clinician described the importance of youth connecting with
their culture:

They’re disconnected from our teachings or to our way of
being in that traditional sense, in that cultural sense, a way of
being. There’s that disconnect maybe from residential school,
intergenerational trauma—Sixties Scoop, and so on and so forth,
right? So, that all impacts a lot on how our families are today, that
disconnect to all of that holistic piece. Because I know sometimes
the families just don’t know, because there’s no one there to really
teach them these aspects do matter, and it is important to your
whole wellbeing.

Elders shared their concerns of Western medicine and the
impact of youth misusing pharmaceutical medication. One Elder
who worked at an Indigenous treatment centre shared her
dilemma of choosing the right solution: “we cannot just give them
medication because that’s what they’re asking for. And so, you
have to teach them, to share that there’s other ways of taking care
of that health problem.” Another Elder described pain as: “It’s one
of our most powerful teachers. That’s the way I’ve been taught.
Because if we’ve got pain, we’re not listening to our body. We’re
not taking care of ourselves.” Elders and clinicians recognized
culture as treatment/therapy, however it is often disregarded and
when found can be used as a health promoting tool to manage
hurt and pain. Clinicians should offer teachable strategies from

both an Indigenous and western perspective which may include,
smudging, sweat lodge, going out for a walk/stairs, physical
activity, nature and fresh air, mindfulness, water, medicine, and
the environment.

Engage
The theme of engagement in the clinical setting was important as
clinicians indicate they learn best from listening to their patients
and using their own story in the way care is provided from a
holistic perspective. One youth described the need for clinicians
to share the clinical encounter with them and engage in pain
conversations with an understanding of culture as she shared: “It’s
like the connection though. People need to feel like they mean
something. . . it’s the connection to their families, the connection
to their communities, connection to the land.” Youth shared
engagement strategies such as “educating them to know that
it’s okay to feel this way, and that it’s normal to feel this way,”
“encouraging them that we are the next generation, and that
whatever we create and how we all work with each other now
will benefit us all,” “describe what you’re feeling right now, you
can change that,” “be somebody in the world that can help how
you’re feeling right now,” and “to be inspired, is what the youth
need. They just need to be inspired.”

Clinicians noted how youth state they don’t feel heard,
listened to or their concerns were not taken seriously. A clinician
shared an engagement strategy may be offering the youth
something to hold such as sweet grass or sage in the clinic.
Another clinician discussed ways to engage in conversation with
youth by initiating questions that will give them the power to
direct the care they want to receive:

Asking them what they would like to see. Had they ever
thought of these options? Give them options. Don’t ask them,
well, what do you want? What are the types of things you like
to do? What works best for you? They may tell you. They may
not. They may just sit there and listen for the first time. But if
they come back, then you know you’ve done your job, right?

Elders recognized engagement as providing reassurance and
supporting Indigenous youth with there own belongingness,
hopes, dreams, goals, and desires:

You have this isolation from where you belong. So, I think
there’s intergenerational trauma, which I think that’s definitely
contributed too, as far as where colonialism has gone, but also just
looking at it from a youth perspective, where they’re really trying
to figure out where they are, who they are, where they’re going?

Experiences of poor engagement resulted in youth who
reported that they do not feel listened to, are left wondering and
do not have options to support them in how to cope with their
painful experiences. Participants recognized that engaging in
the historical, social and cultural components of pain facilitated
feelings of confidence between youth and clinicians.

Navigate
Collectively, participants described how hard it is for youth to
seek out help and the challenges they face to have their voices
heard. This theme described the need for clinicians to help youth
navigate and connect with relevant Indigenous and Western
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community services and resources. One youth described her
frustration with a clinician offering a Western-based survey to
assess her health concerns:

She was giving me these kind of surveys from one to 10, and
it was just paper and it was basically telling me to list all of the
reasons that I wanted to kill myself, and it was askingme how bad
I wanted to kill myself, and all this stuff. It just wasn’t helping.

This approach within clinical care was also raised by Elders,
who discussed the importance of clinicians seeking out options
that offer the appropriate support at the right time for youth, and
the need for follow up appointments to reassess, build clinical
trust and strengthen relationships. Clinicians recognized the
importance of advocating for youth with other colleagues while
supporting youth to navigate what is working and not working.
Another clinician shared “I think from our positions, well
what we’re trying to do is direct them to, especially Aboriginal
or Indigenous youth to connect with their culture, that there
is counseling available. There are people that care, that kind
of thing.”

Ensuring that the individualized needs of youth are addressed
with appropriate and culturally safe support were identified as
being crucial in helping youth reconnect with their community
and validate the important role of institutions. Furthermore,
Indigenous navigation services aided in the development and
guidance for youth to navigate a support system similar to a
traditional family unit that would infuse cultural knowledge
and ways of staying healthy using traditional practices. Youth
identified that the positive ways they manage their pain is
through songs, being in nature, smudging, spending time with
Elders and being with others.

DISCUSSION: STRIVING FOR

CONNECTIONS TO BALANCE HEALTH

AND REDUCE PAIN

In this study 33 Elders, clinicians and youth identify consistent
themes relating to the dimensions of hurt and pain and the
practical ways for clinical intervention considering the Medicine
Wheel and Two-Eyed Seeing lens. There is an underlying
theme of the importance of connectedness, kinship and
relationships for maintaining health. TheMedicineWheel guides
the symbolic balance and interconnection between physical,
spiritual, emotional and mental health. When considering the
notion that health is a balance of the dimensions of the
Medicine Wheel three main thematic areas emerged across
the three groups and include (1) predictors of imbalance; (2)
indicators of imbalance; and (3) strategies to re-establish balance.
The main strategy includes the LISTEN (Language, Individual,
Share, Teachable moments, Engage, and Navigate) approach that
outlines cultural considerations and a safe guide for clinicians to
assist with identifying and managing pain and hurt. The results
further highlight that the concept of pain and hurt may be
experienced and defined differently by Indigenous people which
may explain why it remains underassessed and undertreated.

Findings from previous studies note pain is an unrecognized
concept with no word directly translating to pain in First

Nations languages (8, 31). The experience of pain has also been
described using the dimensions of the Medicine Wheel and from
a historical, community and family perspective consistent with
the findings of the current research. For example, in research
with First Nation communities in Mi’kma’ki (1) cultural and
spiritual pain were described as ‘loss of language’, cutting of
hair, and centralization and relocation of communities. There
was a sense of ‘community hurt’ and hurt between people
“you got hurt or someone hurt you” and these comments
were similar by this study. The original study was conducted
in rural First Nation communities and the current study was
with urban participants highlighting that irrespective of place
of residence; the experience, dimensions and scope of pain
and hurt may be similar for urban and rural Indigenous
youth. This study’s findings are consistent with other research
where clinicians identified the importance of connection and
relationships in Indigenous youth for balancing wellness-such
as share, exchange through teachable moments, engage and
support for navigation. These findings are aligned with the
FIRST principles which are clinician guidelines originating from
a similar study with Indigenous children and youth in four
First Nations communities in Mi’kma’ki. FIRST principles (1)
support clinicians to understand who family is, how information
is exchanged, the importance of building relationships, creating
safe spaces and considering treatment from both an Indigenous
and western lens when supporting Indigenous youth. In work
related to creating humanizing health spaces for Indigenous
People, Indigenous researcher Sylliboy and Hovey (32) share the
idea that, nurturing positive relationships encourages trust with
clinicians who are not familiar Indigenous People as there is a
vulnerability for patients in these settings. Health clinicians need
to find ways to learn, trust and care (32).

Culture is not a stationary concept, it is shaped by social
construct, environment, relationships, beliefs, values and
according to Matheson et al. (33) “rooted in ancestry (systems of
knowledge), historical events (collective trauma), and evolving
contexts (climate change, colonization, migration)” (p. 3).
The dimensions of language related to culture, health, body
language, expression and information exchange highlight the
continuing importance of context of care. Previous research
suggests that pain may be withheld to avoid attention and often
seen as stoicism as a result of pain being viewed as a weakness in
Indigenous cultures (6, 8). Clinicians are trained to use numerical
or faces pain scales, however, only minimal research has been
done to determine if these self-report pain scales are culturally
appropriate for use with Indigenous youth (34, 35) and there is
evidence that they are not helpful to First Nations youth (10)
which was confirmed again in this research. Having language
speakers with health care knowledge has been a recommendation
to improve the navigation of the health care journey
(1, 36, 37).

Striving to provide individualized care that holistically
considers the strengths and unique needs of each individual
without making assumptions about who they are or what they
need is consistent with previous research (10). Similar to themes
in the current study, Browne et al.’s (38) research with two
urban Aboriginal Health Centres identified four key dimensions
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of equity-oriented health services including inequity-responsive
care, culturally safe care, violence-informed care and contextually
tailored or individual care. Individualizing care is a priority
due to the evidence that Indigenous youth conceptualize, and
experience pain differently compared to non-Indigenous youth
consequently putting them at higher risk for poorer outcomes
(1, 4). Providing youth with the opportunity to hold something
that is culturally significant to them in the clinical setting is a
tangible strategy easily implemented and step toward respectful
practice and relationship building. Relationship building and
meaningful engagement has been reported before as an
essential component to the health journey of Indigenous people
(39, 40).

Youth in this study reported accessing clinicians as a
usual source of care to consult or receive medical advice and
responded they felt comfortable seeking care yet there were
some accepted practices in the mainstream system that may
cause harm. There is a broader need for clinicians to take
responsibility to educate themselves about Indigenous health,
colonization and its impacts on health while reflecting on
their own assumptions/biases and how these can perpetuate
all dimensions of pain (emotional, spiritual, physical, mental).
Evidence has shown that a connection to culture can buffer the
predictors of imbalance and potentially reduce the experience
related to the indicators of imbalance (1, 10, 33, 41). A large
scoping review identified that culturally safe strategies can
decolonize care by demonstrating awareness of colonialism,
racism, and discrimination. The review identified strategies that
build partnerships and share decision-making in the delivery of
care all contribute to the philosophy of the LISTEN approach
(42). A study by Jacklin et al. (37) with five Indigenous
communities, reports that health care relationships are central to
addressing the ongoing colonial dynamics in Indigenous health
care and support the notion that they play a role in buffering
past harms.

LIMITATIONS

One limitation of this study is the method used to collect
data did not guarantee anonymity when participants selected
conversation sessions vs. one-on-one interviews. This may have
resulted in participants sharing perspectives to their personal
agency of safety. Another limitation included the notion that
engaging more communities could have provided a broader
range of community member experiences. In addition, providing
the participants an opportunity to speak in their own language
would have potentially given more information about the role of
language in the concept of pain.

CONCLUSION

The findings of this study have been interpreted by community
members and health leaders, providing clinicians with the
evidence to provide strengths-based clinical experiences and
culturally safe care for Indigenous youth. The findings provide
specific clinical implications to advance health clinicians
knowledge and understanding to provide culturally safe care.
Being culturally safe means knowing the history and the impact
of that history on Indigenous People’s health. Clinicians can
consider those indicators of imbalance and how they can support
indigenous people to re-gain balance using both Indigenous and
Western ways of knowing and doing. Guided by the LISTEN
approach clinicians can keep the idea of culturally safe care front
of mind, and this approach can make healing feel achievable.
The LISTEN approach will enrich cultural safety curriculum,
integrate Indigenous Knowledge for clinicians, and promote the
likelihood of healing.
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In this paper, we discuss the qualitative dimension of painful experiences by exploring the

role of imagination and metaphorical association in the conceptualization and expression

of pain. We employ an engaged critical-phenomenological approach to offer original

analysis influenced by the perspectives of people in pain. The paper is organized into

three parts. Part 1 reviews literature on the expression of pain, its communication, and

its reception—attending in particular to the emphasis on verbalizing pain in healthcare

contexts. We here discuss benefits and limitations of standard methods aimed at

facilitating themeaningful expression of pain (such as “pain scales”) from the perspectives

of patients and practitioners, respectively. We suggest that these methods might be

importantly complemented by facilitating creative expression of painful lived experiences

with respect to personal lifeworlds. Part 2 deals with the role of imagination and

metaphorical association in making sense of pain. We explore how imagination is a

cognitive and affective mode of experiencing the world which plays a crucial role in

determining how pain is experienced, as well as helping to make sense of pain figuratively

in relation to the lifeworld. In Part 3, we draw from principles of engaged phenomenology

to foreground case studies in which projects have been able facilitate the intersubjective

expression of pain. These examples demonstrate the value of attending to the contours

of painful lifeworlds in their specificity, affording both agency and accessibility in their

communication, while remaining mindful of the complex power relations which govern

perceived legitimacy and testimony relating to the transformation of pain. The overall

paper aims to contribute to literature on qualitative pain research on both theoretical and

practical levels. By exploring the expression of pain through phenomenology, we aim

to enrich current debate on the qualitative experience of pain. We also seek to critically

highlight the socio-political dimensions which frame painful experiences, their expression,

their lived significance, and their treatment.

Keywords: phenomenology, pain, imagination, lived experience, lived body, critical phenomenology, expression,

patient experience

INTRODUCTION

For decades, the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) defined pain as “[a]n
unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage,
or described in terms of such damage” (1). In an article that has sparked much important debate,
however, Cohen, Quintner, and van Rysewyk proposed an alternative definition of pain from that
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of the IASP (1). These authors drew on the phenomenological
experience of pain—as a portent of a threatening future, as
a corporeal experience, as a source of meaning, as a threat
to existential integrity, and as involving an intersubjective
perspective—in order to “embrace pain as a shared
phenomenon” [(1), p. 6]1. Their proposed alternative to the old
IASP definition characterizes pain as “a mutually recognizable
somatic experience that reflects a person’s apprehension of threat
to their bodily or existential integrity” [(1), p. 6]. The IASP
definition has since shifted away from the implication that those
in pain are able to describe it, to be better inclusive of those who
are unable to articulate pain, such as infants and animals (“An
unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with,
or resembling that associated with, actual or potential tissue
damage” [(2)]).

This debate concerning the intersubjective status of pain has
been welcomed, even by those who remain unconvinced by
alternative definitions, as “an inspiration for broadening our
approach to pain assessment” [(3), p. 3]. As phenomenologists,
we are greatly heartened by how these considerations have
enriched contemporary debate in the clinical sphere. Having
previously argued that it crucially matters how pain is constituted
in experience within an intersubjective (social and political)
context, and that this affects the very painfulness of a given
experience (4, 5) we also greet this discussion concerning the
shared dimensions of painful experience with enthusiasm. It
is similarly heartening to see the biopsychosocial model of
pain gaining traction in research and practice as a means to
recognize how intersecting biological, psychological, and social
determinants all contribute to the overall experience of pain
(6, 7) and that none of these determinants taken in isolation
will sufficiently capture painful experience in its complexity. We
feel that this promising discussion of pain and its intersubjective
dimensions calls for sophisticated critical-phenomenological
analysis specifically concerning the creative expression of pain,
which is an integral part of any pain assessment and subsequent
sense-making of pain2,3. This is especially pressing since people
experiencing pain—particularly in its chronic forms—stand to

1Key definition: Intersubjectivity

Intersubjectivity is the condition of being in the world alongside other subjects

(i.e. other people). In the phenomenological tradition, the self is understood as

intrinsically embodied and, by virtue of this embodiment, structurally related

to other human beings—from basic interactions grounded in empathy to more

complex social dimensions entailed by living together.
2Key definition: Expression.

Expression can be understood broadly as acts which convey some subjective

meaning—often, but not always, communicating that meaning to others.

Expressive modes include speech, gesture, bodily movement, musicality, the

creation of art, and many other acts. The received meaning of any given expression

can ambiguously deviate from its intended meaning, depending on the context of

its reception. Nonetheless, perhaps especially in creative acts of poetry or artwork,

this ambiguity can lend itself to the overall expressivity of the act.
3Key definition: Sense-making

In the context of phenomenology, sense-making is understood as the process

by which individual and collective experiences become meaningful. While some

aspects of sense-making take place on an unconscious level, being able to

make sense of one’s experiences consciously—in relation to objects, structures,

and others in the world—enables one to act deliberately on the basis of lived

experiences and to communicate it to others.

benefit from potential theoretical insights put into practice [cf.
(8)]. Indeed, disabled activists, scholars, and communities have
long called for a reevaluation of the treatment of pain and the
uncritical equivocation between pain and broader structures that
sustain suffering [(9), p. 203]. Intersubjective sense-making may
not amount to straightforward healing or alleviation of pain, but
it nonetheless involves an important transformation of relations
that affords control and agency to those experiencing pain.

As phenomenologists, we want to remain faithful to this
lived experience of complex communicability, expressivity, and
amelioration regarding pain and its treatment. Phenomenology
is a rigorous philosophical approach that explores how objects
of experience present themselves and how they become
meaningful [(10), p. 9]4. In this article, we draw especially
from the critical-phenomenological approach, which “combines
insights regarding embodied lived experience with analyses
of socio-political structures and power relations which frame,
inform, and shape that experience” [(11), p. 4]. We hope to
introduce readers to key phenomenological concepts, alongside
illustrative examples, with which to explore issues relating
to the amelioration of painful experience. By attending to
the role of imagination and metaphorical association in
experiential constitution, from sensation to sociality, we offer
a critical-phenomenological account that takes seriously the
transformative potential of shared expression in this regard.
Moreover, we draw from principles of engaged phenomenology
to challenge “assumptions around narrativity and privileged
articulacy,” to remain “mindful of how experience is lived
through constellations of relations with others,” and to
consider “the transformative potential of [people] sharing their
experiences in meaningful ways, rather than merely assessing
their ‘utility’ in academic terms” (12). The case studies in this
article are, along these lines, intended to illustrate the various
ways in which pain can be transformed through intersubjective
expression, while also attending to the complex power relations
which govern perceived legitimacy and testimony relating to
discussion of pain.

ON THE EXPRESSION OF PAIN, ITS

COMMUNICATION, AND ITS RECEPTION

The sensations of my own body may be the only subject on which

I am qualified to claim expertise. Sad and terrible, then, how little

I know. “How do you feel?” the doctor asks, and I cannot answer.

Not accurately. “Does this hurt?” he asks. Again, I’m not sure. “Do

you have more or less pain than the last time I saw you?” Hard to

say. I begin to lie to protect my reputation. I try to act certain

[(13), p. 70].

4Key definition: Phenomenology

Phenomenology is a philosophical tradition stemming from the work of German

philosopher Edmund Husserl at the beginning of the 20th Century. It has

developed into various different philosophical legacies, of which Existentialism and

Hermeneutics are among the most prominent. While there are various internal

philosophical debates within the phenomenological field, its various interpreters

generally all maintain that the first-person perspective is primary in the production

of knowledge. Lived experience is understood as integral to the sense-making

processes of the self.
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It is often felt by people experiencing pain that they are
expected, as patients, to offer linguistically articulate expressions
of pain with purported medical utility; while the amended
IASP definition goes some way to separating description and
experience of pain, verbal expression is still a key part of
clinical evaluation (e.g., rating pain on a scale of 1–10). In
some academic contexts, by contrast, pain is assumed to be
ineffable, intrinsically private, and impossible to communicate
[(14), p. 53]. Both of these approaches to pain problematically
obscure a more complex reality—a matter that significantly
motivated Cohen et al. (1) in the formulation of their alternative
definition. The creative expression of pain has a long history,
and contemporary patient groups and disability activists have
been able to facilitate profound communicability through poetry,
imagery, and all manner of communal artistic expression
(see Part 3). It is very much possible—and often vitally
important in relations of care—to receive another person’s
expression of pain, to understand something of its painful
nature, and to demonstrate this understanding. We can accept
this philosophically without requiring an identity of experience
between the person in pain and their companion(s) [(9), p.
206; (4), p. 106]. We know intuitively when other people “get
it”. In this way, pain assessments are not merely instrumental
means to understanding pain from a medical perspective;
from a patient’s perspective, this can be an important ethical
interaction that can offer a sense of connection or alienation,
depending on how the pain expressed has been received in
this context.

Given that people are rarely offered other explicit
opportunities to express their pain in the process of diagnosis
and treatment, this encounter can take on additional and
perhaps disproportionate significance. It is unclear that the
assessment of pain can itself serve as a therapeutic intervention,
and yet the responses of practitioners can here set the tone
for how people relate to their pain moving forward. Without
alternative avenues to explore shared understanding of pain,
so much can depend upon this particular clinical encounter.
This is not lost on practitioners, who are often acutely aware
of how the multiple demands on the clinical encounter
can compromise opportunities for compassionate care. As
Disher (15) writes:

It is concerning to imagine to what degree we may be failing to

help our patients by assuring them that concerning feelings are

“normal” or by being unable to understand the experience they

are describing. It is not uncommon to have a sense that something

is being missed, and one wonders if a phenomenological toolkit

that could be quickly at hand could be used in these moments to

support assessment, diagnosis, and treatment [(15), p. 1,097].

The experience of shared understanding can have a hugely
significant impact on the experience of pain itself (16). This
shared understanding is often made possible by enabling people
in pain to explore the shape of their pain and its impact
with respect to their life as a whole—this concerns how the
phenomenon of pain presents in the context of a particular

lifeworld, to use a phenomenological term [cf. (17)]5. While
the pain itself may linger, with no particular end in sight, a
transformation of painful experience can be facilitated through
meaningful intersubjective expression of pain, in which, as Hovey
writes, “patients become people again” [(18), p. 12]. This can
be the impetus for both attitudinal and material change in
lifeworlds of people in pain. Painful sensations are put into relief
by experiential circumstances which are not always inevitable but
about which people can feel more or less hopeful depending on
this perceived possibility of change:

Do I trust in any healthcare provision to which I have access?

How long do I anticipate this pain will continue as a result,

and does that anticipation feel bearable? Does this pain feel

shameful, and do I feel worthy of care? These aspects of the painful

experience may, in fact, problematically intensify or normalize

these very pain sensations, depending on the intersubjective social

and political context within which I find myself [(4), p. 109].

Opportunities to discuss pain this broadly are rare in clinical
encounters, which are primarily focussed on curing the physical
body of its malady. However, without a detailed sense of
how pain manifests in the lifeworld, medical consultation
can feel frustratingly generic and detached for patients [(19),
p. 3]. Especially in cases of chronic pain, individual painful
circumstances shape and color the lifeworld and, in “attending to
these complexities of painful experience and associated suffering,
a radically different notion of care may emerge as appropriate
for each person beyond unsympathetic and clinical elimination
of pain altogether” [(4), p. 111]—it is, after all, not always
possible for treatment to offer a straightforward “cure,” and the
unique significance of chronic pain for the patient must be taken
seriously when exploring alternative treatment avenues. Ideally,
treatment would respond specifically to the expression of pain
for each individual in their particular situation.

So what is it like to have one’s pain subject to the assessment
of another? When I close my eyes, tense my body, and hold
my breath when it hurts, try as I might not to flinch, what
does this bodily expression tell you about my pain? What if
I tell you it burns, or it feels sharp, or it aches? How can
you know what this pain means to me? Given that painful
sensations are only given directly in first-person experience, the
attempt to gather up subjective pain into expression can feel
particularly fraught. Indeed, as the IASP has come to recognize,
not everyone experiencing pain is able to do this. Famously, in
her seminal work The Body in Pain, Scarry argues that pain can
“destroy language” [(14), p. 53]. Deep pain can indeed render
linguistic expression, or even the attempt to conjure up words,
void and impossible, such that a person in pain can but cry
out in agony. It is interesting, however, that Scarry extrapolates

5Key definition: Lifeworld.

The lifeworld is the shared and communal world as experienced first-hand

by the self in everyday life. Everyone has individual, perceptual, and social

experiences that are foundational in the way they engage in the world thereafter.

By emphasizing the importance of the lifeworld, phenomenology explores the

experiential structures that underlie our immediate access to the world.
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from the impossibility of linguistic expression to claim that pain
“brings with it all the solitude of absolute privacy with none of
its safety, all the self-exposure of the utterly public with none of
its possibility for camaraderie or shared experience” [(14), p. 53].
Certainly, the urgency and aversiveness of painful experiences
can underscore the fundamental separation between first and
third person perspectives; it is precisely when we most need
someone to understand our pain, to care that it hurts us, and
to know how to cure it that others “can turn away in disbelief
and disregard,” since the pain is ultimately subjective [(4), p. 106].
To a certain extent, if someone tells you their pain is unbearable
then you can but take their word for it (or choose to disbelieve);
you cannot verify this claim with firsthand experiential evidence.
However, we contend, unlike Scarry, that this appeal and desire
for others to understand our pain actually discloses a very real
possibility for the “camaraderie and shared experience” that she
suggests pain might prevent.

Without discounting the plausibility of painful experiences in
which people feel absolutely unreachable and inconsolable, we
can, in fact, conceive of instances in which painful experiences
are recognized and meaningfully understood by others without
direct access to the painful sensations themselves. Such relations
of empathy make it possible to offer care or cure, and these
relations can develop between loved ones, between people
who discover their respective pain bears resemblance, and
importantly between patients and practitioners. Recognition
that pain can indeed be shared in this intersubjective sense
led Cohen, Quintner, and van Rysewyk to emphasize “mutual
recognizability” in their alternative definition of pain [(1), p. 6].
They draw from Martin Buber’s phenomenological analysis of
first and third person perspectives, among other approaches, and
conclude that the clinical encounter is, or should be,

a legitimate (socially sanctioned) and safe communal space in

which both parties can accept and negotiate the meanings of the

experience, including the testing of boundaries, thereby creating

a therapeutic relationship [(1), p. 5].

As much as practitioners might aspire to facilitate such a space,
this description is very much idealistic; in reality, imbalances
of power, intercultural barriers, competing demands on time,
negative prior experiences, pressure on resources, and other
such factors can color the clinical encounter and prevent the
negotiation of meaning in therapeutic terms (4).

It is important to note, given that the clinical encounter can be
fraught, that individuals are, of course, capable of self-reflexively
altering their experience of pain outside of medical spaces. This is
not, however, the same as expecting individuals to simply “get on
with it” alone; those looking to ameliorate pain must recognize
that external support structures play a key role. This much is
already recognized by most biopsychosocial conceptualizations
of pain (6, 7). Isolation, loneliness, and rumination have also
been linked to the exacerbation of the painfulness of experiences.
These magnify the undesirability of the experience, and feelings
of helplessness are core components of catastrophic thinking
that can diminish recovery in the “functioning” of pain patients
(20, 21). Positive interventions are most often facilitated within

a fretwork of social relations, which more or less explicitly
encourage and make possible the individual transformation
of painful experience [cf. (22)]. It is crucially important that
conceptions of pain do not treat people as solely and individually
responsible for making sense of their painful experiences, since
the circumstances that have enabled one person to address their
own pain may not be afforded to other people. The clinical
encounter thus garners much of its significance in the analysis
of painful experience from the fact that it is the common space
in which one seeks a medical explanation and assistance that
cannot be found elsewhere (23). This does not mean that the
encounter will necessarily represent the beginning and end of
a person’s understanding of their own pain. The encounter is,
however, framed by these specific concerns, and the expression of
pain is understood by each party in this interaction accordingly.
For a medical practitioner, a meaningful expression of pain
might importantly reveal details pertinent to a diagnosis or
relevant for signposting a patient to better support. For a
patient, as illustrated by Biss’s account quoted at the beginning
of Part 1, it can be unclear which expression of pain will be
recognized and accepted as valid by others. Most (in)famously,
pain scales have highlighted verbalized expression as key to
medical understanding of pain.

Medical tools to assist the expression of pain proliferated
in the twentieth Century, especially in the West after the
Second World War, including three key models of pain
measurement: “psychophysics, multidimensional questionnaires
using standardized descriptors, and scales which rate the
intensity of pain” [(24), p. 15]. In 1939, Dallenbach listed 44
words in total to, respectively, describe “the temporal course
of pain, its spatial distribution, fusions or integration with
pleasure, affective coloring, and qualitative attributes” [(24),
p. 16–17]. The McGill Pain Questionnaire was developed in
1975 by Melzack, in consultation with panels of students,
patients, and doctors, to identify words to describe sensory,
affective, and evaluative dimensions of pain and to rank these
words according to pain intensity (25, 26). Gracely and Dubner
(27) sought clinical utility and accuracy in their proposed
five properties of an ideal verbal pain measure, as well as
seeking the possibility of absolute valid comparison of pain
across groups. From pain charts (28) to descriptive terms (25)
and visual-linguistic scales (29), these developments helped
medical practitioners and researchers to recognize the utility and
importance of subjective reports of pain, as well as furnishing
them with means to record something resembling a pain
“measurement.” Indeed, by the late 1990s, nursing literature
began to refer to pain as “the fifth vital sign” (30). These
notable and influential examples from twentieth centuryWestern
medicine, to mention just a few, illustrate how endeavors to
facilitate the expression of pain have developed with respect to
medical understanding.

While the medical profession now largely recognizes the
importance of taking reports of pain into account, the
communication of pain through scales and measures can be
challenging for people experiencing the pain firsthand. Eula Biss
(13) further describes the difficult process in her creative writing
essay “The Pain Scale”:
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Determining the intensity of my own pain is a blind calculation.

On my first attempt, I assigned the value of ten to a theoretical

experience—burning alive. Then I tried to determine what

percentage of the pain of burning alive I was feeling.

I chose thirty percent—three. Which seemed, at the time,

quite substantial.

Three. Mail remains unopened. Thoughts are rarely followed

to their conclusions. Sitting still becomes unbearable after 1 h.

Nausea sets in. Quiet desperation descends.

“Three is nothing,” my father tells me now. “Three is go home and

take two aspirin.”

It would be helpful, I tell him, if that could be noted on the scale

[(13), p. 72].

When the pain scale becomes the medium and vehicle for the
expression of pain, “the questionnaire displaces the patient’s
own story, sidesteps the issue of pain’s private meaning, and
disrupts the potential for humane communication between
patient and doctor” (31). The encounter means something
crucially different to patients and practitioners, however much
interpersonal relations of care mediate their communication, as
Cohen et al. (1) might hope. As Padfield notes, “[b]y the time a
patient ends up in a pain clinic there can be a wide gulf between
the agendas of patient and clinician [...] and the significance it
holds for them both. There is thus an urgency to find a means of
crossing that gulf” [(32), p. 151].

Cohen et al. (1) do, however, offer a clue in their article as to
how to realize a sense of intersubjective and mutual recognition
of pain: “Through creative expression,” they say, “differences of
point of view can be resolved and new possibilities are allowed
to emerge” [(1), p. 5]. Creative expression is here upheld as key to
facilitating understanding of pain between the person in pain and
potential practitioners who might bear witness. But why restrict
such expression to the consulting room and to the remit of
the medical profession? What extraordinary transformations of
pain might be rendered possible if practitioners could signpost to
creative outlets, or if people could creatively express their pain in
communities where they already feel at home? And finally, given
that creativity is here seen as integral to the processing of pain,
how can we address inequalities that can preclude people in pain
from expressing themselves freely? As critical phenomenologist
Cressida J. Heyes observes:

Ordinary life in the context of the pressures of postdisciplinary

neoliberalism often feels compressed, demanding, teetering on

the edge of possibility, utterly draining, yet also out-of-control,

micromanaged by distant institutions and individuals. The

response from even the most privileged individuals cannot always

be to sit up, pay attention, work harder, work to change ourselves

[... Sometimes] the only possibility of resistance (or even the only

viable response) might be to detach from experience, to evade

pain and fatigue, to slow down, and [...] to alter or even to lose

consciousness [(33), p. 7].

For this reason, attempts to offer generalizable solutions or
frameworks that might facilitate the expression of pain are
unlikely to succeed in attending to the particular lifeworlds of
people experiencing pain. General frameworks risk replicating

social, political, and economic determinants of pain and will
almost certainly limit the creative scope for people to explore
their own painful experiences. A far more radical understanding
of the role of imagination in the expression of pain can take us
beyond the use of pain scales and toward a transformation of
social and material conditions. To this end, we turn to critical
phenomenology as an approach that “seeks not only to describe
but also to repair the world” [(34), xiv].

PHENOMENOLOGY OF IMAGINATION AND

EXPRESSION

Phenomenology, as a philosophical approach, explicitly concerns
itself with understanding and explicating processes of embodied
meaning development. Phenomenology thus offers a way to
address and understand pain as it is lived through and comes to
bear meaning—an aspect of experience that is often overlooked
by pathological or clinical accounts which emphasize dimensions
of pain which are broadly quantifiable (9). It is vitally important
to acknowledge that individuals experience and respond to
pain differently within the same cultural contexts, and that
pain is therefore not straightforwardly determined by external
structural factors only [though these factors manifestly and
importantly matter, as evidenced by critical-phenomenological
analysis: see (4)]. While people become familiar with their pain
through shared intersubjective environments and norms, their
experience of pain develops and accrues distinctively within the
particular context of their individual lifeworlds, and thus pain
is constituted and embodied differently according to personal
context and circumstance.

Phenomenology is sometimes characterized as the neutral
description of the world as it is perceived from the first-
person perspective, free of presuppositions and normative
judgment; the approach is therefore sometimes criticized for
taking individual experiences too seriously and for abstracting
structural considerations out of the picture [(35); cf (36)]. There
is, however, a promising thread within the phenomenological
tradition that acknowledges how reflecting on experience can
actually open up possibilities for affecting change (12, 37–
40). This conception of phenomenology makes explicit the
fact that “the phenomenologist renews their understanding
of certain phenomena in the world—at a particular time
and in a particular place—through the activity of critical
reflection, and this reflection generates a new orientation and
world-view with respect to the lifeworld” (12)6. The process
of taking a reflective stance toward lived experiences can
enable their transformation and renewal—phenomenology can
help to illuminate the significance of objects in experience,
explore which aspects of their significance are structural or

6Key definition: Critical phenomenology.

This emerging theoretical and methodological approach investigates lived

experiences by explicating the role of socio-cultural, political, economic, and

historical dynamics. Although inherently diverse, critical-phenomenological

approaches recognize that human experiences are shaped by factors like

discriminatory practices, social injustice, and structural violence. By considering

these elements of experience as “quasi-transcendental", critical phenomenology

proposes a notion of the self that is neither neutral nor abstract.
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contingent, and aid the expression of lived experience toward
meaningful change [(40), p. 87]. This can be a particularly
liberating avenue when some aspect of experience presents
itself as especially urgent—perhaps, for example, during a
painful experience.

The creative dimension underlying the transformation of
sense is something that we hope to illuminate in this article,
with a view to aiding practical understanding of imagination
in the ameliorative expression of pain. Transforming how
one understands and relates to one’s pain—especially chronic
pain—can have dramatic effects on everyday life. Having given
an overview in Part 1 of the expression of pain in clinical
assessment, we now delve into a phenomenological analysis of
how imaginative expression enables people to make sense of
their pain.

When experiencing pain, people are sometimes able to
imaginatively shape their conception of their painful feelings
to cope better with their impact (41–43). In this context, we
argue that imagination should be conceived as a cognitive and
affective strategy for transforming lived reality and making sense
of personal experience. Traditional conceptions of imagination
have, by contrast, upheld a distinction between body and
mind, and have generally associated imagination solely with
the “rational” side of the human being; as Irving (44) astutely
points out, “it is curious [...] that the imagination is often seen
as the faculty of fancy and a disengaged mind rather than as
constitutive of bodily experience and practice” [(44), p. 298]. It
is, indeed, strange to assume that imagination concerns only an
abstract and disembodied “mind,” since the range of imaginative
possibilities garner their meaningful significance precisely
through the embodied entanglement of emotion, biology, and
lived experience. On this matter, phenomenology is an approach
that explicitly recognizes the character of the body as both a
material object and a living organism. Throughout canonical
phenomenology, the physical and psychical components of the
self are not conceived as separate ontological entities, but are
instead considered integral to understanding the body as a
whole (45–47).

For the purposes of this article, we are interested in
the following two aspects of the expression of pain: (a)
how the imaginative process incorporates the experience of
pain; and (b) how the expression of pain may be facilitated
through metaphorical association. To these ends, we hold
that imagination should be understood in relation to the “as-
structure” within associative experience. Imagination is, in this
sense, can be understood as a particular form of “quasi”
perception, as Summa, Fuchs, and Vanzago explain with the
following example:

If you try to imagine how it would be to meet a friend you haven’t

seen since your school time, you would somehow find yourself

exploring that possibility: for instance, you would try to figure

out how this person might look now after so many years, how

s/he may have changed while still having some of the same bodily

and/or expressive traits; also, you may imagine how it would feel

like for you to have this person sitting nearby after so much time,

etc. [(48), p. 6].

Imagination is thus better conceptualized as a form of “quasi”
perception; in this example, my perception is overlaid as if my
school friend were here now, even if I am fully aware that they
are actually not here. The imaginative association is based on the
as-structure, which Tengelyi similarly explores here, again from
a phenomenological perspective:

Wherever something is taken as something (this as that), i.e.,

wherever something is in reality complex, manifold, disparate

and even, upon individual consideration, is of a different kind

than another, counts, from a certain point of view, as the same as

the other (as being identical with the other), we may witness the

emergence and the fixation of sense, making sense approachable,

available, and even graspable [(49), p. 80].

This mechanism based on the as-structure thus reveals how
consciousness receives, associates, or constitutes something
within experience as meaningful in a given way. For example, I
experience this pain as normal or familiar, as located in my head,
as something to which I can attend in various ways—and this
happens below the level of deliberate consciousness. While I can
actively imagine what it might be like for my school friend to be
here now, there is a more passive sense in which prior association
through the as-structure renders the whole experience as
intelligible and recognizable at all. Sense-making is, in this way,
a complex process that involves multiple evolving as-structures.
Moreover, certain especially critical moments can shatter prior
understanding (and its related as-structures), demanding new
conceptions in order for lived experience to make sense anew.
Experiences of pain can comprise this kind of transformative
event. Indeed, experiences of pain viscerally demonstrate that
imagination is rarely a straightforwardly neutral mental exercise,
but instead importantly involves an affective dimension:

[I]magining [...] involves something more like genuine rehearsal,

“trying on” the point of view, trying to determine what it is like

to inhabit it. It is something I may not be able to do if my heart

is not in it. If we understood better why imagining [...] requires

your heart to be in it, we would understand better what is being

resisted when we resist [(50), p. 105].

We argue that imagination plays a crucial role in determining
how the self makes sense of experiences of pain figuratively.
Imagination is not only understood here as a cognitive tool,
but also as a practical and situated way of dealing with painful
experiences that is not always straightforwardly conscious. So
what is special about imagination and why do we believe that
focusing on imagination can inform pain treatment in a practical
sense? First of all, it is crucial to bear in mind that pain is
not a thing, a state, or a condition, but rather a “process that
involves the whole person and whose complexity lies in the way
it implicates all kinds of different biological structures and layers
of meaning” [(51), p. 121]. Pain is therefore a phenomenon that
cannot be categorized straightforwardly as a sensation or feeling,
since it involves the totality of the human self (51, 52). The
imaginative and figurative conception of pain can therefore be
understood as an attempt to grasp this complex phenomenon
through the as-structure. As Scarry points out, pain can be
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experienced as if it is caused by something coming from outside
the body [(14), p. 12]. Ahmed (53) similarly grasps this aspect by
pointing out that “we construct imaginary objects or weapons to
take up” and with which to grasp experiences of pain [(53), p.
21]. We might imagine the intrusion of an external object into
our bodily space and then seek to re-establish inner balance by
addressing the implied cause of our pain. The absence of an actual
object that causes the painful feeling is thus complemented by a
metaphorical sense, and a related description, of some imagined
material thing. In describing one’s personal pain, it is not unusual
to employ expressions such as “I feel pain as if there are needles
on my skin” or “my stomach hurts as if it is burning”. All
these linguistic expressions should not be understood only as
idiosyncraticmeans to express pain, but rather as potential modes
of communication with others. As Geary (54) shows, metaphors
are employed creatively in expressing states that are resistant to
expression, and pain is an especially notable form of experience
which challenges linguistic communication. Indeed, metaphor
can express a non-verbal as-structure conceived prior to the
intersubjective encounter, but only rendered communicable in
that instant (i.e., “I realize now that my pain has always felt like
needles on my skin, though it has only just occurred to me to
express it like that to you.”).

To explore this sense of the as-structure in another example,
let us consider Ahmed’s description of menstrual pain, in which
she writes that,

In the example of period pain [...], I also create an imagined object.

The pain is too familiar—I have felt it so many times before. I

remember each time, anew. So I know it is my period, and the

knowledge affects how it feels: it affects the pain. In this instance,

the blood becomes the “object” that pushes against me, which

presses against me, and that I imagine myself to be pushing out,

as if it were an alien within [(55), p. 27].

Again, Ahmed points out that we shape the object of our pain by
individuating a part of our own body as the cause of the painful
sensation. Bymeans of our imagination, we individuate, separate,
and give a new form to our self-understanding of our own body,
e.g., the blood in the example above. The bodily part, felt as if it
was an external object, is then objectified as something potentially
or actually harmful. Leder describes a similar sense of “sensory
intensification” in which the painful area of the body “suddenly
speaks up” thus interrupting and overwhelming experience—a
hyper-presence he calls “dys-appearance” (56). In pain, we can
experience body parts in their materiality, as physical objects
that we recognize as our own but over which we have little
control. Pain thus paradoxically makes us recognize our bodies as
physical entities, and accordingly enhances a sense of alienation
from our own corporeality. In attempting to make sense of this
experience, we can resort to imaginative construction. As Grüny
(51) describes, linguistic expression is a way of making sense of
this alienation:

my abdominal pain feels as if I was being stabbed not just

because this is my way of externalizing and objectifying a private

experience, [...], but because I really do feel assaulted by an alien

force that alienates part of my body, and I findmyself nailed down

without any way out [(51), p. 130].

These critical moments which give rise to the new formation
of sense can be understood with reference to the as-structure.
Alteration to the as-structure—when an experience previously
received as “this” now makes sense also, or instead, as “that” —
involves a breaking down of sedimented norms and expectations.
This breakdown can also demand a revision of the relatively
fixed narrative in which the original self-understanding was
emplaced. Metaphor exemplifies the plasticity of the as-structure
and its transformative potential; the creative reimagining of
pain through metaphor makes possible new ways of being and
relating. These considerations also lead us to recognize that
painful experiences cannot be fully understood in quantitative
terms. Although clinical practitioners sometimes need to grasp
a patient’s pain very quickly—calling for the use of a “pain scale”
in some cases—in other circumstances (like chronic pain), the
challenge is centered aroundmanaging pain through longer-term
strategies in which the presence of personal pain is acknowledged
and understood. In pursuit of this goal, the employment of
imagination and metaphor offer potential both in a clinical
context and for making sense of the broader lifeworld of the
person in pain.

Practitioners might take up metaphorical language in order
to make abstract medical knowledge accessible to patients
(practitioner to patient); patients may want to express sensations,
bodily feelings, and their psychical impact through metaphor to
clinicians [patient to practitioner, see e.g., (57)] or to relate to
others with similar experiences. This latter case (patient to patient
or person to person) is of particular interest for the purposes
of this article, because it captures the therapeutic potential of
reaching an understanding with others in the mutual recognition
of pain, as explored in Part 1. As Lakoff and Johnson explain
in their seminal work Metaphors we live by, metaphor ought
to be seen as “a matter of imaginative rationality” [(58), p.
325]. Metaphors make it possible to express and understand a
given experience in terms of another through the as-structure
by preserving coherence and mutual understanding. Far from
being a mere rhetorical device, metaphor is not so much linked
to language or intellect as with shared conceptual structures
“including aspects of our sense experiences: color, shape, texture,
sound, etc.” [(58), p. 235]. That metaphorical language deals
with human experience in a holistic sense is an aspect of pain
expression that we consider to be salient. In these respects, as
phenomenologists, it is our primary occupation to recognize
“the situated experience of the subject, not only in terms of
‘personhood’ and abstract ‘rights’ but, also and above all, as
embodied and situated” [(4), p. 112].

COLLECTIVELY MAKING SENSE OF

PAINFUL EXPERIENCES

There is already widespread acknowledgment that imagination
can be used to alter personal approaches to painful experiences.
This kind of intervention effectively encourages the person in
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pain to find a way to express the pain to herself or perhaps
to a practitioner who facilitates the intervention. Particularly
in response to cases of chronic pain, pain without a known
physical cause, or pain for which there is a long wait for
treatment, practitioners have developed various frameworks
and interventions through which patients are encouraged
to renegotiate their attitude toward their pain to improve
everyday life. Carel (8), for example, presents the idea of a
phenomenological toolkit for patients—and, in fact, a whole
facilitated workshop [cf. (15)]—as a means for people to attend
to their relationship with their illness, to explore the ways it has
changed their life, and to gain new understanding in light of
these considerations.

The demonstrable benefits of these schemes are not in
question here. As critical phenomenologists, however, we
are interested in how shared understanding can facilitate
transformation of painful experiences for the better—especially
when the meaning is co-developed within a group dynamic of
shared power to address marginalization. To this end, we are
particularly curious about how endeavors led by people in pain
have not only altered individual personal attitudes toward private
pain, but also how they have transformed social relations in the
medical contexts where they have taken place. These kinds of
projects have the additional benefit, over more individualized
approaches, of enabling horizontal cross-pollination of ideas
across groups of patients, practitioners, communities, and
others—developing networks of shared knowledge and more
resilient means through which to transform the conditions which
sustain or exacerbate painful experiences.

Approaches like this, which are able to foreground cultural
contexts, importantly enable people experiencing pain to
explore aspects of their intersubjective circumstances which
exacerbate and sustain their painful experiences. As critical
phenomenologists, we understand our experience “as emerging
from structures of space, time, and embodiment; and always at
the same time from contingent social and political structures that
also constitute it” [(33), p. 134]; we therefore also understand
cultural contexts as playing a crucial role in the constitution of
painful experience and the lived possibility of its expression. The
situated network of connections associated with a person in pain
is highly pertinent to discussion of painful experience. From the
perspective of someone experiencing pain, “[i]solation creates
an additional layer of pain leading to depression, despondency,
feelings of loss, purpose and value” [(18), p. 12]. As noted
by Hodge, Itty, Samuel-Nakamura, and Cadogan, a pervasive
sense that “we don’t talk about it” (i.e., experiences of pain)
can mean that “discussing such experiences can bring additional
pain, suffering, and hardship to the family or community”
[(59), p. 5]. This is a highly relevant consideration when it
comes to addressing intersubjective contexts, which can serve to
exacerbate or potentially ameliorate the lived significance of pain.
Indeed, as Patsavas (9) notes, “when cultural discourses construct
pain as the cause of feelings of devastation, they oversimplify
complex cultural, historical, and political phenomena. More than
that, they prevent us from examining the structural conditions
that make experiences of chronic pain tragic” [(9), p. 204]—
and these conditions are far from uniform across diverse

contexts. Efforts which emphasize the specific meaning of painful
experience for people in pain and which afford them agency
in expression can, however, work toward mutual understanding
and the transformation of painful experiences. When people
experiencing pain are not simply framed as “patients” but instead
as persons who have subjective interests, priorities, motivations,
and capacities, holistic treatment of pain can facilitate and take
seriously the importance of personal expression of pain with
respect to their particular lifeworlds. Expression, in this context,
must itself be imagined and regarded by people in pain as
possible, as worthwhile, and as valued.

As we argued in Part 2, imagination plays a crucial role in
the interpretation and reception of painful experiences. In this
section, we explore some tangible examples that illustrate how
people experiencing pain can findmeaningful and transformative
ways to share their perspectives (12). Shared endeavors enable
participants to develop shared imaginaries through which they
can make sense of their pain together. Painful experiences
in these projects are not regarded as identical, nor are they
presented as straightforwardly accessible to others. Nevertheless,
projects like these proceed on the assumption that meaningful
shared understanding of pain and its effects is worth pursuing—
that coming together to understand painful experience is itself
worthwhile and can affect change within contexts that “produce
and sustain subjects in pain, as they are alternately marginalized,
disbelieved, prioritized, or cared for” [(4), p. 102]. In this
way, the conditions which shape experiences of pain can
themselves be improved by those with firsthand knowledge of
their effects. As phenomenologists, we are interested in how
this important transformation of relations can afford control
and agency to those experiencing pain, and specifically to those
whose voices are otherwise marginalized. By introducing some
key phenomenological concepts alongside illustrative examples,
we hope to offer up a theoretical toolkit for pain researchers
and clinicians with which to explore these issues. As such,
we here review how different approaches can make it possible
for individual experiences of pain to resonate through shared
imaginaries and in the exploration of holistic treatment.

Pain Cards
Quantitative and qualitative analyses have shown that the use of
imagery in medical consultations improves the perceived quality
of the session and encourages a more collaborative atmosphere
in the consulting room (60, 61). Linguist Elena Semino shows
that pain cards—a set of laminated images representing aspects
of pain—can encourage patients to volunteer descriptions of
their experience without solicitation by the practitioner, affording
them more agency over the discussion topic and over the pain
itself (61, 62). The images on the cards are open to interpretation.
For example, one photo depicts a person’s mouth closed with
a clothes peg, while some others show a rag doll struggling to
navigate a human-sized world [(63), p. 50–51]. There are 52 cards
in total, offering up a variety of metaphorical images with which
to express one’s pain. After choosing a card, patients explain why
and how they made this decision; this gives them the opportunity
to reflect on which aspects of their pain they want to openly
discuss. Topic control, as Semino reports [(61), p. 274], is an
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aspect of the practitioner-patient interaction that indicates power
relations. For the patient in consultation, pain cards are tools that
grant them epistemic agency; this shift can adjust the balance in
power relations and give the patient the opportunity to use visual
depiction of their pain to enhance linguistic expression:

The patient uses the image of the rag doll in the PAIN CARD

as inspiration for describing herself via a simile (‘when I’m

completely like a rag doll’). The following explanation clarifies

the basis of the similarity: there are times when the person is so

exhausted that, like a rag doll, she cannot walk. [. . . ] This patient

uses a particular PAIN CARD as a springboard for a figurative

description and a narrative that introduce three aspects of her life

with chronic pain [(61), p. 281–282].

It is also significant that the use of pain cards does not so
heavily rely on linguistic ability and instead relies on “visual
imagination,” whereas pain scales are often less accessibly
“designed for people who find adjectives and adverbs useful
for them” [(60), p. 27]. So with the use of pain cards, patients
with a range of linguistic backgrounds and abilities can regain
a sense of agency in clinical encounters and can find figurative
means to express how they feel. Indeed, Padfield et al. (64) argue
“that exploring meaning is an essential part of understanding
pain better, and that images introduced into an encounter
become catalysts for both meaning-making and change” [(64),
p. 80]—offering a practical means to enact a translation and
transformation of the as-structure we described in Part 2.

More than this, however, as these authors suggest, a more
radical sense of agency and connection is made possible where
patients have designed the pain cards themselves:

[The pain cards] have been co-created with other pain patients

and so could be seen as placing the bodies of other patients within

the communication process. In another consultation for example,

after using the cards, one patient says “At least I know I am not

on my own” [(64), p. 78].

Though the authors only briefly remark on this mediated
interaction between patients through the pain cards, the fact that
other people in pain have created the figurative medium through
which these interactions are facilitated is significant. No longer
completely isolated, as Scarry (14) describes, in “all the solitude
of absolute privacy with none of its safety, all the self-exposure
of the utterly public with none of its possibility for camaraderie
or shared experience” [(14), p. 53], the patient using pain cards
is participating and reappropriating shared meaning in ways that
can exceed the clinical encounter.

Connections
Indeed, political agency, communal engagement, and social
awareness can emerge in many ways from such projects—not
so much to attest a given state of affairs regarding pain, but
rather to express a point of view and related feelings. The
Face2face project powerfully illustrates this point [cf (65, 66)].
Facilitated by Zakrzewska and Padfield, the project was aimed
at improving dialogue in the consulting room (using pain cards)
and supporting people in pain in the creative depiction of their

own pain. Participants were invited to collaborate on the co-
creation of “pain portraits.” Rather than “being an object on
the other side of the lens” they used “objects, materials and the
relations between them to evoke the internal abstract experience
of pain, making it visible” and thus participants were “in charge
of how [their pain] is seen by others” [(32), p. 155]. This
resulted in the production of metaphorical images ranging from
“exposed wires or rotting fruit” to more involved photographic
experimentation [(32), p. 159]. The co-creation of pain portraits
in this way made it possible for participants to regain some
agency over their own pain and to challenge power dynamics
in the medical setting. In fact, the process of creating a visual
depiction of their pain not only helped participants to express
their lived experience, but also initiated the renewal of sense-
making with respect to their pain—a transformation of the as-
structure. These types of interventions give people back the sense
of control that long-term conditions can very often take away.
Moreover, since these approaches do not treat participants as
anonymous patients but instead respect the differences between
people in pain and their individual situations, they can catalyze
connection in something of a snowball effect. Aldous (63)
participated in the Face2face project, for example, and describes
how this “allowed me a chance to tell my story, to feel listened
to and also to develop my own belief in my ability to identify
triggers, reduce negative thoughts and improve my sleep” [(63),
p. 52]. Consequently, as an occupational therapist, she was able
to find ways to take up what she had learnt as a participant in her
own practice with others:

I have been able to harness my own experiences and have used

considerable effort and have used considerable effort to help

others through their problems through creative participatory arts

projects across our town. [...] I returned to work as occupational

therapist [sic] with the eating disorders charity. I continued to

incorporate the use of imagery alongside the cognitive behavior

therapy protocol for eating disorders as a way of encouraging

my clients to discuss their relationships with food and emotional

states. This proved to be very powerful and not dissimilar to the

way in which the PAIN CARDS are used in consultation.” [(63),

p. 55].

Aldous’ translation of her experience as a participant to
her practice in her life and work more broadly exemplifies
how people can share imaginative expression of pain across
intersubjective contexts when health is conceived as part of
networks of social relations. Agency and connection can be thus
regarded as key aspects of how these alternative approaches to
the expression of pain can transform the relations excluding or
supporting people in pain.

Zines
It may be more appropriate, in some cases, for the imaginative
exploration and expression of pain to take place more concretely
outside medical contexts. In many ways, decentring the clinical
encounter can liberate the expression of pain from discussions
that seek to “treat” or “cure” pain, and instead open up more
creative and intersubjective avenues. Ache Magazine exemplifies
this spirit, spanning the space between zines and magazines.
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Kirstie Millar, one of the editors, writes in the first issue about
how Ache aims to bring together the voices of “self-identifying
women and non-binary people,”

to explore, question and articulate our experiences with illness

and pain. No illness is identical, our identities and our bodies

unique [sic]. But through our collective and shared experiences,

we can shift the conversation and be heard [(67), p. 4].

As an independent publication run by volunteers, Ache
circulates poetry, literature, fiction, and visual art through which
contributors and readers can explore their lived experiences.
Poems in this first issue include “The Art of Blacking Out” by
Annie Dawid, [(67), p. 6–7], “Prayer to Migraine” by Helena
Hinn [(67), p. 20], and “Quantifiable” by Mel Reeve. The project
demonstrates how the expression of pain can mediate both
personal interests and the social spaces afforded to these people.

Zines have been used as an “alternative” means of sense-
making for decades, sometimes explicitly in opposition to the
medical setting, largely due to the accessibility of both their
production and circulation. The Do-It-Yourself (DIY) ethos
behind zines underpins their political potential, as summarized
by Duncombe in Notes from Underground: Zines and the Politics
of Underground Culture (68): “make your own culture and stop
consuming that which is made for you” [(68), p. 7]. Holtzman
et al. (69) notes how creating zines is relatively simple and
affordable, since “all that is needed by an individual with a
desire to express her/himself is access to a photocopier” [(69),
p. 49]. Zines are made by juxtaposition and assembly of existing
pre-constituted material. Zine creators are, in this way, able to
refract their personal experiences as part of a wide intersubjective
context. As Radway points out, they should not be read as
idiosyncratic expressions of individuality:

I think zines should be read more for their radical generativity,

for the way they combine and recombine rich repertoires

of contradictory cultural fragments. They are experimental,

multifarious performances, it seems to me, instantiations of

multiple subject-positions [(70), p. 11].

Since zines are typically self-published, or published by small
independent presses, they often circulate through localized
networks and personal connections—through word-of-mouth
and also, more recently, online. Access to zines is thus
independent from institutional health settings, often deliberately
so; zine production and dissemination instead relies on the self-
organization of people who want to share their lived experiences
in dialogical and creative ways. This can represent a powerful
means for people to make sense of their experiences and make
connections with others, sometimes in relation to experiences
of illness and pain. Keyes, Peil, Williams, and Spiel, in their
commentary on zines, note that,

Devalued identities are particularly susceptible to trauma by way

of living their everyday lives in a system that overemphasizes

minds over bodies, masculinity over femininity, whiteness over

any other race, able-bodies over bodies rendered as socially

disabled, and the like [(71), p. 24].

They grasp these dynamics by focusing on three elements
encompassed by zines which are absent in contemporary
health-care systems: “(1) reimagined possibilities, (2) flexible
frameworks for empowerment and (3) community support”
[(71), p. 22]. Zines responding to this context are often designed
for and by people who have been historically marginalized by and
discriminated against in health-care settings, as a way to share
their stories, to find recognition, and to gain a sense of agency
over their experiences.

The creation and distribution of zines are a powerful means
of addressing personal experiences within more structural
issues as concise, readily and inexpensively made, and easy to
share. Moreover, their visual design can be tailored to suit “a
spectrum of learning styles,” and can take into account additional
accessibility requirements, such as the “translation into tactile
imagery to complement expected Braille translations.” [(71),
p. 24]. Zines thus have the potential to broker meaningful
connections, encouraging “both inspiration and empowerment
of producers as well as readers” [(69), p. 49]. The equivocal
and multifarious creative possibilities afforded by zines also
offer a unique space in which to explore the contours of an
altered lifeworld.

Community
Such explicitly arts-based projects may not be appropriate for
everyone experiencing pain, however. At different times, and
for different people, self-reflection on pain can be difficult and
explicitly creative practices may not resonate. Where illness is
associated with stigma, and when chronic pain is framed as a
burden, people in pain may seek to avoid more direct or overt
expression. Means of making sense of pain, in this context, may
mean something altogether different. Researchers have explored
the role of gendered social norms in experiencing and expressing
pain, for example, revealing that men are less likely to seek
social support and to share their painful experiences in certain
socio-cultural contexts; gendered influences deeply impact how
a person lives through and expresses their pain (72) and biases
also affect pain assessment and treatment [e.g., (73, 74)]. The
HOMEBASE project attends precisely to this context, as a
“community-based project to reduce social isolation for men
living with chronic pain” [(18), p. 13]. The project sets out “to
offer every man suffering from chronic pain a community of
care that extends beyond healthcare and into their communities
to prevent social isolation and learn to live well with pain,”
according to their own intuitive sense of how best to do so [(18),
p. 13]. The project importantly recognizes that its accessibility
depends upon attending to the specific needs of these men, and
how they may wish, or not wish, to communicate about their
pain. Hovey, as both researcher and participant in the project,
describes the sense in which these men prefer “talking sideways”:

Men working together and talking sideways seems to be a

preferred way of doing things. We want to get men together

working on things and not address it through sharing your

emotions, but coming together, becoming acquainted with each

other, getting to know each other, trusting each other, and talking

sideways (75).
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Taking a more overtly emotional or creative approach would
have run contrary to the inclinations of group members in
this instance. Learning to live well with pain has, in this
community context, involved recognition that a direct approach
to addressing painful experiences may in fact make the project
less accessible to those it would most benefit. The HOMEBASE
approach involves connecting a man newly diagnosed with
chronic pain with a buddy whose experienced perspective could
“help them navigate the complexity of the pain world” (76). The
contrast between making sense of pain with others and doing so
alone can be stark:

When everything in our lives changes due to pain, when nothing

is as it used to be (stuck in the liminal space) I feel exhausted,

shattered, isolated and I do not know what to do anymore and I

hide away from the world. Isolation creates an additional layer of

pain leading to depression, despondency, feelings of loss, purpose

and value [(18), p. 12].

In connecting with others through shared understanding of
chronic pain, “there is transformation that occurs as patients
become people again and are awakened by the multitude
of challenges that lay ahead of them” [(18), p. 12]. The
transformation that emerges here by no means replaces medical
treatment of pain, but rather it is a transformation of lived
sense. In this particular case, the as-structure is perhaps most
importantly altered around perceptions of possibility:

As I recall my own reflections during this process although my

levels of pain did not change, however, all other aspects of my life

improved and continue to do so. The transformative possibilities

keep unfolding [(18), p. 14].

CONCLUSION

In this article, we have discussed how, while the clinical

encounter is an event that can heavily influence the way
people make sense of their pain, the process of making
sense of chronic pain necessarily continues outside of and
beyond medical settings. The clinical encounter is typically

focussed on medical treatment, and therefore draws from

expressive tools like pain scales which tend not to facilitate
more holistic understanding and connection—this is, after all,
not what they were designed to do. Appropriate means of

expressing pain, as part of this sense-making process, thus
vary accordingly.

We began Part 2 of this article with a quote from Biss’s
remarkable essay (13) on her experience of pain scales. As Jurecic
(77) astutely commentates,

Biss’s essay suggests many reasons why the numerical pain scale is

an inadequate gauge of experience. As a writer, she finds greater

resonance in the metaphors of the Beaufort scale. The highest

number on that scale, which represents hurricane-strength winds,

is described in a single word: “devastation.” When Biss was

devastated by chronic pain, she recalls that she could ward off

devastation by repeating and “secretly cherishing the phrase,

“This too shall pass.” She found solace not in numbers or faith,

but in words, rhythm, and ritual.

Wehave here attempted to explore how imaginative expression—
through means such as “words, rhythm, and ritual” —can
be meaningfully employed to transform painful experiences
beyond pain scales in medical settings. In particular, we have
emphasized the significance of expression in intersubjective
contexts. Through our critical-phenomenological understanding
of imagination and expression, we sought to show that holistic
treatment of pain must begin by enabling the person in pain
to express themselves with respect to their particular lifeworld.
Through an analysis of the as-structure, we summarized
phenomenological insights that arise when taking the roles of
creativity and imagination in painful expression seriously, as well
as their transformative potential. We then explored examples
illustrating how communities of people experiencing pain, as
well as practitioners, can make such imaginative transformations
possible by engaging with the material and relational conditions
affecting painful lifeworlds.

The examples discussed in this article may not be suitable
for all people experiencing pain. Indeed, the point of affording
people the opportunity to meaningfully participate in these
projects is that they are able to voice their own perspective; the
project should be tailored to the priorities of those participating,
and therefore a top-down, one-size-fits-all approach would
precisely miss the point. Some people may still prefer
to make sense of their own pain within the context of
their existing lifeworld and connections. Given the lack of
literature emphasizing the importance of imaginative expression
within intersubjective contexts, however, we hope that our
phenomenological contribution in this article will shed light on
a potential avenue for those seeking structural solutions to the
amelioration of pain.
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With the rise of social media, many people with endometriosis have turned to platforms

such as Facebook and Instagram in the face of lacking care. This qualitative study

focuses on why and how people with endometriosis use these platforms. Despite the

risks of misinformation and conflict on social media, the results of this research show that

many people with endometriosis find these spaces beneficial, particularly for information

sharing, social support, representation, and advocacy practices around endometriosis.

Using data collected from surveys and interviews, this study reveals that people with

endometriosis often use social media to understand, experiment with, and navigate their

symptoms and that these efforts deserve recognition by endometriosis researchers and

practitioners. This article proposes that, in order to improve future patient-practitioner and

patient-researcher relationships for endometriosis, we must understand, not dismiss,

the social media practices of those with endometriosis. By understanding how and

why patients turn to social media, clinicians and researchers can build toward more

patient-oriented futures.

Keywords: endometriosis, social media, qualitative, chronic pain, information-sharing, patient communities,

ethnography, meaning-making

INTRODUCTION

Endometriosis is a chronic inflammatory condition that affects approximately 1 in 10 women and
undetermined numbers of transgender, genderfluid, and non-binary people (1, 2). Endometriosis
is defined by tissue that is similar to, but distinct from, the lining of the uterus growing outside
the uterus and throughout the body. Primary symptoms include chronic pain, pain with sexual
intercourse, fatigue, and infertility which can result in negative emotional impacts and an overall
decreased quality of life (3–6). Although endometriosis has economic and societal costs similar to
other chronic conditions, such as Rheumatoid Arthritis, Type 2 Diabetes, and Chron’s disease, it
receives disproportionately less funding (7, 8) and the worldwide average delay between start of
symptoms and diagnosis is 7.5 years (9).

It is common for people living with endometriosis to experience dismissal and mistreatment
associated with a long history of medical discrimination and sexism around chronic pain,
particularly pain associated with gender and menstruation (10–13). The contemporary conception
of endometriosis is, in the words of Redwine, “trapped by errant words of the past,” and based on
outdated conceptions of the disease and patient-blaming dating as far back as 400 BCE (11, 13, 14).
Myth and misconceptions continue to haunt the representation of endometriosis today, where it
is commonly referred to as “enigmatic” and “puzzling” by medical professionals and patients alike.
Although communication about endometriosis has improved over the last 20 years, awareness of
the disease, even in symptomatic individuals, is still lacking (15).
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In the face of mistreatment, dismissal, long delays, isolation,
and lacking resources, many people with endometriosis turn to
the Internet and social media for answers and support (16, 17).
In 2018, “what is endometriosis?” was the third most trending
health-related question on Google and in each month of 2017
there were more than 400,000 Google searches of endometriosis
in the United States alone (18, 19). Much of the literature
on endometriosis and social media thus far has focused on
information-seeking behaviors and the risks of misinformation
(16, 17). While misinformation and information-seeking are
important aspects of endometriosis-related social media use,
there is more to the picture than just this. This article
considers the variety of ways that a global, but predominantly
North American, community of English-speaking people with
endometriosis use social media and what these many practices
communicate about their symptoms, desires, and healthcare
needs. Although social media can have benefits, it is not an ideal
place to navigate a chronic illness. Despite these challenges, many
people with endometriosis continue to find value online. Rather
than dismissing these social media practices, analyzing them in
our research can help break the pattern of patient-blaming in
endometriosis care and lead to more patient-oriented futures.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This research is necessarily multi-disciplinary. Just as proper
endometriosis treatment relies on a multidisciplinary team that
can address all aspects of the body and mind, research into
endometriosis and social media requires not only a media
studies perspective, but also a framework informed by affect
theory and feminist disability studies. Online endometriosis
spaces are complex and messy, full of conflicting information,
heightened emotions, and variably moderated spaces. As social
science scholar Kate Seear writes in her book on the disease,
endometriosis is already “a disease exemplified by an unusually
high degree of uncertainty, mess, and contestation” (20). Social
media only further contributes and feeds off of this messiness. A
multidisciplinary theoretical framework offers a suitably complex
approach through which to consider the mess that emerges when
patients go online to negotiate their care, as well as all the nuances
and associated histories attached to those social media practices.

Social Media Studies and Affect Theory
Following recent turns in feminist social media studies, this
research approaches the habitual practices of social media
using affect theory (21, 22). Affect theory provides a way
of understanding how people are drawn together online,
how emotions circulate through digital spaces, and what
those relationships, emotions, and practices produce (23). This
approach also considers the ways in which everyday habits of
social media use can provide people with methods of engaging
in politics or putting themselves in conversations with others
that may otherwise be inaccessible to them, such as people
who are not able to “take to the streets” due to debilitating
endometriosis (24–27).

Affect theory also provides a tool for conceptualizing what
it means to live with chronic pain, which is one of the primary

symptoms of endometriosis. Neuroscientific research shows that
the sensation of pain can be experienced differently depending
on how it is processed or understood psychologically (28–30).
The International Association for the Study of Pain defines pain
as “an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated
with, or resembling that associated with, actual or potential tissue
damage” (31). The way pain comes to be felt in bodies is not
just about physical damage or degeneration but is also dependent
on the kinds of affects attached to that pain. This does not
make the pain any less real, but only emphasizes how nuanced
the experience of pain can be, particularly for people who have
experienced chronic pain and are more susceptible to further
pain through central sensitization syndrome (31).

Bridging the gap between the humanities and pain research,
McCosker and Jackson use affect theory to explain how pain’s
meaning can shape how it is experienced (32, 33). Similarly,
feminist scholar Ahmed uses neuroscience and affect theory to
show how pain is felt and produced not only individually, but also
socially (34). Although endometriosis does not always involve
pain, chronic pain research is still useful for conceptualizing the
way endometriosis’s meaning can come to shape one’s experience
with it.

Feminist Disability Studies
Endometriosis has been largely absent from feminist disability
studies thus far; however, it is still an important framework for
understanding the ways that endometriosis gets embodied and
understood (35). Disability studies takes a social-constructionist
perspective to impairment and illness, considering how such
concepts such as “disability” often frame individuals as flawed
in opposition to a preconceived idea of normalcy (36).
Endometriosis has similarly been constructed around the idea
of individual flaws, as seen through discourses of hysteria and
the 20th-century idea that endometriosis was a “career woman’s
disease” that occurred when women delayed childbirth to have
careers (10, 11, 13). Endometriosis cannot be divorced from the
histories and power structures that have come to establish how
it is represented today and disability studies helps frame how
these external forces can contribute to how it is experienced by
patients (13, 20). Disability studies also privileges the stories and
lived experiences of disabled, sick, and crip people as co-creators
of knowledge (37–39). A feminist disability studies framework is
useful for illuminating how the knowledge and meanings that
people living with endometriosis produce on social media can
shift how it is understood socially and even within research.

METHODOLOGY

Methods
Unlike big-data analyses which use algorithms and software to
collect large amounts of data such as all the posts within a
certain hashtag, this study used small data practices to focus
on the intentions and personal experiences of those who live
with endometriosis and use social media in relation to their
disease. This article follows in the practice of other feministmedia
scholars who use qualitative methods such as digital ethnography
to consider the individuals behind the big data (40, 41). It
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is particularly important to the author of this study, as not
only researcher but also a fellow endometriosis patient working
from a disability studies approach, that the experiences of these
participants are at the forefront of this research. A qualitative
ethnographic approach to this topic considers not only what
people with endometriosis post on social media but how and why
they do.

Participants and Approach
This research focuses on the platforms Facebook and Instagram
as these are currently the predominant social media platforms
used by those with endometriosis (16). This project was approved
by the Research Ethics Board at Concordia University and all
survey and interview respondents gave their consent to have
their answers included in this research. The survey and interview
questions as well as recruitment strategies were developed with
mentorship from supervisors. To reach out to participants, a
survey about endometriosis-related social media practices was
shared on 5 popular private endometriosis Facebook groups
with permissions from the group administrators. One-on-one
interviews were then conducted with these administrators, 12
individuals who ran endometriosis-related Instagram pages, as
well as those from the survey who had anomalous results, mainly
two individuals whose answers were opposite to the rest of the
results. Some of the interview participants were recruited using
the snowball method. The interview participants ranged in age
from late 20s to late 70s. Nineteen identified as women and three
as non-binary or genderfluid. Eighteen of the participants lived
in North America, while the others lived in Israel, South Africa,
England, and Ireland. All participants were English-speaking and
7 of the 22 participants were visible minorities. All the survey
participants were over 18, but no other demographic data was
collected from them. All respondents identified as people living
with endometriosis.

In total, the survey received 287 responses and 22 interviews
were conducted. The survey took ∼20min to complete and was
composed of both multiple choice and short answer questions.
The semi-structured interviews were conducted over zoom using
pre-structured, open-ended questions and ranged from 30 to
60min on average with one lasting over 2 h. The 24 interview
questions and survey questions were very similar, although
the interviews allowed for more elaboration and included 16
additional questions about group administration and Instagram
for those it pertained to. Both the interview and survey

focused on asking participants about their experiences with
endometriosis symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment, what the

disease means to them, and why and how they use social media.
The full survey and interview questions are available on the

author’s website for those who wish to replicate the study: https://
eileenmary.net/2021/05/03/interview-and-survey-questions/.

The survey results were compiled into a spreadsheet using

Google Forms where the multiple-choice results could be
analyzed in graphs and the longer answer questions could be
coded and analyzed thematically in Dedoose. The interviews
were transcribed and put into Dedoose and then coded based on

themes that emerged, as well as the predominant social media
practices that were identified in the survey results (Figure 1).
These themes were identified through inductive coding while
reviewing the interviews based on the most prominent and
recurring topics. If multiple interviewees mentioned the word
community, it would be coded as “community,” but these
excerpts could include differing feelings or representations of
community. Multiple codes would be used per section if relevant.
The total number of codes was 69, with the most discussed
ones being: knowledge; connection; advocacy; reflections on
social media; community, emotion, experiences and shared
experiences; histories of hysteria and dismissal; labor; and doctor
experiences (Figure 1).

A combination of in vivo coding and values coding was used
(42). For the most part, participants’ own words were used to
determine the code names, although in the case of “histories of
hysteria and dismissal,” two codes were combined into one due
to crossover. “Doctor experiences” refers broadly to the stories
interviewees shared about various medical experiences. Many of
these codes crossed over with the social media practices identified
in the survey results, such as “connection,” “knowledge,” and
“advocacy.” The others, such as “labor” and “dismissal” feature
in the findings and interpretations section in conversation with
these broader practices.

Throughout every part of the surveys and interviews, the
author was upfront about their own diagnosis with endometriosis
with participants. They explained their positionality and personal
investment in this research in both the calls for participation
as well as before every interview. This bias was discussed
upfront because, as Luka and Millette write, no research is
immune from bias, whether quantitative or qualitative (40).
Endometriosis research has a long history of bias toward certain
voices and forms of knowledge-production, so it is particularly
important to be transparent and make space for patient voices
in current endometriosis research. Although limiting, this
perspective was also essential to the research process, as many
participants expressed feeling more comfortable sharing their
answers with a researcher who understood the disease personally.
The same participation might not be accessible to a researcher
without endometriosis.

Due to this privileged position, measures were taken to
maintain neutrality and facilitate feedback throughout the
research process. Those whose survey answers differed from
the majority of the responses were interviewed further to
try and account for possible biased perspectives in the
results, such as those who identified as less comfortable
using social media. Throughout the research process, the
publications born out of this research were shared with the
interviewees as well as any survey respondents who provided
their emails to encourage ongoing conversations and feedback.
These public results have also been shared with the broader
endometriosis social media network and endometriosis research
networks to receive more feedback. The analysis of results
was reviewed with the author’s supervisor and compared to
related research.
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FIGURE 1 | A representation of the most common social media practices in endometriosis social media spaces based on survey results and including the most

recurrent themes coded in interviews.

FIGURE 2 | Survey results showing how people with endometriosis use social media for information and knowledge practices and how these uses have influenced

their life, diagnosis, and treatment options.
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FINDINGS

The findings of this study have been organized based on what
the survey results and interviews identified as the predominant
practices people with endometriosis use on social media.
These practices were then broken down into themes: meaning
making and storytelling; social and communal; information and
knowledge; and advocacy (Figure 1). These categories help frame
what takes place in and what is produced on endometriosis
social media spaces. Following the theoretical frameworks
identified above, this research considers how everyday social
media practices can help shape how endometriosis comes to be
represented for and understood by both individuals and broader
communities (43, 44). The number of survey respondents vary
between results, as the participants were not required to answer
every question.

Information and Knowledge Practices
When asked if social media played a role in their process of
seeking a diagnosis or learning about endometriosis, 81.6% (n
= 235) of respondents (N = 287) said yes, while 3.8% (n = 11)
said that social media wasn’t around when they were looking for
information (Figure 2). Only 35% (n = 95) of respondents (N
= 271) identified first hearing about endometriosis directly from
a healthcare practitioner. 2.6% (n = 7) said they heard about it
from other health resources, while 23.6% (n = 64) heard about
it online from sources that may or may not have been health
resources (Figure 2).

When asked if social media taught them anything new about
endometriosis that they had not heard elsewhere, 92% (n =

264) of participants said yes. Sixty-six percentage (n = 189)
said that social media exposed them to new or additional pain
management treatments/tools and 85% said that social media
had been helpful (n = 250) or somewhat helpful (n = 22) in
managing or living with their endometriosis (Figure 2). This
data is consistent with a number of recent studies which suggest
that social media has opened up many new opportunities for
information-sharing around chronic illnesses, particularly for
people of marginalized genders or with stigmatized conditions
(45–47). The potentials of social media for endometriosis have
not been as extensively explored.

The average time between start of symptoms and diagnosis
identified by my survey was 10 years—2.5 year higher than
the average world estimate—suggesting that people social media
use may be more common in those who have difficulty getting
diagnosed. This theory is also supported by the results of the
interviews, where a majority of participants identified turning to
social media only after experiencing years of medical dismissal.

The benefit to Facebook and Instagram is that information is
not only shared amongst many people, but that individuals can
also save time by learning from one another’s experiences. One
interview participant described how this saved her time in her
own treatment process.

I wouldn’t know [that pregnancy didn’t treat endometriosis] if it

wasn’t for all these different Facebook groups, Instagram profiles

[. . . ] I think I had to see other people in different parts of that

journey and what they were going through to really help myself

make those decisions. [. . . ] I skipped through a lot of that initial

hair pulling frustration because I had people pointing me in the

right direction.

Another participant described how she has seen social media
empower people with endometriosis to ask for more from
their practitioners:

Women now have gone from maybe trusting their doctors

implicitly to starting to question them and with the use of social

media in particular [. . . ] they are now able to go in and see

themselves as equal to their medical team as well. They’re able

to negotiate a wee bit more and certainly in Ireland they’re asking

for referrals outside of the country because we don’t have a lot of

doctors who are able to help.

Survey respondents and interviewees both talked not only about
their experiences being dismissed for their symptoms, but also for
using social media for information. As one interviewee said:

I did my own research and I know doctors hate when patients

consult ’Dr. Google’ but I wasn’t getting any help anywhere but so

I was just doing my best to put pieces together on my own.

The survey respondents and interviewees held differing opinions
on which sources were the most reliable and, as one interviewee
said: “what one person considers misinformation, another person
considers accurate.” Despite the misinformation and complexity
of information-seeking on social media, the survey and interview
results still showed that, overall, it was useful for many of
the respondents.

Social and Communal Practices
Both the survey respondents and interviewees commonly
expressed that online support groups and Instagram spaces made
them “feel less alone.” Seventy-eight percentage (n = 223) of
participants (N = 286) said that participating in endometriosis
social media spaces changed how they felt about or experienced
their symptoms, with an additional 7% (n = 20) saying it “sort
of” did (Figure 3). Forty-five percentage (n= 129) of participants
(N = 287) said they had made connections with others through
their endometriosis social media use. Those who did described
feelings of community, connectedness, and friendship based on
shared experiences:

There’s a, I would say unspoken but it’s also spoken, bond

that I think just happens. It happens with anyone with shared

experience that involves being not only in so much pain, but

dismissed, marginalized in our own ways. If you tell me you have

endo, I know what that means and I don’t care who you are, I’m

here, what do you need?

I feel like there is a really strong community, not here in

Israel specifically, but around the world [. . . ] because everyone

experiences basically the same thing. At different levels, but

people know what you mean.

I’ve made some really good friends now in the last 6 months and

there are people I check in with more online as opposed to real

life because they get it and you can kind of message people and go
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FIGURE 3 | Survey results illustrating the social and communal practices of people with endometriosis on social media.

“I’ve had a really bad day” and you don’t have to explain why [. . . ]

which is really lovely and I think that has really helped my mental

health too, just knowing that if I need to talk to someone or

if I need to vent about something generally people [will reach out].

I have found support simply through the realization that

there are many people who experience these symptoms than

I thought, and that there is a valid explanation for the pain.

It has been very validating to hear other people’s experiences,

particularly when it comes to being dismissed by medical

professionals when seeking treatment.

When you tell someone you have endometriosis and they

tell you back, it’s like we’re already friends.

Many survey respondents specified that they only use social
media for information, not connections. Others explained
that they felt some connection with others but had not
made any friendships or more substantial relationships. In the
interviews, participants often used the words “community,”
“tribe,” “sisterhood,” or “brotherhood” to describe the experience
of participating in online endometriosis spaces, despite also
describing how the spaces can sometimes be unpleasant
or unwelcoming, particularly for those from marginalized
backgrounds such as visible minorities or those who do not
identify as cisgender women (those assigned female as birth who
live as women).

The survey and interview respondents were also transparent
about the fact that online endometriosis spaces can be difficult
to inhabit sometimes. When asked if they found endometriosis
social media spaces to be difficult to engage with in any

way (ex: overwhelming, confusing, toxic environments, lack of
information, etc.) 47.2% (n = 135) survey participants said
sometimes, while 18.5% (n = 53) said yes and 34.3% (n = 98)
said no (Figure 3). The interviews highlighted these challenges:

I think this is my first time saying it out loud, but [. . . ] when I

mentioned seeing sick people and all the suffering [. . . ] I started

to wonder if I was sick enough to be a part of this group. I do

have a lot of good days; I do have days where my body is kind to

me and I have peace on that day. [. . . ] So I kind of have to learn

to be kind not myself and say, “it’s okay that you are okay.” You

don’t have to be sick or unwell or in pain all the time to relate to

other people in this space.

I don’t know, part of me doesn’t want to be part of [many

of the groups] because I don’t see those spaces as safe places for

non-binary or trans people and I think the communities need to

be more actively focused on changing the language. And I don’t

think that’s just the fault of cis-gendered women who have the

disease, I think it’s also the fault of the medical community in

framing endo as a woman’s disease.

I’ve seen queer people post in those spaces about what

needs to change to make those spaces safe for them and a lot of

especially white, cisgender women being like “well, get out of this

space then.” Like really toxic, gross stuff.

I didn’t find anyone that was my color that was talking

about it. And you know, within our community, we don’t really

discuss the health issues that we deal with [. . . ] I really wanted

to find [. . . ] a community for other people that are African

American just to see if we could compare notes.
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Because people have to self-advocate with endo so much, most

people do a lot of research on it. [But] people are also constantly

learning about endo for the first time [. . . ] Because of this, I think

there’s often a clash in social media spaces because it seems that

the well-researched folks get very annoyed when people who are

just beginning their journey ask questions.

The perspectives of the respondents were often conflicting. For
example, while one interview respondents said that there needs
to be room for hard feelings in endometriosis social media spaces,
another said that the emotional intensity of the spaces caused
them to feel worse about their own condition:

I feel like there needs to be a space for people to share the hard

things because this is a hard thing we’re going through. And

there are no easy answers and feeling hopeless or frustrated or

upset is like the natural human response to being in a situation

that’s awful.

It came to a point that I needed to just put those pages on

mute so that I could go to the page when I was feeling like I

needed to find some information or just completely unfollow

it because it wasn’t good for my own mental space to just keep

seeing how hard it is for people to live with this thing. So I had to

kind of just separate myself from social media sometimes because

it did become overwhelming and toxic.

Although some of the interview and survey participants found
the social and communal aspects of social media to be very
important and/or beneficial, this was not the case for all
participants. While some found the social and communal aspects
of endometriosis social media space difficult or overwhelming
to engage in, others were just more interested in focusing on
information and knowledge-sharing.

Meaning-Making, Storytelling, and

Advocacy Practices
The other common practices on endometriosis social media
spaces are meaning-making, storytelling, and advocacy practices.
Beyond the value of information-sharing, education, and social
supports, social media also offers a place where patients canmake
their endometriosis visible, describe it in their own terms, and
even contribute to new cultural understandings of the disease
(48). 50.4% (n= 143) of survey respondents (N = 284) described
using social media to “describe their experiences,” with 32.4%
(n = 92) saying they used it to “describe their pain in their
own words” and 31.7% (n = 90) using it for “venting.” 61.3%
(n = 174) said they use social media to raise awareness about
endometriosis (Figure 1).

The interviewees described the different ways that storytelling,
meaning-making, and representation on social media was useful
to them:

I’m a writer so being able to write things out [on social media]

is very helpful and I also have memory problems sometimes so

being able to go back and reread things and say I was in the

worst pain fog when this conversation happened, like what were

those tips and what was being shared and having a kind of record

for that.

If I was having a bad day, I could say to my boyfriend, just read

my [Instagram] post from today because that’s how I’m feeling

and he would go, oh that makes sense. But now [. . . ] I have so

many people going “oh my god, it’s so nice to know that I’m not

alone in this” and “it’s funny and you shouldn’t be laughing but

it’s nice to laugh at it.”

So that account really started as just a diary for me, just to

therapeutically be able to get it out and it wasn’t even for

connection at that point, it was just to get it off my chest, like

this is what I’m dealing with, this is what my day-to-day is like.

And then once I had surgery and I had more to share about my

updates I had a lot of people asking questions and then it turned

into more of an education resource.

The day that I came out with my diagnosis I posted a picture, I’m

sure you’ve seen it 100 times yourself with the surgery scars and

the plasters over it. I posted a picture of that and explaining my

story. Prior to my surgery I had posted about the fact that I was

going into surgery to have a cyst removed and I thought I should

tell you all because nobody speaks about this stuff so I’m telling

you about it. [. . . ] I can’t count the number of times people have

said to me: “I don’t feel alone anymore. Thank you for sharing

your story.” And you know that’s a virtual connection. That’s

someone would have made through something I would have

spoken about.

One of the interviewees also described how online patient
representations can also be useful for doctors, as well as
for patients by capturing the qualitative aspects of pain
which is the clinical pain scale does not account for. For
example, in the interview she describes the experience of
diaphragmatic endometriosis:

Someone says ‘I feel like I have an elephant sitting on my chest

and I’m trying to blow up a flat balloon.’ Maybe you don’t know

what it’s like to have an elephant sit on your chest, but you know

what it’s like to blow up a flat balloon and how hard it is.

Some of the interview respondents also spoke about how
social media inspired them to engage in advocacy and
awareness raising:

I’m a late comer to the endo community and jumping into

the advocacy (it’s not that I didn’t have the condition, it’s that

we weren’t really aware of that being something to be looked

at) and I think part of that makes me mad because there

are others like me, in my age group, that have gone decades

that have struggled with the disease, really traumatic diseases,

people that are isolated incidences, and it was always under

the radar and I look at these people now and some of them,

they had their whole life ahead of them and it just changed all that.

And I mean when I did start speaking about [endometriosis

online] I had no idea what to expect because I had never been an

advocate for anything in my life before this time. So I didn’t know

what could have been coming but I think I got the best response

because so many people could relate to me.

At the beginning [when] I was starting [my Instagram] it

was honestly it was mainly just for me. I mean I wanted to help
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other women and other people honestly but I was also like, I had

no idea what’s going on so I’m just going to start talking loudly

and then hopefully someone will hear me and then I’ll get help. I

mean the reason I do it now, which I say over and over, is just so

no woman thinks that they’re alone in their pain. That’s basically

just the bottom line of why I do it now. Because I felt so alone

and I felt no one knew what my pain was, no one understood my

pain and I was, I want to be that person for someone else that

does understand.

The way that participants understood and described their
endometriosis both online and in the surveys and interviews was
multiplicitous. In both the survey and interviews, participants
were asked the open-ended question, “What does ‘endometriosis’
mean to you? Has this changed over time?” Some answered
with clinical descriptions, some explained their symptoms, others
were more metaphorical. While some answers focused on
debilitating symptoms, others spoke of hope and growth. For
some, endometriosis took on a kind of personality, described
as “sadistic” or “controlling.” For others, it was not only a
disease, but a way of understanding the world, as shown by
the answer “[endometriosis] has taught me access to care is
unequal.” One participant wrote, “[i]t’s something that’s forever
a part of my life. . . but won’t define it.” Another said “it
means losing out on my ‘timeline’ for my own life.” The most
persistent things that people talked about were pain, their lives,
and the time endometriosis takes away from them. The most
common words and themes that appeared in the answer to
this question were symptoms (“fatigue,” “pain,” “cramps,” “heavy
[bleeding],” “nausea”); temporality (“time,” “years,” “always”);
actors (“doctors,” “medical,”); challenges (“struggle,” “trying,”
“work”; “without,” “help”); body parts (“organs,” “endometrial”).
In order to fully try and grasp the complexity of what
endometriosis can mean to patients, all of these different aspects
(individual, physical, structural, systemic) need to be considered.
These nuance answers reflect the complex representations
that are shared in endometriosis social media spaces every
single day.

DISCUSSION

It is clear from looking at the varied social media practices
of people with endometriosis that the illness cannot be
easily summarized as just one thing. This complexity and
nuance are part of what makes endometriosis social media
spaces so significant. There are many different players at
work on social media, and many differing viewpoints and
experiences. Currently, social media offers a subjective,
qualitative, and complex view of endometriosis that is
rarely being represented clinically or even within research.
Simply through posting and creating on social media,
people with endometriosis are influencing how the illness
gets talked about and challenging the simplistic ways that
it has been addressed thus far with their experiences,
connections, and information-sharing. In this section, the
above findings will be explored by again breaking them down
by practices:

Information and Knowledge Practices
The survey and interview results reveal a predominant
communication and information gap between doctors and
patients in the case of endometriosis. This trust gap has
been something that has continually been acknowledged in
research around stigmatized and gendered illnesses (49, 50). The
kinds of information and knowledge produced in endometriosis
social media spaces is not simple or straightforward and,
as other scholars have explored, social media is rife with
misinformation (16, 19).

Instead of becoming a further barrier to accessing care, with
the right approach and support from practitioners, information-
seeking and knowledge-sharing on social media could help
improve time to diagnosis. A recent systematic review shows
that seeking health information online can actually improve the
patient-practitioner relationship when both parties talk about it
openly and without judgment (51). These survey and interview
results also suggest that if patients can access information from
medical professionals sooner, they may not turn to social media
for information as extensively.

The information-seeking practices of people with
endometriosis on social media also show that patients value more
than just scientific or medical knowledge. Shared experiences
also play an important role and, although experiential knowledge
tends to be considered less rigorous than biomedical knowledge,
the survey results and interviews reveal that it is very valuable to
many of those who live with endometriosis. In fact, by sharing
their experiences online, people with endometriosis are helping
create new forms of knowledge that others can draw on to
understand their own experiences.

Social and Communal Practices
Research has shown that online support groups can be helpful
for improving the overall wellbeing and quality of life for people
with chronic illnesses through reducing isolation, improving
feelings of support and community, and increasing patients’
confidence interacting with their healthcare professionals (45,
52–54). However, online support groups and illness spaces can
increase the risks of conflict, developing maladaptive coping
strategies, or experiencing emotional overwhelm (17, 45, 52).
These conflicting results were also reflected in the survey results
and interviews of this study, where respondents expressed
benefits but also challenges in connecting with others online.

Existing endometriosis research tends to be more accepting of
using social media for support and community than information-
seeking, however studies do not always acknowledge the
complexities of these spaces (6, 16, 17, 55). The survey and
interview responses show how conflicts that emerge in these
online spaces often parallel the conflicts that exist in the
societal and biomedical construction of endometriosis, such
as longstanding prejudices, stigmas, and medical debates. The
emotional toll of endometriosis, which is not always addressed
clinically, also takes up space in these online communities and
can drive the kinds of conversations these spaces produce.
As feminist affect scholar Sara Ahmed writes, “emotions in
their very intensity involve miscommunication, such that even
when we have the same feeling, we don’t necessarily have
the same relationship to the feeling” (34). The contradiction
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of endometriosis spaces is that they both thrive off of shared
experiences and shared feelings, but that these experiences
inevitably contain differences, nuances, and conflicts.

Although, as the previous section showed, it is important
not to dismiss the social media practices of people with
endometriosis, it is also important that clinicians and researchers
understand the full extent of these groups before referring their
clients to them for emotional support. The social and communal
aspects of online social media spaces reflect and exacerbate the
conflicts and inequalities that already exist in endometriosis care.
While social media can be beneficial, and while patients will
continue to use these platforms if they don’t have access to
better alternatives, the complexities of these spaces should not
be overlooked.

Meaning-Making, Storytelling, and

Advocacy Practices
There has been extensive research and writing across disciplines
on the challenges of communicating pain and illness, whether
between a patient and practitioner or more broadly (56–59).
Chronic pain and illnesses involve biological, psychological,
cultural, and social factors that can make it difficult to assess
quantitatively (60, 61). Despite the need for an interdisciplinary
approach to pain, throughout Western medicine it is still
common for many practitioners to use the “pain scale” in clinical
practice, where patients are asked to label their pain on a scale
quantitatively from 1 to 10. This tool has been critiqued for its
subjectivity and, although other alternatives exist, they are not as
commonly practiced (62, 63). Despite the prevalence of chronic
pain and illnesses, people living with them are likely to experience
disbelief and invalidation from their practitioners, which can
cause isolation, depression, and emotional distress (64, 65).

Although endometriosis does not always involve chronic
pain, it is one of the most common symptoms [experienced
by at least 92% (n = 261) of my survey respondents], and
research about pain communication provides a useful way for
understanding how endometriosis gets represented, mediated,
and recreated online. Elaine Scarry’s formative work, The Body
in Pain, is particularly useful for framing how pain’s seeming
unrepresentability can “unmake” an individual subject’s world,
while also “making” new worlds both despite and because of
this unrepresentability. Pain’s lack of referential content, its
unfathomability, can destroy language, but this objectlessness
also “gives rise to imagining” and new forms of meaning-making
(57). For many endometriosis patients, the pain can be so severe
that it renders a person unable to speak or move.

In contrast, the representation of endometriosis on social
media is almost incessantly focused on making that pain visible.
This visualization practice is sometimes done through language
in Facebook posts or Instagram infographics, where pain is put
into words and metaphors. It is also often represented visually
online: sometimes through drawings; painting physical wounds
on the outside of the body; or photography of a vulnerable
moment, such as a person recovering from surgery or kneeled
over in pain. The externally invisible, but full body, nature
of the disease has also been represented through Instagram

campaigns such as #IAmExtraNotRare or #ThisIsEndometriosis,
where participants are asked to visually represent endometriosis
on their body with graphics or by writing on their skin.

Social media also allows those who do not explore
representational practices themselves to benefit through seeing
other people’s posts and potentially recognizing themselves in
those shared experiences. Patient narratives, descriptors, or
metaphors can also be useful for showing how people with
endometriosis experience, feel, and understand their pain. For
example, in a study by Stella Bullo and Jasmine Heath Hearn,
21 women described their endometriosis with metaphors that
represented it as an external agent controlling their experiences,
showing that they generally felt a helplessness and lack of control
surrounding their disease (66). While patient representations are
never perfect examples of endometriosis, the intense, affective,
or fragmented metaphors that people use to describe their
endometriosis can often reveal the emotional and physical toll of
the disease better than the description itself. As Dolmage writes
about disability storytelling and rhetoric, imperfect narratives
like these have value—“meaning actually springs forth from gaps
and flaws and mistakes” (67). The value of online endometriosis
representations is not just about what is created, but about what
the practice of representation itself reveals.

In this way, patients who post on social media create their
own research networks of endometriosis outside of academic
or medical institutions. But these networks can be complicated
and unreliable. These storytelling practices have also been picked
up by endometriosis organizations, pharmaceutical companies,
and practitioners, who sometimes share patient narratives to
add an impact to their own posts or sell products. As one
interviewee describes, sharing personal stories gets her the
“greatest engagement” on Instagram.While somemay be sharing
their stories for their own benefit, others may be using it as an
advertising tactic. The online network of endometriosis stories is
unregulated and the intentionality behind posts can be difficult to
untangle for people just scrolling by.

The varied and sometimes contradictory meanings of
endometriosis that survey and interview respondents shared
speak louder when put in conversation with one another. The
social nature of social media allows for some of endometriosis’s
complexities to be more thoroughly explored. Scholar Anthony
McCosker draws together the social sciences and neuroscience to
argue that pain cannot be defined by only one body. As he writes,

The affective force of pain is located not simply within the

perceiving subject, nor the object that ‘initiates’ sense perception,

nor in the impulse striking out between cells in afferent synaptic

chains coursing through the body, nor at the synaptic interference

or within the nerve cells themselves at the site of a wound [. . . ]

Rather the affective force of pain lies in the complex interchange

of any and all of these elements, along with others, through which

bodies act upon one another and in relation to one another within

an encounter (32).

Although pain and illness are always embodied individually, they
are also structured through relations and cannot be divorced
from the power structures that come to situate their meanings,
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feelings, and affective dimensions. Endometriosis comes to be felt
through complex relations within ourselves, but it is even further
constructed through social relations, the support of others, our
experiences inmedical institutions, our conceptions of ability and
disability, our understandings of pain, our desire for productivity,
and our media practices. Endometriosis, in all its relationalities,
cannot be measured simply by numbers or even symptoms and
to do so would be to do it a great disservice. Social media offers a
glimpse of what a more complex representation of endometriosis
might look at, but the people living with this disease deserve safer,
more regulated spaces to explore this self-expression.

Implications
Endometriosis social media practices create an important, but
messy, archive of the disease. This archive is built collectively
through the narratives of many different people with the disease,
practitioners, pharmaceutical companies, businesses, and more.
The complexities of these crossovers only enhance the political
density of these spaces and the potential resistance people
with endometriosis engage in by participating. In a world
where neither online or offline space are safe from healthcare
inequalities, many with endometriosis are using social media to
try and create an alternative.

As Gonzalez-Polledo writes of chronic pain communication
on Tumblr, “in social media pain is reframed as a political issue as
it is transformed from an individual, potentially disabling event
that has the capacity to put life on hold to an inherently social,
actionable, collective, issue” (59). Those living with endometriosis
who engage collectively in these spaces “resist epistemic injustice
and create inhabitable pain worlds” (59). By paying attention
to the social media practices of those with endometriosis, we
get not only “pain worlds,” but endometriosis worlds, where the
present and future of the disease can be reimagined. While this
online engagement, and these endometriosis worlds, may not
always change the dominant narrative, if we consider the long
history of endometriosis—including the continued dismissal and
mistreatment of patients and the influence of sexism, racism, and
classism—even the sheer volume of patient voices on Facebook
and Instagram is already an significant change. People with
endometriosis have a place to connect, discuss, and learn from
one another in ways that have never before been possible and this
historical relevancy should not be underestimated.

It is important that practitioners and researchers going
forward understand the amount of labor that people with
endometriosis who use social media must conduct in order to
access information, care, and support online, as well as raise
awareness about the disease. Social media helps reveal the gaps in
care for endometriosis patients and, although this article shows
that it can be beneficial to some patients, it not a long-term
solution. As Dusenbery writes in her book Doing Harm, “[w]hile
some patients may want to be partners in their medical care,
and the Internet has certainly made it easier for some patients
to educate themselves, not all women have the vast resources
require to become ‘empowered patients.’ And doing so should
not be mandatory” (49). Understanding the realities that face so
many people with endometriosis and why they might turn to
social media can help practitioners and researchers have more

productive conversations about patient social media use and
patient-centered care.

Limitations and Recommendations for

Future Research
The survey and interview participants for this research were
recruited through social media so, although participants had
varying degrees of usage, this study does not account for people
with endometriosis who do not use social media at all. For a fuller
picture of the role social media plays in the broader population
of endometriosis patients, future research should recruit through
other sources, such as patient groups and clinics. This study also
focuses predominantly on English-speaking social media spaces
with most participants coming from North America. Future
research is needed to address this gap.

A broader method of analysis such as data-scraping could
better inform on the wider range of post styles that appear
in endometriosis spaces. This article is limited to self-
reporting from survey respondents and interviewees who have
endometriosis and therefore does not consider the many
other people involved in online endometriosis spaces, such as
clinicians, businesses, and caregivers. Due to the complexity
and time-consuming nature of ethnographic research, this study
was only able to cover a limited number of participants and
the snowball method of recruitment for interviews could have
resulted in more homogenous responses. Future researchers
might consider using other qualitative methods such as focus
groups to hear from a wider range of people. In particular, it
would be beneficial to conduct focus groups with endometriosis
patients so that they could workshop the interview questions
and research methods before the research period using their
lived experience. Future endometriosis research should do more
to collaborate with patients as co-researchers/co-creators and,
although this study aimed to emphasize patient voices, it
would have benefited from having more patient collaborators
contributing to and shaping the research process itself.

Ideally, future researchers in this area should also establish a
larger and more interdisciplinary research group so that more
data can be collected, and the results can be more thoroughly
and complexly analyzed. A larger research team would not only
help mitigate bias but could also be useful for addressing the
accessibility needs that come up when researchers are themselves
patients, as is the author of this article.

CONCLUSION

This research highlights the importance of not oversimplifying
the experience of living with endometriosis. By looking at
the social media practices of people with endometriosis, the
disparities in care, histories of medical neglect, and complexities
of life with chronic pain and illness are revealed. Significant
archives of experience and patient-produced knowledge are
available on social media, and these should not be dismissed
or ignored. Although social media use comes with complexities
and challenges, fully understanding why patients go online
and what they use these spaces for can help practitioners and
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researchers better understand what people with endometriosis
need from their care, such as validation and support, reductions
to diagnosis, better access to accurate information, emotional
support, and clearer representations of endometriosis in
medicine and popular culture. This article is a first step toward
validating and analyzing the social media practices of people with
endometriosis so that future researchers and clinicians can use
these findings toward shaping patient-centered futures.
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When living with chronic health conditions or experiences of trauma our lives can become

perpetually penciled in. The use of the penciled-in metaphor means to arrange our time

tentatively: a date, an appointment, a meeting, seeing a movie, or attending a class.

In our technologically-driven world of electronic calendars where everything is entered

electronically, the utility of the pencil and hand-written agendas have all but vanished.

However, for the purpose of this article, the pencil provides a metaphoric common

ground to learn about the totality of the disruption experienced by living with chronic

health conditions and their residual trauma. The pencil is touchable, tangible and as a

researcher and a person who lives with challenging health concerns, metaphors help me

to create an understanding of the chaos of living a life in pain with cancer. This article is a

person-centered account of the process of reflexive coping and self-processing of pain

by a pain researcher and educator. This article focuses on the metaphor of penciled-in

lives to provide a qualitative account of experiences of pain from chronic health issues

and the trauma both physical and emotional it causes. This act of reflexivity becomes a

personal examination of life. It reveals to me my beliefs, decisions, and practices before

and during my hermeneutic journey and how these may have prejudiced my thinking

and behaviors.

Keywords: chronic pain, cancer, thalassemia, posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), hermeneutics, metaphors

ENIGMATIC RELATIONSHIP WITH HEALTH

As a person living with chronic pain and cancer, I learned that health resists universal
definition because it can only be interpreted, constituted, and reconstituted through specific
professional, personal, promotional, educational, cultural, governmental, and communal lenses.
The components of health are complex, with multiple assessments and dimensions. For example,
I can identify the usual suspects of health such as physical, occupational, spiritual, emotional,
intellectual, social, sexual, mental health, and of course aging. However, during various stages of our
life, we develop a sensibility (the ability of sense) of knowing when one’s health is waning.Wemight
say that we are not feeling right today, something is off; “I feel unwell.” This awareness is based on
how we feel when compared to how we typically navigate our worlds with anticipated expectations.
Similarly, the expression of pain physically varies among people simply because they experience
their health differently. When we attempt to diagnose illness, it is done as what is expected, or
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of concern based on biomedical test results. Therefore, although
the possibility to diagnose with accuracy is a powerful resource
of modern medicine. It is what saves many people with early
detection. Living with pain and cancer means establishing a
new self-determined sensibility of what personal health feels like.
We still need to establish when our health shifts to illness, just
differently (1).

There are challenges implicit in defining personal lived
health precisely and adequately because health is an overarching
conceptualization inherent within the human experience
(2, 3). Health remains irreducible and resistant to the
certainty of a purely positivistic objective definition (4–
6). Health resides within us as reflective human beings.
Nevertheless, this does not negate the value of discipline-specific
definitions that provide direction, focus, and professional
enculturation for healthcare practitioners, health promoters,
and educators.

This metaphoric explication is of particular interest for people
living with chronic pain and cancer where a recalibration of
homeostasis is required. Since the new way of experiencing life
means having a level of pain and uncertainty. The penciled-in
metaphor offers a reflection on how pain and cancer have affected
my life. This is just as they were as unique people before pain
and cancer change my life. The way each person pencils in their
life events, erases many, wears away the time of their life faded
away helped by the tears that fall to view a shadowy reminder of
oneself (7).

Metaphors as a Window Into

Understanding
The word metaphor is a figure of speech by which a characteristic
of one thing or topic is allocated to another. Greek word meta
means over and across and pherin, to carry or bear. Together
the Greek wordmetapherinmeans to transfer, carry over, change,
alter, or use a word in an unusual way. This transfer of meaning
is different but approximating it or comparable to help create
an understanding of another topic or experience. The metaphor
helps to consider that which is similar and that which is different
while transferring meaning. In qualitative research, the metaphor
becomes a technique to explore complex and sensitive human
experiences such that they might become more apparent to
the reader. The reader may not have had that experience and
so finding a metaphoric common ground adds to the art of
understanding at the heart of philosophical hermeneutics. For
others who have had a similar experience such as loss and pain,
it may help to validate their experiences and help them deepen
their reflection on that with which they live (8).

Ricoeur writes, “If we can incorporate the surplus of meaning
of metaphors into the domain of semantics, then we will be
able to give the theory of verbal signification its greatest possible
extension” (9). In other words, the metaphor invites reflection
and can become a bridge to extend our understanding of
something where words are not readily available to explain or
interpret life challenges. The life penciled-in metaphor is my
personal reflexivity moving from my internal thinking to being
available to others for reflection and interpretation.

The metaphor provided below was adopted as a means
to poetically illustrate the often unknown aspects of living
with chronic pain, that of loss of choice, exhaustion, anxiety,
depression, and trauma.

Reflective Metaphors
When I recall attending school as a much younger person, I
remember having several freshly sharpened pencils readied for
action on my desk in preparation for class to begin to take notes,
doodle, and dream. I especially used them for drafting documents
to be inked in or typed out later. I was not seeking pencil
perfection. In a precomputerized world, the pencil provided a
means to draft-write, draw, create, and offer thoughts with the
option to erase and re-write over the old text. Our papers became
shadowy imprints of what was written on the page, erased, and
then written over, as new ideas toppled old, while there remained
the remnants of the past writing, like a fading memory. The
use of this metaphor is explicitly chosen to state that when
I transitioned from acute to chronic pain, with a subsequent
diagnosis of advanced metastasized prostate cancer, everything
in my life changed, some quickly, others slowly. Much like the
fragility of the act of erasing pencil marks from paper, there is the
reflection of erasing my life expectations that take place. Living
with chronic pain and cancer, I literately feel worn out, erased,
folded, and creased as does the paper one works over and over,
becoming exhausted and more fragile. My life as the written page
metaphorically shrinks further and further into the shadows of
my previous self, unless, beyond recovery; a healing narrative is
all that is left (10). The fragility of health and identity become
charcoaled and blurred.

The Fragility of Pencils
The lead within the pencil keeps the clarity of presentation
through the applied tension and skillful pressure of the sharpened
point onto the paper. Too much pressure on the pencil translates
into a possible breaking point of the lead and tearing through the
paper. As a person living with challenging health conditions, the
transition from prepain to a pained life with cancer demanded
changes. These changes were not by choice but provoked by
the sheer desire to live well and find a new equilibrium and
life. Too much stress and pressure from both internal (my sense
of self) and external sources (demands of work and society)
can disrupt this new sense of acquired equilibrium, sometimes
to a breaking point of self, leading to a rupture through the
paper. Without healing, when a cure is not possible, each
metaphorical sharpening of the pencil shortens it and in a similar
way, we eventually are left short of living a meaningful life.
If the pain and cancer cannot be disrupted or arrested, we
remain confined by our pain (11). “We notice how pain and the
suffering it inflicts change in character when they are no longer
accompanied by the certainty or the expectation that it can be
eliminated” (4). The penciled-in metaphor illustrates that even
though life is not always predictable or certain, we still can create
possibilities through our choices as an altered sense of security
even predictability. Much of this becomes erased and tattered
over time while our pain dictates many of our losses and lack
of choice.
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One of my graduate students, Mr. Veeresh Pavate offers
the following reflection about living with Thalassemia,
not necessarily only physical pain but the pain of time
and treatments.

My agenda works on a 3-week schedule, and it is always penciled

in advance. Being a person with thalassemia, a chronic inherited

genetic health condition, I require timely blood transfusions. This

allows me to accomplish my personal and my professional goals.

As my body does not produce enough healthy red blood cells,

it needs external assistance which means I have always led my

life on a borrowed timeline. It entails the need for two units of

blood transfusion every 3 weeks. This process takes 4–5 h on an

outpatient basis at the hospital. Hence, as we keep writing with

a pencil lead which not only becomes smaller with usage, the

pencil needs to be re-sharpened to extend its life. That is the

same feeling I feel every third week as I get tired and it becomes

challenging to concentrate on my research work, the penciled-

in date in my agenda approaching for my transfusion. After this

date, I get the energy to continue on high octane for a couple of

weeks and go through the 3-week cycle once again. This sort of

hard-etched script is sometimes challenging for others in society

to understand. The complex experience of having a chronic health

condition and the trauma resulting from it is not easy for society

to appreciate. In fact, my observation and life experiences have

been that society has a preconceived (or already penciled in)

image of people living with chronic health conditions: they cannot

have the very same aspirations and ambitions as people with

reasonably good health. When one experiences such things in life,

one wishes that it was as easy as turning the pencil around to use

the eraser to scrub away the experiences one has gone through. It

is always a struggle to make others see us as people.

Pain and Cancer Experiences as Reflective

Expressions
Every person living with chronic pain knows something of the
profound inwardization involved in suffering and the endurance
of pain (6). When we humanize our approach to qualitatively
researching chronic pain, we carefully and sensitively begin to
gain insight and understanding into another person’s world with
its substantial and oppressive magnitude of pain’s effect. The
complexity of life changes suddenly, profoundly with its effect
on the whole person with its multidimensionality, “dragging
us downward toward those dark demons, which our medical
colleagues may if unable to find success with chronic pain
describe in terms of hypochondria and depression” (4). If we
listen carefully to others, we begin to learn how that chronic
pain and cancer and the trauma they inflict, change the person’s
perspective of health (12, 13).

Continuing with the life penciled-in metaphor, one could say
that, before living with chronic pain, the person used to pencil
in only a few things at any given time, identifying them as
uncertain. Life, for the most part, was lived with some certainty;
where classes were scheduled, working hours printed out, going
out to movies with friends, dinner with family, a next vacation
destination, going for a walk, and feeling mostly well. This
generalization illustrates the transition from a life with minor
to then major disruptions; an existence of isolated pain and

suffering to one where there are no longer only occurrences.
Pain and cancer are now pervasive and persistent. As described
by Ganadmer: “So powerfully does pain cause us to withdraw
from all external experience of the world and turn us back upon
ourselves” (4). We lose our sense of belonging in our own world
and suffer in so many ways (14). It begins with physical pain but
stretches perversely into all aspects of life. I am myself penciled
into my own life. I ask myself: who am I now and who will
I become?

Chronic pain ruthlessly changes a person’s life. The intensity,
duration, and perception of the pain dictate the degree of life
that is lost, unlived, and forgotten. We fade away from who we
thought we were, before chronic pain. The things thatmattered to
us begin to slip away over timewith the pain. Jobs, school, friends,
and all the other activities that we previously enjoyed without
thought or concern now challenge us in ways never preconceived.
Even if the pain is controlled over time, the loss of opportunity,
personal goals, and a projected future of family and friends may
change, fade away, or at best may be re-negotiated and perhaps
partially returned (15).

Time Reflections
Researching chronic pain means researching the whole person,
qualitatively and quantitatively. The whole person is complex and
as such, the term chronic entails the time spent with the illness,
expressed in months, years or decades. It refers to chronological
or sequential time. To deepen the penciled-in metaphor, we offer
a reflection on changing perceptions of time when dealing with
chronic illness and its resulting trauma.

Chronos, one of the Greeks’ conceptualizations of time, is
the time when we engage directly with a structured time and
place. It can be linked to the medical world, as primarily a
quantitative concept (16–18). When we make an appointment
with a medical expert, a counselor, or a physical therapist, for
example, we arrive at a prearranged time, have medical tests, hear
about diagnosis, discuss continuing or new treatment options,
and then leave at the end of the appointment. Chronos is about
preciseness, such as the exact dose of medicine, combinations,
and our body’s response. It is the marked time between medical
visits, the time between taking medications and waiting for the
effects and the unfortunate side effects, and the time in between
finding pain and forgetting about it. These are moments in a time
dominated by the promise of medicine, cure, and recovery where
one anticipates the eradication of pain.

Regarding healthcare and its help with reducing the pain of
the pained person Gadamer writes,

This is something we know from contemporary medicine with its

virtuosic capacity to “eliminate” pain, the source of the pain, the

symptom, and sometimes even more than this. By means of its

capacity to remove pain in this waymodernmedicine changed the

role and importance within human life of certain illnesses, which

can be so quickly dealt with today. One simply takes something

for it and then it is gone (4).

Advancing the pencil metaphor, Chronos demands to pinpoint
accuracy. The pencil needs to be at its sharpest to ensure
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that medical appointments are precisely scheduled, medications
are accurately measured, with periods and commas not to
be confused. For the person living with pain, being at their
sharpest is challenging but necessary within Chronos time. But
at what cost? Remembering the small pencil sharpeners, the
continuous sharpening of the pencil which shortened the pencil
each time, leaving an ever-present pile of shavings. Thismetaphor
is transferable because too much of Chronos time for the person
living with chronic pain translates into fatigue from being driven
to meet expectations of self and others, a gradual sharpening.
Regrettably, ending up put in a heap of our own, exhausted and
possibly demoralized by the demands of Chronos. I have ended
up in this metaphor pile there many times over the last decade
while trying to keep up with the expectations dictated by my old
life (10).

Kairos can be thought of as the length of time lived in-
between Chronos time, which is far more extensive, where days,
weeks, months, years, and tears can pass by without relief from
our pain. The metaphoric pencil lead is allowed to dull here
with wider marks on our paper of life. It eases the tension
on the person and provides the time to reflect and create
new passageways for life. This time becomes an experience in
which there is the possibility of creating new meanings, ways of
living, and healing of our souls. We experience time as Kairos,
through the qualitative or hermeneutic time. For the person
living with chronic pain, that experience is one of living in-
between, which is the locus of hermeneutics, medical visits,
treatments, and a life penciled in all the while punctuated by
Chronos. For a more in-depth understanding of hermeneutics,
please see the following references (4, 5, 15). Kairos time is
where people living with chronic pain spend most of their lives;
waiting, wondering, and hoping, while exhausted by the pain
and trying to make sense or meaning from their experience.
This unfolds while the unbridled Chronos is ticking away our
lives. Returning to the pencil metaphor, this can be compared
to the in-between: the point where the pencil is no longer sharp
enough for Chronos but has much writing potential still left
in the lead. This in-between time is where Kairos expands its
potential into the creative possibility of writing poetry, prose,
journaling, artistic doodling, sketching, or just dreaming of
improving one’s life. The sharpening of the pencil becomes a
necessary annoyance that may disrupt the creative process, but
we are still able to fall back into this hermeneutic experience.
When a person cannot be cured, we can still help to heal them.
Kairos is also where non-medicalized interactions may occur:
pain support groups, alternative therapies, socializing within
group activities, and perhaps even finding temporary peace.
When not focused on a perpetually sharpened pencil, Kairos
uses the whole of that lead until it really needs to be sharpened
thereby extending the longevity of the pencil and, in other words,
humanizing the realities of life for the person even if only for a
short time.

Chronos vs. Kairos
The brevity of the healthcare encounter favors Chronos over
Kairos. For example, take the Likert Scale to help assess pain.

Each number from Chronos represents a perceived level of
pain experienced by the person. However, it becomes obvious
that a number only represents a minimalistic representation of
the experience of health. The number from these scales can
be thought of as a dam holding back the lived experiences
of that person. Behind the number, the ever-increasing levels
of water represent how all the dimensions of health are
interwoven and affecting the whole person now. When I recall
my transition from acute to chronic pain, the Likert Scale
seemed to make more sense as I could recall being relatively
pain-free. However, after close to a decade of chronic pain,
the scale becomes less effective as a means of expressing my
pain. My pain narrative is a much better way to express it.
This kind of narrative needs practice, such that the patient and
clinician become interpretative partners to cocreate a shared
understanding of not only the perceived level of the pain, but
what other dimensions of their health are influencing their
health experiences. This co-creation can be facilitated by the use
of metaphor.

When a person living with chronic pain offers a numeric
answer from 1 to 10 out of 10, each Likert scale number
(Chronos) is covering up Kairos, the collective manifestation
of how all our dimensions of health are influencing our
pain. As we move up the Likert scale, the energy to hold
life together can become overwhelming. Time experienced
in excessive pain cautions healthcare that the worse possible
outcome is possible: suicide. The treatment of one health
issue creates others as undesirable side effects: the lesser of
two health-related outcomes. Treating the narrative beyond
the chosen number becomes whole-person care. If a person
living with pain can assemble a diverse community of
healthcare providers who can help with each dimension of
health, then one might find a new sense of wellbeing and
life again.

Another of my graduate students, Ms. Marie Vigouroux
explains her relationship with time and painful trauma.

Somewhere along the line of living trauma and getting diagnosed

with posttraumatic stress disorder, my relationship with time

shifted greatly. I spent most days consciously and unconsciously

avoiding situations that could cause more trauma, anxiously

waiting for more trauma to happen. I put aside my big life plans,

only letting life happen to me instead of actively taking part in

creating the life I wanted for myself. I lived almost exclusively in

Chronos, constantly anchoringmyself to sharply written events in

my agenda, unable to spend and invest time on my own healing.

From an onlooker’s perspective, I was functional: I held down a

job, I maintained relationships, I cared for my pets. It is only when

healthcare workers began interesting themselves inmy experience

of the time in-between that it became apparent to them that I had

been living with posttraumatic stress.

Although my life remains still penciled in and tentatively lived,
as the pandemic continues into 2022, we are left with the work
of finding joy in life. This current article does not explore pain
during a pandemic as it appears in other journal articles, but
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rather acknowledges pain as it manifests in many ways for
many people.

We Cannot Overstep Our Own Shadow and

Colored Pencils
Moving our thinking from the dullness of the charcoal pencil to
colored pencils metaphorically offers people hope of exploring
new and brighter options for their lives. A word of caution is that
regardless as we explore time, it passes, and we get older with the
disabling effects that are somewhat inevitable. The experience of
pain in an aging body to me means not waiting until the pain is
better, but learning to live it. Gadamer explains:

An awareness of time—this is something momentous. For it does

not signify merely an increase of knowledge, in the power of

anticipation, but involves what is in fact a fundamentally different

status altogether. It means the ability to forgo the gratification

of the most immediate goal in favor of a long-term fixed

purpose (4).

This means to keep seeking out new and different ways to
experience the world with a fresh perspective, using new paper
and colored pencils with which to re-story ourselves (19, 20).
Remember: we cannot overstep our shadows because we always
are reflectively everything that we are. Reflexivity reminds
us to confront ourselves and our understanding of our life
circumstances. This is a lifelong process that ebbs and flows, and
we as humans are inherently reflective beings. A constant renewal
becomes possible; whowewere, who are, and whowe can become
with colored pencils to narrate a new self, coloring outside
the lines means exploring new and meaningful life possibilities
(21–23). Perhaps coloring outside of the metaphorical lines of
our lives will mean something different to everyone; this is
where its potential exists. The only thing I can be certain of
is that my pain will be there with me as I continue as a work
in progress.

CONCLUSION

The intention of the authors in writing this manuscript was
to make the experience of chronic illness accessible to those
researchers and clinicians who may never have experienced it. By
hermeneutically exploring this experience through the penciled-
in metaphor, the authors hope that people who have never
experienced chronic illness will be able to better understand
it. Humanizing the experience of chronic illness is necessary
for its scholarship, and a provides a foundation upon which
researchers can produce patient-centered research, and clinicians
can provide patient-centered care.
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Background: The palliative care people present needs that can be partially met by

complementary intervention. Approaches based on the use of hypnosis and music

are increasingly being studied and have shown potential benefits on pain, anxiety, and

wellbeing for many populations including those in palliative care.

Objective: This study aims to present the initial process of creating and refining a

hypnosis and music intervention program intended for persons in palliative care, with

a panel of experts of diverse relevant backgrounds. It also aims to evaluate its feasibility,

preliminary acceptability, and content.

Methods: To achieve the objectives, we followed ORBIT recommendations for the

development and redesign of behavioral interventions (phase I a-b). Based on a

meta-analysis, reference interventions were identified and then adapted to the target

population. Twenty-two experts from different backgrounds were consulted to obtain

their evaluation on the acceptability, feasibility, and content of the interventions.

Result: The various components of the program were deemed appropriate or very

appropriate by over 80% of the experts. However, possible risks were raised related to

some uncertainty about the reactions of individuals to the intervention. Several experts

(32%) indicated potential adverse effects consisting of negative emotional experiences

during the sessions. Modifications were proposed specifically to reduce or mitigate this

risk. Over 90% of the experts considered that the revised program provides a safer and

more appropriate intervention for palliative care persons.

Conclusion: A mixed intervention program with hypnosis and music has been

developed and attained a high level of consensus by the experts. The proposed

intervention is ready to be assessed for clinical efficacy in a pilot study (ORBIT Phase II).

Keywords: pain, anxiety, hypnosis, music, complementary intervention, intervention development, wellbeing,

palliative care
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INTRODUCTION

The quality of life of patients in end-of-life palliative care is a
fundamental issue for them and their families. It is at the heart of
the comfort care provided at this stage of life (1). Fifty to seventy
percent of cancer patients in England wish to die at home (2).
Their choice to live these last moments in their residence meets
an important need. However, this approach is demanding and
refers to issues that people in palliative home care face on a daily
basis. Palliative caremobile teamsmay be confronted with patient
anxiety, pain and suffering as well as the presence of medication-
related side effects (1, 3, 4). Other organizational challenges refer
to difficulties in accessing resources and services at all times of
the day (5).

To address the challenges related to the quality of end-of-life
care, there is a variety of complementary non-pharmacological
interventions (6). A complementary approach refers to “a non-
mainstream approach used together with conventional medicine”
(7). Among these proposals, interventions based on music and
hypnosis are relevant.

Music intervention is an umbrella term referring to an
intervention usingmusic. Music medicine intervention is defined
as “listening to pre-recorded music, offered by medical staff”
(8). Music medicine differs from music therapy in that it does
not focus on the therapeutic relationship between a provider
and a patient (9). Several disciplines, including music therapy,
community music, music education, daily use of music, and
music medicine, may involve interrelationships between music,
health, and wellbeing (10). The musical intervention developed
here is part of the conceptual framework of music medicine and
belongs to the category of complementary approaches, contrary
to music therapy which is considered as a discipline. The musical
approach we chose is based on previous studies demonstrating
the superiority of self-selected or preferred music over standard
selected music in improving pain and anxiety outcomes in
a variety of settings (11–14). It also takes into consideration
musical features to better accompany pre-recorded text (15).

Hypnotherapy is defined by The American Psychological
Association Executive Committee, Division 30, as “the use
of hypnosis in the treatment of a medical or psychological
disorder or concern“ and hypnosis as “a state of consciousness
involving focused attention and reduced peripheral awareness
characterized by an enhanced capacity for response to
suggestion” (16). Music and hypnosis present little risk of
side effects and can be self-administered at different times of
the day and at different stages of the disease. They enhance the
quality of life of different populations, acting on pain, anxiety,
and wellbeing (8, 17–24).

A meta-analysis on hypnosis and music in a palliative care
context observed a significant decrease in pain with an effect size
of d=−0.42, p= 0.003 for randomized controlled trial studies (k
= 4) (25). Analyses of the results of pre-post changes in hypnosis
(k = 3), preferred music (k = 3), and music/hypnosis (k = 2)
report an improvement in pain, anxiety, and wellbeing. Their
acceptability and feasibility achieved a high level of satisfaction.
These positive results should be interpreted with caution given
the limited number of available studies testing music and

hypnosis interventions developed with a rigorous protocol for
people in palliative care. This justifies further development and
testing of such interventions in various settings.

The Obesity-Related Behavioral Intervention Trials (ORBIT)
model proposes four phases to develop a rigorous behavioral
intervention program: design (phase Ia: define; phase Ib: refine);
preliminary tests (phase II); test effectiveness (phase III); overall
effectiveness (phase IV) (26).

The purpose of this study was to complete the design of
a mixed hypnosis and music intervention program (ORBIT
Phases Ia and Ib). Specifically, it aimed to assess the feasibility,
preliminary acceptability, and content of the program for
home-based palliative care patients, and to gather expert
recommendations for improving the program for pilot testing.

METHODS

Development and Design of the First
Version of the Mixed Intervention Program
in Hypnosis and Music (ORBIT-Phase Ia)
The first stage of this project was to carry out the ORBIT-Phase
Ia. It consists in defining the intervention program from the data
of the literature and in developing the first version of a program.

Intervention Milestones
To establish the milestones of the intervention, we conducted
a meta-analysis (25), we consulted papers on the effect of
specific musical components and clinical reference literature
on hypnosis.

We analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of selected
interventions and identified flagship ones by assessing their
feasibility and effect size. We retained three studies (20, 21,
23). Coelho and Gutgsell’s interventions included, respectively,
one and two intervention sessions; they had good feasibility
and fidelity, and effect sizes for pain reduction are large (d
= −1.58 and d = −0.76). Each session ranged in length
from 13 to 20min, with a high recruitment and low attrition
rates. Both contain musical and hypnotic components. Coelho’s
intervention was accompanied by “relaxing music” and included
an introduction, exercises of breathing and muscle relaxation,
images of a comfortable place, and suggestions for wellbeing.
This intervention was built according to the recommendations
of the UKMedical Research Council (27). Gutgsell’s intervention
included preparation for the intervention, autogenic relaxation
(breathing, relaxation), music at the same time as the patient
explored a safe place, and a conclusion. The musical part
contained various slow soft pieces and included improvisation
in G myxolydian. Peng’s music intervention consisted, first, of
identifying the patient’s musical preferences and, second, of
playing the selected preferences. The acceptability and effect sizes
of this intervention on pain (d = −3.81, p < 0.001) and anxiety
(d =−3.31, p < 0.001) were very large (25).

To identify preferred musical characteristics in background
music, we found a study that evaluated different musical
components of musical frames accompanying pre-recorded
spoken text. The results reported that musical accompaniments
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with a high degree of harmonic and melodic simplicity enabled
a greater state of mindful state to be achieved during guided
meditation with music (15).

To determine the content of the suggestions and metaphors,
we consulted a clinical manual, frequently cited in scientific
articles (28), as well as a script written and used in clinical

practice by one of the authors (HYlaDO©, DO, psychologist and
hypnotherapist)1.

Intervention Development and Description
Based on the results of a meta-analysis (25), based on a clinical
script (28)1, and on studies on musical components (11–15), we
developed the first version of a mixed intervention program that
integrates hypnosis and music. In keeping with the principles
of pragmatic studies and to foster respect for the individuality
of patients according to the principles of person-centered care
(29, 30), we offer three choices of interventions, which they can
select according to their preferences: Hypnosis (H), Music (M),
and Hypnosis with Music (HM). Inspired by Coelho et al.’s (20)
and Gutgsell et al.’s (21) interventions, we determined that each
intervention would consist of two sessions ranging from 15 to
30min in length.

During the intervention setup, a health care provider is
responsible for preparing the patient to receive the intervention
in the best environmental and physical conditions possible.
He/she may suggest taking a comfortable position, dim the lights,
close or open the curtains, create a pleasant atmosphere, and
try to reduce surrounding noise as much as possible. Then,
he/she ensures that the patient is comfortable listening to the
pre-recorded session.

All three interventions follow the same structure, with
some variations (see Table 1). Intervention setup, introduction,
induction, deepening, and emergence are similar for all the
interventions. The main distinction between them (H, M and
HM) lies in the transformation section. Instead of listening to
metaphors, participants who chose an intervention with music
(M or HM), listen to a piece of music that they enjoy. Background
music also accompanies the music interventions.

The introduction presents the sequence of the session. The
induction first involves the direction of the patient’s attention on
a fixed point, then for a moment, directs the attention toward
respiration, “As you focus, you begin to direct your attention to
your breathing, inhale and exhale at your own pace. . . ”. This is
followed by suggestions of relaxation of the body “(. . . ) as if the
relaxation, in fact, goes down from the face to the lower body,
a bit like a wave of relaxation (. . . ) and maybe you can feel the
heaviness of the body as well (. . . ).” This section continues toward
a 10-0 count where the patient is invited to deepen his/her state
of wellbeing, and physical and psychological relaxation. In the
interventions containing hypnosis (H, HM), patients are invited
to experience and live a moment of wellbeing in a pleasant place.

The hypnosis intervention without music then narrates
metaphors that are not present in the other two interventions.
The “horse metaphor” tells the story of a child who rides a horse
to his grandfather’s house. One day, he gets completely lost and
leaves the reins of his horse to return home. In this metaphor,
it is suggested to trust one’s body as the child trusts the horse.

The metaphor of the island tells of a person’s journey through
different places to get to an island. He can choose a fast, but more
laborious path or a slower path, and take his time. For its part,
the reflection section of the second hypnosis session is designed
to describe a moment when the individual looks at a reflection
in the water and then realizes that it is their own. Finally, the
“positive hand metaphor” consists of putting comfort, beautiful
moments of his life, wellbeing, and a balm in a hand chosen by the
patient. This positive hand is then placed on a less comfortable
area of the patient and the feeling of wellbeing is transferred to
the uncomfortable area and to the whole body.

The metaphors/techniques (safe place, positive hand, pain
modulation) were selected from textbooks on clinical hypnosis
according to the purpose of this program (to decrease pain,
anxiety and improve wellbeing) (28). Other metaphors (horse
and reflection) were defined by the hypnotherapist authors (JB,
DO) for this project, taking into account the recommendations
of hypnosis manuals (28)1.

The two interventions with music (M and HM) involved a
selection of preferred music by the patient and was inspired by
Peng’s study (23). The interventions with music also incorporate
a soft musical background. Taking into consideration the results
of Dvorak’s study and some musical elements of Coelho’s and
Gutgsell’s interventions, we created a musical framework in
myxolydian with a simple melodic structure, taking care not to
overload the listener (15, 20, 21). The tempo was undefined and
very slow (fewer than 60 beats per minute), and the harmonic
changes were relatively infrequent.

The recording of the text and music of each session was
done by the first author (JB) and served as a prototype for the
evaluation process. An intervention manual was created and
includes the procedure to follow by health care providers for
implementing the intervention. It also included the verbatim of
each intervention session.

Evaluation Process of the Intervention
Program (ORBIT Phase 1b)/Objective
Phase 1b involves evaluating the first version of the intervention
described above and making the appropriate modifications to
ensure acceptability, feasibility, and content validity from a
diversity of perspectives.

Evaluators/Experts
We invited a group of experts from Quebec, also identified
here as “evaluators,” to critically review the first version of the
intervention program. Experts are defined as “someone who
possessed the relevant knowledge and experience and whose
opinions are respected by fellow workers in the field” (31). To
ensure a portrait of all the parties involved, we opted for a
stratified voluntary sampling panel (32). The team of evaluators
was composed of 22 individuals (questionnaire 1) and 20
individuals (questionnaire 2). It was composed of health service
managers, hypnotherapists, nurses, physicians, music therapists,
beneficiary attendant, family caregivers, social workers, speech

1Ogez D, Aubin M. Pratiquer l’autohypnose dans la gestion de la douleur chronique.

Hypnose et thérapies brèves.
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TABLE 1 | Structure of the MuzHyp© intervention program (version 1.0).

Interventions

Hypnosis (2 sessions) Music (2 sessions) Hypnosis and music (2 sessions)

Before the intervention

(Health caregiver or

beneficiary attendant)

Setting up of the intervention Setting up of the intervention Setting up of the intervention

Pre-recorded sessions

Introduction Welcome and presentation of

the intervention

Welcome and presentation of

the intervention

Welcome and presentation of

the intervention

Induction Respiration

Relaxation

Respiration

Relaxation

Soft

background

music

in myxolydian

Respiration

Relaxation

Soft

background

in

myxolydian

Deepening Counting Counting Counting

Transformation Pleasant place

Metaphor 1 (horse)

(session 1)

Metaphor 2 (island)

(session 1)

Reflection (session 2)

Positive hand exercise

(session 2)

Music chosen by the patient Pleasant place

Music chosen by the patient

Post-hypnotic suggestions Post-hypnotic suggestions N/A Soft

background in

myxolydian

Post-hypnotic

suggestions

Soft

background in

myxolydian

Emergence Emergence with countdown Emergence

with countdown

Emergence

with

countdown

therapist and psychologists. In the results section, participants’
verbatim are identified by a code corresponding to them (see
Table 2). They came from five different regions in the province
of Quebec, Canada.

Two experts did not respond to the invitation to answer the
second questionnaire. One expert mentioned that he had a busy
schedule and did not have time to complete it. The evaluators
included various age groups, with a majority (59%) between the
ages of 34–49.

Ethics Committee Approval
The research project was approved by the Ethics Committee of
the University of Montreal (# 2021-1243) and CISSS-Chaudière-
Appalaches (CISSS-CA; # 2022-896). Each expert evaluator
signed a consent form to participate in the project. No monetary
compensation was provided.

Procedure
A validation process of the intervention protocol was conducted
with the evaluators using the principles underlying the
Delphi method.

Delphi method is a classical gold-standard approach for
systematically collecting and aggregating the judgment of a
group of experts on specific issues and problems to obtain a
consensus of opinions (33, 34). It uses a series of questionnaires,
each containing a summary of the responses and feedback
from previous questionnaires. Delphi thereby offers experts the
opportunity tomodify or refine their responses at each stage. This
method has the advantage of preserving the anonymity of the

evaluators from each other, reducing potential biases associated
with social acceptability, group dynamics and hierarchical status
(social, professional or organizational), while allowing every
evaluator to react to others’ comments in the second iteration
of the consultation. Finally, it allows individuals from different
backgrounds to participate in the process, regardless of their
respective availability.

The objective of the expert consultation was to validate and
obtain consensus on (1) the feasibility and acceptability of the
program and (2) the content of the intervention program.

Data Collection
The evaluators were asked to read the protocol and to listen
to the recordings of the interventions. Considering the scope
of the intervention program and to keep as many evaluators as
possible by not overloading them, evaluators could choose one or
more intervention(s) to evaluate between the following: hypnosis
intervention (n= 19), music intervention (n= 13), and hypnosis
and music intervention (n = 14). Those who wished to listen to
the interventions with music could select the piece of their choice
from a list or request a version containing their specific musical
preference. Two rounds of questions were conducted to reach a
consensus before making any changes to the interventions. The
questionnaires were constructed by the first three authors (JB,
SP, AD). After obtaining the responses to the first questionnaire,
the results were summarized and presented to the experts in the
second questionnaire. They were then asked to give their opinion
on new suggestions and to re-evaluate their position on some of
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TABLE 2 | Profile of evaluators.

Categories Description of expertise

in palliative care

n (%)

Gender (n = 22)

Male 4 (18%)

Female 18 (82%)

Age (n = 22)

18–34 3 (14%)

35–49 13 (59%)

50–64 2 (9%)

65 et + 4 (18%)

Region (n = 22)

Québec 6 (27%)

Chaudière-Appalaches 10 (45%)

Laval 1 (5%)

Laurentides 1 (5%)

Mauricie 1 (5%)

Montréal 3 (14%)

Professions/competencya

Health service manager

(C1-C3)

Including coordination of

at-home services

3

Hypnotherapist (HT1-HT6) General practiceb 6

Nurse (N1-N4) N1-N4 Palliative care

practice

5

Physicians (P1-P3) Palliative care practice

(P1-P2); Psychiatrist (P3)

3

Music therapist

(MT1-MT2)

Palliative care practice

(MT1). General practice

(MT2)

2

Beneficiary attendant (BA) General practice 1

Family caregiver

(FC1-FC4)

Family caregiver for a

person who has been or is

currently in palliative care

4

Social worker (SW1-SW2) Palliative care practice 2

Speech therapist (ST) Other specialty 1

Psychologist (Psy1-Psy2) General practice 2

aEach evaluator may have more than one profession or skill, the percentages are therefore

not calculated for this category.
bThe term “general practice” is used to refer to practice that is not directed exclusively

toward palliative care.

the non-consensual items from the first questionnaire. The steps
in the evaluation process are summarized in Table 3.

Measures
We first designed a customized questionnaire with a total of
27 questions: 5 questions about socio-demographic information
(gender, age range, region, occupation), 8 questions on feasibility
and preliminary acceptability of the interventions, 14 questions
assessing the three interventions and their components. Each
question was rated on an agreement likert scale (strongly agree,
somewhat agree, somewhat disagree, strongly disagree, and
“don’t know”). One question was rated on a yes/no scale. We
invited evaluators to provide comments for each question (see
Table 4).

Based on the results of this first questionnaire, we developed
a second questionnaire with 40 questions. Fifteen questions were

TABLE 3 | Steps for conducting the evaluation process.

1. Send out emails through associations, social networks, health

service organization, and professional contacts to recruit

potential evaluators.

• Interested evaluators are invited to respond to the

announcement and leave their contact information.

2. Contact individually each potential evaluator to introduce the

project and describe their role.

3. Send an email containing the intervention protocol and recordings

to interested evaluators.

• Ask the evaluator to get acquainted with the material before

taking the next step.

4. Have evaluators complete the first questionnaire on Lime Survey

online (link in an email with intervention protocol).

• Have them sign the consent form.

• Have them answer questions.

5. Summarize the answers from the first round.

• Conduct quantitative descriptive analysis (using Excel file and

tables).

• Validate the categories of responses obtained with the QDA

miner software.

• Write the second questionnaire based on the responses

obtained (suggestions and non-consensual items).

6. Have the evaluators complete the second questionnaire using

Lime Survey.

7. Synthesize the quantitative and qualitative data.

addressed to all evaluators: six questions focused on the potential
negative effects of interventions, two on the interpretation of the
text, three on the language used, and four on the modalities of the
intervention. Twenty-five questions focused on specific content
and were primarily intended for hypnotherapists, although other
reviewers could provide input if they wished. Evaluators could
add their comments after each section.

Analyses
Questionnaire responses were analyzed quantitatively to assess
program acceptability and feasibility. Unanswered and non-
applicable (“I did not evaluate this intervention”) questions were
not counted to calculate response rates. In the literature, there
is currently no consensus as to what percentage to use. Some
authors interpret a percentage of 80–100% as a strong consensus
(35). Based on this range of recommendations, the level of
consensus for the first questionnaire was set at 80% agreement
(strongly/somewhat agree or strongly/somewhat disagree). As
a conservative measure, we considered in the calculations the
answers “I don’t know,” as “strongly/somewhat disagree.”

The comments collected from the evaluators were then
compiled to extract their opinions. We performed an initial
global reading of all answers in the first questionnaire to capture
the full diversity of themes covered in the comments. We then
divided the content into categories. To ensure that all comments
were grouped according to the established themes, a content
analysis was performed on these data using the QDA miner
lite software (36). Two authors (SP and ATJD) validated the
categories and content associated with each category. For the
last step, we reread the content of each category several times
to extract the overall meaning, before summarizing it. We also
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TABLE 4 | Questionnaire 1.

Strongly

agree

Somewhat

agree

Somewhat

disagree

Strongly

disagree

I don’t

know

Blank

Preliminary program feasibility and acceptability

1. Managing pain, anxiety, and increasing 18 (82%) 4 (18%)

wellbeing in palliative home care patients are issues

that warrant non-pharmacological intervention.

100%

2. The intervention will have the desired effect on 8 (36%) 13 (59%) 1 (5%)

pain, anxiety, and wellbeing of patients. 95%

3. In your opinion, patients will be interested in 6 (27%) 15 (68%) 1 (5%)

participating in the intervention. 95%

4. The intervention program will fit well into the 11 (50%) 11 (50%)

daily life of the consumers and will be easy to use. 100%

5. With a short training session, the field workers 14 (64%) 7 (32%) 1 (5%)

will have the necessary skills to enable the

implementation of the intervention.

95%

6. There will be good cooperation from staff and 9 (41%) 10 (45%) 1 (5%) 2 (9%)

family caregivers in implementing the intervention. If

no, please indicate the elements that will ensure the

cooperation of the staff and caregivers.

86%

7.What are the facilitators and barriers to

implementing this program? Explain.

Comments only

No Yes

8.The intervention program may result in negative

effects on patients.

15 (68%) 7 (32%)

Strongly

agree

Somewhat

agree

Somewhat

disagree

Strongly

disagree

I don’t

know

I did not

evaluate this

intervention

Blank

General evaluation of interventions

1. The hypnosis intervention is well-constructed and 9 (50%) 8 (44%) 1 (6%) 3 1

forms a coherent whole. 94%

2. The music intervention is appropriate and 7 (58%) 4 (33%) 1 (8%) 9 1

coherent for the patients. 92%

3. The hypnosis and music intervention as a 6 (46%) 7 (54%) 8 1

whole is coherent and appropriate for the patients. 100%

4. Voice rate, timbre, pauses, and other sound 12 (57%) 7 (33%) 1 (5%) 1 (5%) 1

parameters are appropriate. 90%

Assessment of intervention components

1. The intervention’s set-up by the on-site provider 11 (58%) 7 (37%) 1 (5%) 3

and its introduction are adequate and will promote

the patient’s adherence to the intervention.

95%

2. The “introduction,” “induction,” “safe place” and 6 (32%) 10 (53%) 1 (5%) 2 (11%) 3

“deepening” sections are appropriate (vocabulary,

content, etc.) and will be appreciated by palliative

care patients aged 65 and over.

84%

3. Metaphor 1 of the horse is adapted to patients 10 (59%) 6 (35%) 1 (6%) 3 2

(vocabulary, content). 94%

4. Metaphor of Island is appropriate for consumers 7 (47%) 6 (40%) 1 (7%) 1 (7%) 4 3

(vocabulary, content, etc.). 87%

5. Metaphor of “reflection” section of the 8 (57%) 6 (43%) 5 3

second-guided imagery session is user-friendly

(vocabulary, content).

100%

6. Metaphor of the positive hand technique is 6 (46%) 5 (38%) 1 (8%) 1 (8%) 6 3

user-friendly. 84%

(Continued)
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TABLE 4 | Continued

Strongly

agree

Somewhat

agree

Somewhat

disagree

Strongly

disagree

I don’t

know

I did not

evaluate this

intervention

Blank

7. The sections “post-hypnotic suggestion” and 8 (42%) 4 (21%) 3 (16%) 4 (21%) 3

“emergence” are appropriate and adapted to the

patients.

63%

Music intervention components

1. Background music detracts from the effect of 2 (14%) 4 (29%) 5 (36%) 3 (21%) 5 3

interventions with music 65%

2. Inserting preferred music detracts from the effect 5 (33%) 9 (60%) 1 (7%) 4 3

of the intervention 93%

3. Text in the intervention “music” (induction, 1 (7%) 3 (21%) 8 (57%) 2 (14%) 3

deepening, emergence, etc.) decreases the effect of

the preferred music.

88%

The color blue corresponds to responses in favor of the initial intervention, taking into account the positive or negative wording of the question.

illustrated the content of the category by selecting one or a few
comments representative of the opinions expressed.

For the second round, we first examined whether the non-
consensual items in the first questionnaire received a sufficient
level of agreement. We then analyzed the comments following
the same procedure as for the first questionnaire.

RESULTS

Quantitative data with their qualitative content are presented
in the following section for each of the questions asked.
Results related to the preliminary feasibility and acceptability
are presented first, followed by results related to the content of
the interventions.

Preliminary Feasibility and Acceptability of
the Intervention Program
The evaluators consensually rated the preliminary feasibility
and acceptability of the program as adequate. Agreement was
over 85% for all items except one concerning the risk that the
intervention might cause negative effects among palliative care
patients. Particular attention was paid to this aspect.

Relevance of the Program
According to experts, managing pain and anxiety and increasing
the wellbeing of people in palliative care justifies the presence
of a non-pharmacological intervention program. Indeed,
several evaluators commented (n = 6) that pharmacological
interventions alone are not effective in controlling pain and
anxiety in people with palliative care. All physicians commented
that polypharmacy issues warranted additional interventions.

Expected Effects of the Program
Almost all evaluators (95%) believed that the program would
produce positive effects on pain, anxiety, and wellbeing. The
interventions can bring help “to relieve the body, to relax morally,
to take a break to regain strength or to better control certain

pains”. (C2) (Alphanumeric codes after the citations refer to the
profession-competency of the evaluator, as described in Table 2).

Potential Interest of Patients
The evaluators (95%) believe that palliative care patients will be
interested in taking part in the intervention. We received several
suggestions for increasing patient interest and engagement:
taking the time to clearly explain the project and demystify the
intervention, clarifying the patients’ expectations and reassuring
them about their fears, involving the professionals who care for
the patient in the process, and helping them with the process and
application. Evaluators also reported that providing examples
of positive experiences to patients could positively impact their
interest in the program. Besides, they mentioned that adherence
to the intervention may depend on the way the practitioner and
family members present it, and their motivation to improve the
care and quality of life of people in palliative care.

(. . . ) I believe that if the staff adheres to the project, they become

facilitators, since they are the ones who will “sell” the project to

the patient. If the staff is convinced of the merits of the project,

the patient will quickly be convinced. In a vulnerable situation, we

quickly defer to the opinion of the person who is helping us. (N3)

The attitude of staff and caregivers can actually help or hinder
interest in the program.

In my opinion, the accompanying person must be empathetic, calm,

and patient, in order to comfortably accompany people on their

journey. (N2)

However, the patients’ condition is a factor that may work in
favor or against the realization of the program. In the context
of end-of-life, it was mentioned that some persons may change
their minds due to a multitude of factors beyond their control.
Attention and concentration skills may also be reduced and some
patients with severe physical and cognitive impairments may
not be able to participate in the interventions. An emergency or
intense uncontrolled physical pain could prevent the person from
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being physically and mentally available for the content of the
experience. These imponderables are part of the reality of people
at the end of life.

Ease of Implementation of the Program
All evaluators agreed that the intervention program will be
well-integrated into the daily lives of patients and that it will
be easy to use. They emphasized the facility of implementing
the intervention its flexibility, and the fact it could potentially
be used independently by patients with no severe physical or
cognitive impairments.

The technology aspects were also discussed. One evaluator
mentioned that some patients may have hesitations to using
technology to listen to interventions. Being forced to use
headphones could also interfere with the intervention. As such,
it was suggested that a small speaker could be used if necessary.
Other evaluators (27%) gave positive comments about the ease
and the flexibility in the use of the material. One mentioned
that “the pre-recorded treatment can be easily adapted to the
beneficiary’s schedule and will facilitate its implementation and the
adherence of the palliative care patients” (N2). Others mentioned
“It requires little equipment and preparation time ++” (BA), and
“I can see it fitting in very well when patients feel they need a rest
and quiet time” (N1).

Some evaluators (22%) noted that the intervention length was
considered too long, while others considered it was adequate.
In response to our second questionnaire, experts indicated that
the ideal length of the intervention would be 20min (61% of
respondents) and 25 min (72%).

Training
Most evaluators (95%) considered the short training offered to
health care providers (nurses, social workers and beneficiary
attendants) to be sufficient to facilitate the implementation of the
intervention “The process is quite simple, so it is easy to implement
for the health care providers” (SW2).

Conversely, other evaluators had a different opinion. On the
one hand, one evaluator (4%) indicated that this training was not
necessary for program implementation. On the other hand, two
of them (9%) emphasized the need for more training to be able
to respond to patients’ hesitations and to develop interpersonal
intervention and listening skills to support the potential emotions
generated by the music and imagery.

How can we ensure that the workers on the site will have the

training to accompany the person who expresses the emotions

evoked by the music or imagery? (MT1)

Cooperation of Staff and Caregivers in Implementing

the Intervention
Most evaluators (89%) felt that the cooperation of staff and
caregivers would be good. Adherence to the intervention, the
quality of the caregivers’ training (clear explanations, relevance),
the support offered, and the time required of the caregivers are
aspects that were raised as potentially influencing the cooperation
of the staff.

The cooperation of the personnel always depends slightly on the

time it takes and the adherence of a person in this type of

intervention. Time can sometimes work against the professionals.

For family caregivers, I believe that it will be easy to support

the implementation of the intervention, except for the type of

personality that is hesitant or does not believe in the approach. (N2)

According to another evaluator, the most significant barrier may
be overworked staff and their flexibility to change an already
established routine. On the administrative side, one evaluator
mentioned that strong commitment is important to facilitate the
program implementation. They also note that limited financial
issues could be a hurdle to program integration by delaying or
preventing its completion.

The simplicity of program implementation may act as a
facilitator for the program. Indeed, it was considered “very clear,
well described and easy to apply and pleasant to apply with
a patient” (P2). This implies possible benefits for health care
providers (e.g., satisfaction) that may reinforce their engagement
in the program.

Potential Negative Effects
Evaluators were asked if the intervention program could have
negative effects on patients. One third of evaluators (32%)
answered in the affirmative. Potential risks mentioned included:

• the pain could be increased when a feeling of heaviness is
evoked in the induction part;

• the patient could have difficulty choosing a pleasant place,
leading to a feeling of incompetence, a sense of failure
or unhappiness;

• the music may evoke strong emotions;
• the images perceived could be different from those suggested

which could create distress.

To reduce the risk of negative effects, we addressed these points
in the second questionnaire.

Most of the evaluators (65%) agreed, in this second
questionnaire, that adding alternative sensations, in addition
to “heaviness” (e.g., the body could feel like it was floating),
could decrease the risk that there would be an increase in pain
associated with the word “heaviness.” They also agreed (91%) that
asking the patient to choose a pleasant place before the session
and adding statements normalizing experiences in which they
might not have visual, auditory, or other sensations might lower
the risk of the patient experiencing a sense of failure.

To reduce the risk of unmanageable emotions related
to listening to music, evaluators recommended that certain
precautions be taken when selecting pieces. They suggested
asking the patients to consciously choose a piece that generates
a positive, pleasant, and wellbeing emotion in them and to make
sure that this music does not refer to traumatic memories or
too high negative emotional charges. Evaluators also proposed
to verifying the musical content (lyrics, harmonic and melodic
structure, mode, tempo, emotional content) of the chosen pieces.
In the second questionnaire, the majority of evaluators (75%)
indicated that these measures would significantly reduce the risk
of uncontrollable negative emotions related to the chosen piece
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occurring during the intervention. Several evaluators (40%),
however, expressed doubt that the intense emotions that could
be generated by the music could be a negative element for the
palliative care patients, as illustrated in the following remarks.

I agree that letting the client choose the music can only be helpful.

However, I believe that grieving is also experiencing negative

emotions at times, and experiencing this anger and sadness is

actually helpful for the person. I don’t think we should try to

protect them from their own emotions, quite the contrary. We

must be careful that our own fear of suffering does not taint this

intervention. (N-H)

I also believe that the so-called’negative’ emotions that may surface

are sometimes a necessary part of the process and can help release

and reduce anxiety. These “negative” emotions are often more

disturbing for those around them than for the person. (BA)

Finally, one evaluator mentioned the possibility that images
perceived by patients may be different from those suggested and
that a patient may experience images of their death that could
cause distress. This question was addressed and commented on
by the evaluators in the second questionnaire:

(. . . ) if a person is imagining their own death and it’s causing

them strong emotions, I think it’s a good thing to release that. As

long as the helper is comfortable with the emotions and just being

present. (HT5)

Despite the different opinions about the risks that music or
images can generate strong emotion and distress, 70% of the
evaluators agreed that a procedure for managing emotions would
significantly decrease the likelihood that significant distress
would persist beyond the session. One evaluator suggested that
follow-up with an outside provider be offered, if necessary.

In summary, several suggestions were made and evaluated to
decrease the risk of negative effects. When applying all the above
measures, 90% of the evaluators disagreed that the intervention
could have negative effects.

Other Considerations
Two evaluators (caregivers) noted that they fell asleep while
listening to the intervention. In the second questionnaire, we
asked what the best strategy would be to manage this type of
situation. Ninety percent of the evaluators agreed that the time of
naps should be checked so that the intervention would not take
place at that time.

Evaluation of the Interventions
Program and content evaluations of each of the three
interventions (H, M, and HM) showed that they were
appropriately conceived and coherent. However, evaluators
proposed several points of improvement for each of
the components.

Setting Up the Intervention
In the first part of the protocol, we proposed a procedure for
the intervener who will be on the site during the intervention
sessions (i.e., at the home of the patient). It includes three steps:
introduction to the intervention, preparation of the patient, and

listening to the intervention. At the end of the intervention, the
intervener concludes the session.

This protocol for the implementation of the intervention was
evaluated as adequate and favorable to the patient’s adherence to
the intervention. It was considered “simple and easy to carry out”
(C1) and the steps “are well explained and clear” (FC1).

Hypnosis Intervention
Evaluators positively rated the hypnosis intervention. A nurse
hypnotherapist noted, “Very nice script, very well structured and
clear path. Lots of interesting material to experiment with it.”
Another evaluator noted it was “easy and pleasant to listen to
and led to greater relaxation. It is easy to follow the voice and see
yourself in peaceful places where there is great well-being.” (N1)

A third nurse, however, indicated that she “found it difficult
not to have music in the hypnosis sessions, it brought me less into a
deep relaxation” (N2).

Suggestions related to language were offered. A speech
therapist evaluator indicated that hypnosis interventions could
be cognitively demanding for people in palliative care because of
the number of verbal utterances. This person suggested limiting
the number of utterances and encouraging simple sentences and
silences. We addressed this point in the second round, and 92%
of the evaluators agreed with his suggestion.

At last, more than 80% of evaluators rated all but one section
of the script as appropriate for palliative care patients. The
emergence section received <80% agreement. This was carefully
considered. Comments to improve the content of interventions
were given as detailed below.

Introduction
The introduction proposed that “curiosity and openness allow you
to discover new things, to be fascinated by what is going on, to keep
a certain sparkle about life.” An evaluator suggested avoiding the
term “sparkle about life,” as well as the term “deep joy,” “which
might bring a mixed or complex feeling” (P3). Evaluators (73%)
agreed with removing this phrase.

Induction and Deepening
In the induction phase, it was indicated to look at a fixed point
without closing the eyes. Four evaluators (two family caregivers, a
social worker and a nurse) indicated that this sentence generated
a feeling of frustration in them. Not being able to keep their
eyes open made them doubt their ability to fully experience the
intervention. “You wonder, for several minutes, if the experiment
will be valid, if you miss this condition” (FC1). It was therefore
suggested that patients should not be asked to keep their eyes
open. This suggestion was accepted by 75% of the evaluators in
the second round.

In the induction, which contains elements of relaxation and
release, a hypnotherapist indicated that it was important “that
the person can give himself/herself the right to be in pain.” It was
suggested that “there is dissociation between two parts of the self,
one that has pain and one that does not, and that the first part be
allowed to have pain in its own way while another can relax.” The
evaluators (70%) agreed with this sentence.
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The original deepening included a 0–10 count. One evaluator
indicated that it had too many words and that it was better to
use a count to five only. This proposal was accepted by 91% of
the evaluators.

Pleasant Place
In the intervention, patients are asked to imagine a pleasant
place. The script took care to bring this pleasant place to live by
directing attention experiences therapist to the different sensory
modalities. It was mentioned that it would be appropriate to
introduce different sensory modalities earlier on, to ensure that
each individual feels concerned quickly, regardless of which
sensory mode they prefer.

Using different sensory modes is fine. However, it’s important to

introduce the different modes at the beginning so that you don’t lose

too many people along the way (. . . ) Doing smaller loops for each

sensory mode could be helpful (instead of long loops). (HT4)

Evaluators, including four hypnotherapists, agreed (64%) with
this proposal.

Horse Metaphor
Nearly all evaluators (92%) indicated that the horse metaphor
was appropriate for patients (vocabulary, content). In addition,
evaluators indicated that the metaphor allowed for letting go and
was beautiful.

It allows the patient to move towards letting go, to understand that

sometimes letting go of the reins and letting go of your body, your

intuition, letting go of life allows you to get to the right path. . . to let

go of resistance and move towards trust. (N2)

However, it was noted by a speech therapist and family caregiver,
that the metaphor was a bit long and that it could be demanding
for a person with cognitive limitations.

Island Metaphor
This metaphor was deemed appropriate for patients (vocabulary,
content) by 87% of evaluators. However, the aim of the metaphor
was rated as more or less clear.

I understand this metaphor less well. Either one chooses the quicker,

but the more painful path (and at the same time, the person would

be proud of himself), or one takes his time, and it is gentler to get to

the Island. (HT5)

Duration and Density of Interventions
In the first questionnaire, four evaluators, two physicians, and
two hypnotherapists, indicated that the duration and density of
the hypnosis intervention might be too high.

For the first session, it would be good not to put too many elements.

Currently, the session is very busy, too dense. I suggest removing the

island metaphor or removing the island metaphor and the horse

metaphor. Maybe a little long, not much room for silence and

pauses. (HT2)

To reduce the length of a session, 44% agreed with removing
the horse metaphor, and 63% agreed with removing the
island metaphor.

Reflection
All evaluators indicated that the “reflection” section of the
second-guided imagery session is appropriate (vocabulary,
content). It was felt that this metaphor allowed the subjects to
make sense of what they were experiencing and to see them
taming their experience allowed them to “regain confidence in
their ability to be well and to regain the memory of a state of
comfort and well-being (. . . ) to appreciate themselves” (HT2),
“to make sense of what the subject is experiencing” (HT5), “to
appropriate peace and serenity for themselves” (SW2), and “to find
them interesting and positive” (FC1).

It was suggested that some kinesthetic elements be added
to the “reflection” section so that it could be experienced
more deeply.

Positive Hand
The evaluators (84%) rated the positive hand technique as
adequate for patients. They indicated that the technique helped
calm anxiety, feeling comfort and relief, and taking care of
oneself. However, one evaluator noted that “this technique is a
bit longer and the description seems a bit more abstract, possibly
more difficult to access for some patients in more concrete thinking
(. . . )” (P1).

To improve the technique, evaluators suggested giving more
guidance when the light hand is placed on the part of the body
that needs it, to better accompany this effect. It was proposed to
connect the two parts, to create even more lightness so that the
hand would start to float and then be strongly drawn to the part
of the body that needs comfort. These suggestions were accepted
by 78% of the evaluators (including 3 hypnotherapists).

Post-hypnotic Suggestions
Most of the evaluators (63%) felt that the post-hypnotic
suggestions and emergence section were relevant. This
percentage is lower than the 80% established for the first
round. Therefore, we looked at this point conscientiously in the
second round.

One of the post-hypnotic suggestions was to use a dimmer
switch to manage pain levels. One evaluator suggested letting the
person choose the part of the body where they wanted to put their
switch and 70% agreed with this suggestion.

In the text, it was also written: “The heart returns to a beat of
normalcy.” This sentence alluding to normality was considered
tricky by a family caregiver. The evaluators (91%) agreed that it
would be better not use terms referring to normality.

In addition, two evaluators objected to the use of the word
emergence in the subheadings of the scenario, thinking that
patients would read it. This partly explains the low agreement rate
in this section.

Music Intervention
Most evaluators (92%) felt that the music intervention was
appropriate and consistent. They noted that the music
intervention was “easy to follow” (P2) “focused, relaxing,
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and easy to perform” (P1). “It allows for even more well-being”
(SW2) and is an “important contribution and helps to relax” (N1).
It “evokes positive emotions, gives energy, adds ideas” (FC4). “I
love what the music brings to the experience!” (HT5).

One evaluator (N-H), however, raised the possibility of a break
between the rhythm of the spoken text and the music. The calm
tone and script that leads to deep relaxation juxtapose with the
“jovial, inspiring” music of pieces that may be chosen.

In the comments, it was suggested to remove the emergent
section after the music. “We don’t need feedback after listening
to a piece. Therefore, I propose that the intervention ends with
the preferred music, without feedback from the voice” (HT4);
Thirty-nine percent agreed with the proposal and 39% disagreed.

Contribution of Selected Music
More specifically, 93% of the evaluators judged positively the
integration of music chosen by the patient him/herself. It allows
the patient to be a stakeholder in his or her intervention, which
“will be a way of ensuring the patient’s collaboration in this
intervention” (FC1).

Some evaluators alsomentioned that hearing a song they knew
was reassuring, that it “brought back good memories” (BA).

I’m all for favorite music, making the overall intervention more

acceptable and enjoyable. I think it would help the patient do the

procedure again more often. (P1)

If the person does not have music in mind, it was suggested
to “add music choices that take them into a zone of memories
and tenderness (e.g., Brahms’s Lullaby, Goodnight) (. . . ) that many
grandmothers sang fondly to their children and grandchildren or
other tunes from that time” (N1).

Contribution of Background Music
In both the Music and the Hypnosis/Music interventions,
background music was included during the phase of induction,
deepening, post-hypnotic suggestions and emergence phases.
We asked evaluators to comment on the following sentence:
“Background music detracts from the effect of interventions with
music.” Most of them (65%) disagreed with this sentence.
This percentage is smaller than the targeted 80% agreement.
Nevertheless, 10 evaluators gave comments, and these comments
were positive about the musical background. The background
music was rated as “pleasant, relaxing and soothing” (P2), “It helps
to wrap the person in softness” (FC4), “for me the music adds to the
effect, the music carries me!” (HT5), “I like the background music.
I wouldn’t take it off” (P1).

Hypnosis and Music Intervention
All the evaluators agreed with the following statement: “The
imagery and music intervention as a whole is coherent and
appropriate for the patients.” Background music and hypnosis
“complement each other well I think” (SW2). “I really like the
combination of the two” (N-H), it “continues the effect of hypnosis.
“The imagery and the music form an ensemble of great peace and
well-being, that’s how I experienced it” (N1).

On the other hand, 88% of them disagreed with the statement
“The text in the music intervention (induction, deepening,

emergence, etc.) diminishes the effect of the preferred music,” as
indicated by this comment:

I find that the text allows us to better appreciate the music

afterward (P1).

Finally, given that the hypnosis and music intervention
integrate components of the hypnosis intervention and of
the music intervention, we consider that the suggestions
made for each intervention separately may also apply to the
combined intervention.

Interpretation of the Text
The way the text is delivered can influence how it is received. For
this reason, we asked some questions related to the interpretation
of the text, to make the necessary modifications. Most evaluators
(90%) considered adequate the voice rate, timbre, pauses and
other sound parameters. Nevertheless, some of them suggested
more pauses and slower speech. This opinion was shared by 68%
of them regarding the number of pauses and by 42% for the flow
of the voice.

DISCUSSION

Program development research emphasizes the importance of
the early stages of development prior to evaluation studies (37).

As such, we defined the design of the MuzHyp© program
and conducted a mixed-method study to refine the Program
according to ORBIT-Phase Ia and Ib, respectively (26).

Tomeet those objectives, we conducted a consultation process
that demonstrates the relevance, feasibility, and acceptability of
the program and highlights the evaluators’ recommendations
for improvements.

Design
In accordance with ORBIT-phase 1a, we searched the literature
for evidence-based procedures using hypnosis and/or music in
the management of pain, anxiety, and wellbeing in palliative
care patients. This design definition is an essential phase
in the development of new programs, as behavioral science
recommends improving existing procedures rather than creating
new ones (37). Now that this protocol has been defined based on
the identified studies, it was also important to define a program
appropriate for a Quebec palliative care patient population. For
this reason, in accordance with the ORBIT phase 1b model, we
conducted a redesign study (26).

The evaluators consider that the intervention program meets
a need in the palliative care population. They believe the
implementation of the intervention to be simple, accessible, and
requiring limited material, human and time resources. They
assessed the content of each intervention as adequate, consistent,
and appropriate for palliative care patients.

The expected effects of the interventions are positive and the
need for non-pharmacological methods to manage pain, anxiety,
and wellbeing was emphasized by the evaluators. These data are
consistent with the issues raised about medication in palliative
care (4).
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According to the evaluators, participant interest is a key
factor that may play a role in the effectiveness of interventions.
In this regard, they raised several avenues to enhance their
interest in participating in the intervention. This interest can
also be promoted by the possibility of adapting the program
according to the choice of intervention the patient wishes to
experience (hypnosis, music, or music with hypnosis), their
musical preferences, and the pleasant place they wish to
explore. This flexibility respects the principles of person-centered
medicine interventions (29). Besides, the ease of implementing a
program was found to be a factor that could play a role in the
acceptability of the intervention. The evaluators considered both
the technology and the intervention program to be simple and
flexible. The positive consensus reached on these issues by diverse
actors, including caregivers, health care professionals and health
service managers coordinating at-home palliative care setting
is encouraging.

Redesign
In program development studies, it is essential to validate the
design with patients or health professionals (38). In this project,
we refined the intervention program considering the quantitative
results of the consultation process as well as the comments
of 22 evaluators from different professional fields with distinct
socio-demographic characteristics.

Preliminary Feasibility and Acceptability

Training Manual and Cooperation of Health Care Providers
The evaluators identified several elements to support the
cooperation of health care providers and family caregivers. The
intervention should fit easily into their routine. The quality of
training and the time required are also among the factors that
can influence cooperation and the preliminary feasibility and
acceptability of the intervention. Besides, caregivers are often
faced with limited time resources and high levels of professional
stress (39). It is therefore important not to overburden them with
complex and time-consuming training and interventions.

Based on this feedback, we wrote an intervention manual,
paying particular attention to the length of the training, the
simplicity and the clarity of the intervention program description
and the procedures to be followed. Considering the evaluators’
recommendations, we also included the expected benefits and
some positive testimonials, as well as recommendations to
counter any hesitation and address patient concerns. Finally,
in the intervention manual, we have added some basic
recommendations on how to interact with palliative care patients
in this program.

Duration/Density of the Sessions
The length of each session and its density were identified factors
that can affect the feasibility of the program. The evaluators were
sensitive to the importance of not tiring patients. For this reason,
the maximum duration of the intervention was set at 25min and
the content of the interventions was reduced.

To reduce the density of the sessions, we removed the island
metaphor. We also trimmed the text by reducing the number of
words and favoring simple sentences.

Risk Reduction
The evaluators identified some potential risks of the
interventions, including the risk of experiencing negative
emotions. However, there was no consensus on this topic.
Some of them considered that negative emotions, and images
of one’s own death are a normal process at this stage of life and
that it would even be beneficial to experience them. Therefore,
measures to minimize them would not necessarily be the most
helpful for these individuals. Other evaluators, however, consider
that toomuch negative emotion can lead to unwarranted distress.
Considering that no negative effects have been found in studies of
music or hypnosis in palliative care (25), we put some measures
in place, while trusting the choices of palliative care people
regarding the pleasant place and the musical pieces they wish
to experience. As a preventive measure, during a preliminary
meeting, we will ask the patients to identify a pleasant place and
choose musical pieces that generate in them pleasant, positive
emotions in addition to bringing them wellbeing. We will then
verify that the pieces are not associated with painful or negative
events, by asking them what it reminds them of and by checking
if these pieces can generate a negative emotion in them. After the
meeting, the first author will verify their content. If certain risks
are identified, we will warn the interveners who will be on-site
to be attentive to the participant’s reactions, and plan additional
meetings with qualified staff, to help him/her, if necessary. In
order to work on risk reduction upstream, we have integrated
some listening techniques to the care worker’s manual that will
be explained during the training.

Among the potentially negative effects identified, the
evaluators noted the possibility of increasing the sensation of
pain through the use of the word “heaviness.” To reduce this risk,
we added to the “heaviness” sensation, alternative sensations to
be felt (e.g., lightness, looseness). It has been evaluated that this
way of doing would allow the patient to choose the sensation he
prefers and thus reduce the risk of increasing the pain.

To prevent participants from falling asleep, we take care not to
give the intervention during their usual nap time. To encourage
waking up if drowsy, we added three bell sounds at the end of
the intervention. In case of falling asleep, it was decided to gently
wake up the person 10min after the end of the intervention.

Content
Following the various suggestions, we have removed the
sentences referring to sparkles about life and normality. We also
removed the sentence mentioning that patients should not close
their eyes while staring at the dot. This was done to avoid showing
doubt about their ability to experience the sessions properly.

Considering the probability that pain may persist despite the
induction of a state of relaxation, we have added a sentence
indicating that it is possible to feel less pleasant sensations while
other areas of the body relax at their own pace. Then, to deepen
the state of relaxation and letting go, we counted down to 5,
instead of 10.

In response to the various suggestions related to the
transformation section, we addressed the different sensorymodes
more quickly at the beginning of the “pleasant place” section.
We slightly reduced the length of the horse metaphor, added
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kinesthetic elements to the reflection metaphor, and added
guidelines to the positive hand metaphor to better accompany
the hand as it lands on the body part that needs it. Finally, for the
switch metaphor, we leave it up to the patient to place it where
they wish.

In the comments, it was suggested that the emergence section
be removed after the presentation of the chosen music. Since
opinions were divergent on this point, we finally adopted the
recommendations of music therapists who advocate keeping the
emergence after the musical piece.

Finally, the contribution of background music reached a
mixed level of consensus. Considering that all comments were
contrary to the quantitative results, we suspect that the negative
wording of the question might have misled some respondents.
It is also possible to explain this result by the potential
preference of some people to listen to the text alone, without
musical background.

Internal and External Validity
We believe that the careful process of developing the intervention
according to the ORBIT recommendations, the development of
a manual to be used in the next phases of experimentation,
and the presence of pre-recorded sessions will promote a good
level of internal validity and reliability. The development of the
study in collaboration with the host community, ensuring that
the intervention is feasible and applicable “in the real world”
will, in turn, promote the achievement of a certain level of
external validity for future studies (ORBIT-Phase II). We think
that the balance between external and internal validity in the
development of the intervention program is an advantage both
for future clinical implementation and for research.

Expected Outcome
This intervention program took care to consider some important
issues related to the pain, anxiety, and wellbeing of patients in
palliative care. It was inspired by those of Gutgsell et al. (21), Peng
et al. (23), and Coelho et al. (40), which revealed positive effect
sizes on pain, anxiety, and wellbeing. Given that the baseline
interventions have been shown to be effective, we believe that
MuzHyp© Program refined in this study also has the potential
to achieve the desired effects on the palliative care population.

Limits and Strengths
We noted some limitations to consider in our study. First,
a limitation could be the representativeness of the evaluators
recruited. They are mostly 35–49 years old, female, and all come
from the province of Quebec.

Second, the pre-recorded format of the intervention program
can be both a limitation and a strength of the program. Unlike
interventions where a therapist is present and can adapt in
real time to the patient, the pre-recorded intervention is less
flexible in terms of its content and possible variations. We
may expect that face-to-face intervention with a therapist could
potentially yield more important results and that in clinical
terms, in-person interventions are recommended. Nevertheless,
in a palliative care context where resources are limited and
where individuals may have needs at different times of the

day, having an accessible, easy-to-use tool can also contribute
to its implementation, and increase member buy-in while
complementing other services offered.

Finally, the development of a program, according to validated
and well-defined standards as the ORBIT model, makes it
possible to offer more targeted interventions. It also makes it
possible to respect the time and material resources of both the
receiving environments and the palliative care patients.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this program was assessed as feasible and
acceptable, and its content was found to be adequate. The
proposed amendments have contributed to increased feasibility
and preliminary acceptability, including reducing the perception
of potential adverse effects. We are confident that this
standardized process has helped to improve the quality of the
content offered. The next step will be to evaluate the feasibility,
acceptability, and effectiveness of this program with patients in
palliative care at home, in a pilot efficacy study. This research
provides essential milestones for the successful development and
integration of music and hypnosis as complementary approaches
to personalized comfort care delivered at home.
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Background:Myriad psychosocial and cultural factors influence personal ways

of coping with chronic pain (CP). Mobile health (mHealth) apps facilitate

creation of citizen laboratories outside clinical frameworks. However, issues of

safety, privacy and technostress must be addressed. This attitudinal user study

aimed to assess whether persons with persistent pain (PwPP) would be open

to sharing qualitative and quantitative data about their self-management of CP

via mHealth platforms.

Methods: In March 2020, we invited PwPPs, their personal or medical

caregivers, or those interested in the development of an app for researching

alternative ways of self-managing CP to complete an anonymous survey. We

formulated an attitudinal survey within the theoretical framework of stress

to estimate whether the novelty, unpredictability, and risks of data-sharing

via mHealth apps concerned users. Descriptive statistics (% Part/Group) were

used to interpret the survey, and open comments were reflectively analyzed to

identify emerging themes.

Results: Of 202 responses (June 2021), 127 identified as PwPPs (average age

43.86 ± 14.97; 100/127 female), and listed several primary and secondary

CP diagnoses. In almost 90% of PwPPs, physical and emotional wellbeing

were a�ected by CP. More than 90% of PwPPs used alternative therapies

(acupuncture, homeopathy, massage therapy, etc.). Attitude toward mHealth

apps were positive even though nearly half of PwPPs were unfamiliar with

them. More than 72% of respondents were open to using a health-related

app as a research tool for data collection in real life situations. Comprehensive

data collection (especially about psychosocial factors) was the most important

requirement. More respondents (especially medical professionals) were

concerned about health hazards of misinformation communicated via health-

related information and communication systems (maximum 80%) than about

privacy (maximum 40%). Qualitative analyses revealed several promises and

impediments to creation of data-sharing platforms for CP.
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Conclusions: This study shows a general willingness among PwPPs to become

partners in studying alternative pain management. Despite a generally positive

attitude toward the concept of sharing complex personal data to advance

research, heterogeneity of attitudes shaped by personal experiences must

be considered. Our study underlines the need for any digital strategy for CP

research to be person-centered and flexible.

KEYWORDS

chronic pain, data sharing, citizen science, attitudinal survey study, non-

pharmacological pain treatment, mHealth, mixed-methods research,

patient-oriented research

Introduction

Chronic pain (CP), experienced by at least 25% of the

population in North America, continues to stymie biomedical

models and pharmacological interventions (1, 2). In Canada

(with a universal healthcare system), where this study took place,

nearly 8 million people live with CP. Aligned with the World

Health Organization, Canada recognizes CP as a disease, in and

of itself, and diagnoses it as a condition in which “pain continues

for longer than 3 months, with no known cause; after injury has

healed; and after the condition has been treated.” Conditions such

as fibromyalgia, chronic pelvic pain, chronic musculoskeletal

pain, and non-specific lower back pain are considered chronic

primary pain, and post-surgical pain, rheumatoid arthritis or

pain associated with cancer are considered chronic secondary

pain (3).

The Canadian Pain Task Force report: June 2019 (4)

emphasized the need for a Strategy for Patient-Oriented

Research (SPOR), suggesting that “people living with chronic

pain must be equal partners in research.” Key action elements

included viewing and managing pain as a public health

issue with confounding biopsychosocial factors, in need of

globally coordinated action; identifying efficient and effective

assessment tools to inform correct pathways of care; person-

centered and flexible care models reflective of individual

needs and experiences; accessible pain education for the

public and professionals, to minimize the risks of stigma

and implicit biases; and finally, the creation of national

data collection methodologies to reliably evaluate different

types of interventions (pharmacological, physical, psychological

and alternative).

Two years later, this Task Force’s March 2021 report (5)

called pain a national emergency. As in previous years, it

proposed an action plan for equitable and collaborative action

at political, medical, and community levels to address the

social, psychological, and economic burdens of this debilitating

health condition. Adding to the 2019 emphasis on patient-

partnership in research, the new strategic research priorities

shifted towards technology, in order to “support research

efforts to improve processes, technology and interventions in the

area of digital technologies for health including e-health and

virtual care.” One aim of accelerating research was said to be

implementing a surveillance system to “explore the potential of

big data approaches that incorporate different data types from

novel sources.”

Research that we present in this article is part of a

larger project to develop a health-related information and

communication (ICT) platform aiming to involve PwPPs

in studying two important issues: first, the influence of

cultural, psychosocial, and environmental context in which one

experiences pain; second, a knowledgebase from individuals’

personal experiences of coping with CP outside clinical

frameworks (6). Throughout this paper, “alternative” refers

to any methods that are not within the mainstream medical

practice and not covered by standard insurance plans. We have

conceptualized this framework as a potential digital citizen

laboratory for coping with untreatable persistent pain through

creative and self-expressive ways.

Background

A 2016 meta-analytical review of Citizen Science literature

identified ecology, geography, and epidemiology as the three

fields to benefit from massive data-collection (7). There is

growing evidence to suggest that digital citizen laboratories for

pain research are also likely to succeed. In a recent scoping

review of more than 1200 clinical trials, we found a significant

number of digital interventions used to conduct experimental

quantitative pain research (8). In Coping with Illness Digitally,

Stephan Rains illustrates the significance of different types

of internet-based communication systems such as weblogs,

and social networks in reinforcing connections; soliciting and

providing social support; sharing experiences and seeking

information; and even improving patient-provider relationships

(9). Computerized clinical decision support systems have been

long introduced (10), and applied in chronic pain management

(11). With access to personal computers and the internet, it

has become possible for pain patients to record and report the
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contextual variations in their daily experiences of pain digitally

(12, 13); and to generate data about self-management techniques

outside of clinical settings (14). Finally, it is expected that the

accumulation of self-tracking data will make digital phenotyping

easier (12, 15, 16). Data portals such as PatientsLikeMe aim to

help individuals “Find support from real people just like you

and start taking charge of your health”. As of April 2022, this

portal enables 850,000 patients to conduct N = 1 self-trials (17),

by empowering them to “[...]compare treatments, symptoms &

medication side effects. Track & monitor [their] own personal

health data in real-time [...]” while also creating a body of

knowledge by exchanging personal experiences about symptoms

and medications (18).

Mobile health applications (mHealth apps) have been

widely researched and developed to facilitate personal pain

management, and communication with healthcare providers. In

a 2015 review “There’s an App for That Pain,” Lalloo listed nearly

300 pain apps for personal and research purposes (19) [a count

that has reached 508 market-place apps by the end of 2021 (20)].

More recent apps such asManage My Pain include features that

help patients track their pain, function, andmedication; respond

to questionnaires; and make those reports and data available to

clinicians who can remotely study clinically relevant trends and

discover patterns using advanced analytics (21). While it was

shown that Manage My Pain was effective in reducing anxiety

and pain in the short term, the authors reported a need for

improving the conditions to sustain user engagement. In fact,

including users in designing mHealth apps for pain is often

mentioned as the most important factor to make them useful in

clinical practice and research (22).

In the context of the 2019 Task Force priorities, we proposed

a Digital Strategy for Play Oriented Research and Action

(DiSPORA) (6). In conditions as complex as chronic pain, where

clinical interventions have not provided satisfactory relief, those

affected by CP may try (play with) alternative choices for which

sufficient clinical evidence is not available. Therefore, DiSPORA

aimed to serve as a digital citizen laboratory to facilitate

gathering large-scale qualitative data about self-experimentation

and self-reporting of information that users deemed to be

important as they played with various self-care options (23).

This conceptual framework recognizes the need for adopting

person-centered approaches to pain management and research

(24). Given that alternative therapeutics are not accessible

through or recommended by the standard healthcare systems,

we aimed to develop a digital citizen lab to report on how

one’s experiences with non-pharmacological pain management

impacts them.

Citizen science can be viewed as participatory action

research that aims to democratize (25) and personalize

healthcare research (26, 27). This requires participants to

contribute knowledge from their lived experiences and

contextual actions (28, 29). However, in a digital citizen lab,

adding a layer of technology and algorithmic opacity to how

data is generated, shared, and interpreted, may challenge

the reciprocity and balance of power that is expected from

participants. For this reason, user participation and acceptance

is vital in the earliest steps of technology development (30).

Aims of the current study

This study aimed to assess whether the idea of an mHealth

App to generate data from personal experiences, for advancing

qualitative and participatory pain research, might be stressful

to potential users. When technologies are first introduced, they

cause what Brod (31) coined “technostress.” Technostress results

from creating functional or emotional overload, ambiguity about

its benefits, physical or financial inaccessibility, and potential

for invasiveness in one’s life. It is plausible that introducing a

technology that resembles a “public health surveillance system”

for data generation would raise concerns about safety, privacy,

and even equitable access to it.

The most obvious technostress (exacerbated by the

digitization of healthcare since the onset of the COVID-19

pandemic) would be “surveillance creep;” i.e., when data

collected for a specific purpose (e.g., traffic control) is later

exploited for another use (e.g., facial recognition) (32). Another

common source of technostress is caused by pressuring users

to invest time and resources to learn and adopt them into

their lives. A recent study in three Swiss psychiatric hospitals

indicated that the introduction of digital technologies among

healthcare professionals is causing them technostress (33).

The concept of studying pain in a qualitative and ’creative’

framework that centers around communicating data on

alternative ways of coping with pain might be just as stressful

as the new technology itself. There has been a traditional

tendency to dismiss alternative medicine as “quack science”

(34, 35), despite the fact that the long-term efficacy of many

pharmacological treatments for chronic pain is also debated

(36–38). This bias seems to be stronger in physicians who are

dismissive of the medically unexplained pain of their patients

(39, 40). This attitude is gradually changing. According to a

World Health Organization report, in 2019, 170 member states

had acknowledged using complementary alternative medicine

(41). Although the practice has been on the rise in the European

and American nations, the adoption is reported to be markedly

slower than in other nations.

Our motivation for creating a play-oriented digital citizen

lab derives in part from these kinds of cultural and other

biases that fail to account for the personal narratives of those

who resort to non-pharmacological treatments. Accessibility

and empowerment of patients can help overcome technostress

and predict effective uptake of such technologies for mental

e-health purposes (42). Within our proposed framework, we

hope to foster a more democratic and participatory engagement

with the psychosocial and cultural complexity of how pain is
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communicated and cared for. Thus, capturing the attitudes of

target users of digital health interventions is an essential first step

in addressing concerns about their effectiveness (43, 44).

Theoretical framework

In providing a perspective on the Law of Attrition (45),

Eysenbach recommended that researchers develop a scientific

framework to explain the reasons why a large proportion of

eHealth solutions suffer high rates of drop-outs, discontinuation

of use, or non-adoption. The challenge of attrition is also

reported in mHealth apps for pain (22, 46, 47).

A suitable ecological and flexible framework for addressing

this question is the Lazarus and Folkman’s Transactional Theory

of Stress and Coping (TTSC), which posits that when individuals

are confronted with a novel experience, they recursively evaluate

its relevance, beneficence, and risks against their existing

resources, and would engage with or react to it based on their

perceptual and adaptive strategies (e.g., cognitive or emotional,

or avoidance and approach) (48). The Transactional Theory of

Stress has been applied to the question of technostress when

new digital technologies are introduced into the workplace (49–

51) or, conversely, to examine whether ICTs can help alleviate

stress (52–54).

Briefly, this model suggests that their primary appraisal

(attitudes) towards the benefits or threats of a new challenge

will determine whether a user would choose to approach or

avoid it when it is first presented. In our case, those who have a

strong negative attitude about the new technology are unlikely

to participate in its development and testing. But, if there is

an interest to consider the potential benefits, those who are

ambivalent might try it and go on to develop a new attitude

over time as they recursively examine the efforts needed to

achieve gains (secondary appraisal). In this appraisal process,

benefits are re-evaluated against the actual costs (psychological

or material) of adopting the technology into their lives. Novelty,

unpredictability, threat to self and sense of control (N.U.T.S)

are predictors of stressful responses to new conditions (47,

48), particularly for chronic pain patients (55). If PwPPs do

not have control over the use or refusal of a new technology

that is introduced into their care, and this increases their

uncertainty and threatens their self-care, they will experience

’technostress’ (31, 56) and likely discontinue its use. What

makes TTSC suitable for health related ICT design studies is

its sensitivity to stress (as a psychobiological phenomenon)—

an adaptive and dynamic process that is recursively informed

by the active learning and decision-making of their users

(primary and secondary appraisal) against the resources that

they possess (physical, psychological and cognitive state). TTSC

provides an empirical framework that accounts for (and allows

experimental manipulation of) myriad factors that moderate

one’s physiological, psychological, and physical interactions

with stressors (in our case, a chronic illness) and de-stressors

(in our case, a self-research tool intended to empower and

inform patients), which can be quantitatively measured (e.g.,

from stress hormones, electrophysiological brain responses, or

autonomic responses). We have elsewhere elaborated on how

this theoretical framework can be utilized to develop assistive

ICTs (57), and have been testing the model in various studies in

the relationship between ICT use and stress relief (58–60).

Methods

Study design

The current study sought to investigate the attitudes of

potential stakeholders towards creation of a digital citizen

laboratory for chronic pain. Our attitudinal methods aimed

to develop an understanding of the overarching needs, beliefs,

and general motivations of targeted users. Using simple but

broad questions, we solicited opinions of would-be-users on

the perceived appeal, quality, and/or usefulness of a design or

any of its individual elements (61). As such, we formulated a

short survey to capture the potential sources of N.U.T.S in our

proposal by evaluating the degree of familiarity and general

attitude of targeted stakeholders towards mHealth apps, in

general, and personal data-sharing, in particular.

Sampling

With institutional ethics (REB) approval, we invited

individuals (patients, caregivers, or healthcare professionals)

who were interested in helping to design an app for studying the

creative ways of coping with pain to join our study. A link to

the study website offered explanations about the objective of the

app, “A Citizen’s Laboratory for researching non-pharmacological

treatments for chronic pain,” and invited participants to join our

team efforts:

“We all have experienced pain, but our experiences are

unique. We have unique ways of coping with pain too.

Sometimes medications or physical therapies don’t work.

Sometimes meditation or cognitive therapies do work. Some

of us might play. Some of us might pray. We want our unique

ways of coping to be considered in research and care. This

will guarantee that our healthcare systems will be inclusive

and respectful of our specific needs. To become partners in

research will help scientists design more targeted systems for

personalized care or cure.”

The first step to join this partnership was an anonymous

online survey (SurveyMonkey).

The invitation and link to the survey were sent to

members of a mailing list of research participants of Concordia
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University’s PERFORM Centre, disseminated via the social

media of researchers (Twitter, Facebook). The same link

was shared across both the PwPP and bioethics/healthcare

networks of our Patient Partner co-author (pain research groups,

chronic pain patient associations, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

her blog, and in conversations). Paper pamphlets were also

distributed throughout the PERFORM Centre’s athletic therapy

unit. The survey was anonymous. Participants who wished to

be involved in the next stage of the design were not identifiable

from this survey, which was offered in both English and French

(the official languages of Canada).

Survey questions

In general, we were interested in learning about the extent

of familiarity of our target users with mHealth applications

(Novelty), and their attitudes towards these in terms of projected

benefits and risks associated with their use as a data-generation

tool (Unpredictability, Threat to self, and Sense of Control).

We did not intend this to be a quantitative psychometric

study, rather aimed to conduct a quasi-qualitative opinion

survey by asking questions in a colloquial and conversational

manner. We avoided jargon, acronyms, and other uncommon

terms (such as eHealth, mHealth, Citizen Lab), and provided

the flexibility to skip questions, to select more than one option

(e.g., for type of pain, or reasons for participation), and allowed

variable answer options (such as ’Maybe’ or ’I don’t know’) in

order to capture any ambivalence in responses, and to invite

additional comments.

The categories of information for which we

screened included:

• Reason for interest in the project (I have persistent pain;

I am a caregiver to someone with persistent pain; I am

a medical professional; I am a digital-health designer and

researcher; I am a policy-maker; I am just curious).

• Demographics: age, gender, income,

education, employment.

• Types of pain experienced by the PwPP, and the Impact

of CP on different aspects of life (mobility, creativity,

sociability, emotional wellbeing, hobbies, work, exercise).

• Current methods of coping with pain (medications, various

therapies, distractions, activities), and interest in trying new

techniques (mindfulness, hypnosis, virtual reality, different

art therapies).

• Attitude towards alternative medicine (effectiveness,

promise, safety).

• Access to mobile ICTs and usage.

• Attitude towards various forms of ICT (blogs, YouTube,

official channels, social networks, apps, etc.) with

regards to safety, privacy, and accuracy of health-related

information exchange.

• Attitude towards mHealth applications, and their promise

– if any—for research.

• Attitude towards data sharing (data types and data-

collection system features).

In addition, we solicited comments on the following topics:

• Is there anything that you think would improve a pain-

tracking app?

• To what extent do you agree with the following statements

about pain evaluation:

• “Mood and anxiety questionnaires annoy me.”

• “I can accurately score my pain experience with 1 to

10 numbers.”

• “To keep track of psychosocial factors is important in

understanding my pain.”

• “To keep track of environmental factors like weather or

pollution, is important in understanding my pain.”

• “I prefer to use humor to describe my pain experience.”

• “I prefer to use drama and story-telling to describe my

pain experience.”

• “I prefer scientific terminology to describe my

pain experience.”

These questions were developed as a result of feedback

received during our two-day public drop-in event for

PwPPs, during which we explored some of the challenges

of documenting CP experience and creative ways to facilitate

communication of pain as a qualitative and quantitative

experience (59, 60).

Statistical analysis and reporting

All survey responses are presented as descriptive statistics

(counts or percentage of part/group responses, plotted with bar

and Likert charts, respectively. We used SPSS V.27 for MAC.

Multivariable questions about the ICT repertoire under study

are shown as radar plots of the response ratios, to provide

a multidimensional overview of between-group and between-

system differences in risk assessments.

All comments were reviewed, and if any provided additional

information or insight they were included within Results.

Results

Participant characteristics

Of 202 survey responses received by June 2021, 128

identified as female, 32 as male; 0 as other; and 42 did not

answer the question of gender. The sample was comprised of
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FIGURE 1

Impact of CP on di�erent aspects of life (n = 127).

persons with persistent pain (PwPP) (100 female, 23 male, 4 not

answered), caregivers (18 female, 4 male), Medical professionals

such as nurses, doctors or healthcare workers (17 female, 4

male, 25 not answered) and others who were interested but

were not in any of those categories (27 female, 8 male). Fifty

respondents had indicted more than one reason for joining

the study. For example, 20/46 Medical professionals were

also PwPP; or 14/22 caregivers were also PwPP, etc. For this

reason, we identified mutually exclusive groups based on first

who was a PwPP (n = 127); next by who was a Medical

professional but not PwPP (n = 26); the rest (who were neither

Medical professionals nor PwPP) were classified under Other (n

= 49).

The reported average age of PwPPs (43.86 ± 14.97) was

close to the rest (42.11 ± 17.38). Nearly one third of PwPPs

earned an income <$25,000 (CAD$). Fewer than 27% of PwPPs

worked full-time; 9.8% were unemployed, 13% on disability

leave, 10.6% retired, 13% students, and 13% indicated other

situations (specified as maternity leave, student while working,

retired and still working, self-employed, etc.).

Characteristics of PwPP and their coping
strategies

Primary and secondary chronic pain were reported by our

respondents. The most prevalent condition was Lower back pain

(n = 72), followed by Headache (n = 58), Arthritis (n = 35),

Fibromyalgia (n= 33), neurogenic pain (n= 28); post-trauma (n

= 22), post-surgical (n = 20), unknown (n = 18), abdominal (n

= 18); musculoskeletal (n = 11), Cancer (n = 4), endometriosis

(n= 3), and ehlers-danlos syndrome (n= 1).

All aspects of life (primarily, exercise and physical

activity) were impacted as a result of chronic pain (Figure 1).

Consistently, among the various coping strategies that we

listed, and those suggested by respondents in their comments,

alternative physical therapies such as massage (n = 47),

acupuncture (n = 17), homeopathy (n = 8), and chiropractic

(n= 6) were cumulatively more frequently mentioned.

We listed a number of possible activities that PwPPs

might use for pain coping, and asked them to add any that

were missing. As can be seen in Figure 2A, various forms of

complementary and alternative therapies were mentioned. We

asked about attitudes towards several other alternative therapies

that may be offered to PwPPs (Figure 2B) and found that in

general there was a positive attitude towards trying interventions

that were new to the respondents. Figure 2B also reveals that

asking questions about a general method (e.g., mindfulness)

may not be sufficient to capture nuances of the technique used.

Here, it can be seen that although nearly 70% of respondents

had experience with mindfulness, it was effective in only half

of them.

Attitudes towards alternative medicine

Only 142/202 respondents offered comments on questions

about attitudes towards alternative medicine. As Figure 3

illustrates, more than 75% of all three groups agreed that there

is a need for more medical testing of alternative medicine

to be accepted by doctors. Proportionately, fewer respondents

believed it to be dangerous and more than 25% (including

medical professionals) agreed that it was worthwhile trying

it before seeing a doctors. Interestingly, more than 50% of

respondents, especially medical professionals Agreed or Strongly

Agreed that alternative medicine can reduce healthcare costs.

We interpret these results as an indication of ambivalence

and hope that further research in alternative medicine can
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FIGURE 2

Coping strategies among PwPPs. (A) Common strategies; (B) Newer strategies.

produce beneficial results. The Kruskal-Wallis test did not reveal

significant between-group differences but in two questions (that

alternative medicine should be used for minor ailments (p =

0.014), and that alternative Medicine should be only used as a

last resort (p = 0.002); with the Other group expressing a more

positive attitude compared to medical professionals). Post-hoc

comparison of attitudes among medical professionals who were

also PwPPs vs. the rest did not reveal any differences.

General attitude towards using ICTs to
cope with illness

Considering the affordances of coping with illness and pain

digitally (9), we envisioned various types of ICTs that could

facilitate knowledge generation and dissemination in a citizen

science framework. As Figure 4 illustrates, professionally-

maintained websites such as WebMD, PubMed and official

forums were seen as the most trustworthy health information

forums. Respondents did, however, express moderate concern

about risks associated with flawed or incomplete information

being communicated via YouTube, social media, blogs, and

Wikipedia. Interestingly, there was significantly less concern

about potential privacy violations on social media and digital

apps than about hazards of inaccurate information. As can

be seen from the radar plots in Figure 4, the responses of

PwPPs and Medical professionals were remarkably similar (with

medical professionals being overall more cautious). The Others

were comparatively less concerned about safety hazards and

privacy issues.
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FIGURE 3

Attitudes towards alternative medicine.

Familiarity with mHealth

Despite high access to smartphones (92%) and tablets

(67%) (which was comparable to Others and lower than

Medical professionals), only 53% of PwPPs (n = 57) were

familiar with digital self-tracking apps. As shown in Figure 5,

Medical professionals were the least likely to be using

mHealth apps. Compared to Others, the rate of mHealth

app usage was lower among PwPPs and only a small

number were familiar with pain tracking apps. In addition

to the functions listed in Figure 5, respondents added apps

for tracking; menstrual cycle (n = 6), weight-watching
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FIGURE 4

These radar diagrams illustrate di�erences in attitudes towards possible digital health information systems: (A) No concern; (B) Risks of wrong

information; (C) Risk of violation of privacy. The radius of each point corresponds to the percentage of an a�rmative responses within each

group.

FIGURE 5

Percentage of mHealth App users within each respondent group. Medical and Other groups shown here are mutually exclusive from the PwPP

category.

(n = 2), heart monitoring (n = 2), and mindfulness (n

= 2).

Familiarity with pain tracking systems was also low. In

response to “Have you ever used a pain tracking and pain

management app or computer program?”, <20% (n = 21) of

PwPPs responded “Yes.” When asked about the frequency with

which such systems were used, few indicated the use of pain

tracking when pain symptoms flared up (n = 4) or to track

physical activity (n= 2).

Neither access to technology nor digital literacy could

explain these differences. Among the 107 PwPPs who replied to

the question “Please tell us how often you use a tablet or phone

for each of the following activities?” 98% indicated email and text

messaging; 95% indicated surfing the net; 79% for pictures and

videos; 77% for social media; 75% for news media; 45% for self-

tracking apps; and 29% for playing digital games. Kruskal Wallis

tests did not reveal any statistically significant difference between

PwPPs,Medical professionals andOthers in terms of their usage.

Appraisal of apps for self-tracking and
management

Attitudes towards digital self-management of chronic

conditions were generally positive. In response to the query

“Do you think apps can be useful to manage any of the
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FIGURE 6

Beliefs about the usefulness of mHealth tracking apps for di�erent chronic conditions.

following CHRONIC HEALTH CONDITIONS?”, the majority

(62%) selected the response: ’I think yes’ for pain management.

As can be seen in Figure 6, although certainty about effectiveness

of such systems varied across conditions, the ratios of “I doubt

it” responses were minimal across all chronic conditions. One

surprising finding was that, similarly to cardiovascular and

metabolic disorders, anxiety was not perceived as a condition to

benefit from such systems.

Appraisal of apps for data generation and
sharing

General attitudes towards data sharing via apps were

positive. More than 72% of respondents answered “Yes” to

the question “Would you be open to using a health-related app

as a research tool for data collection in real life situations?”.

Less than 2% responded “No,” while 25.4% responded “Maybe.”

When asked: “Do you believe that by using apps to collect

your own data, you can help advance pain research?”, 35%

responded “Definitely yes”, and 53% responded “Possibly.”

Less than 10% responded “I don’t know”, with only 3

responding “I don’t think so.” In response to the question:

“Would you be comfortable sharing your data collected in

an app anonymously for specific health research purposes?”

75% responded “Yes;” 13% replied “Maybe;” and only 7%

selected “No.”

We listed features common to self-tracking apps, and

asked respondents to rate the importance of these (Figure 7A).

The ability to share data with their doctors was the most

important feature, followed by tracking of sleep. Those

familiar with pain tracking apps also mentioned additional

features such as receiving reminders (n = 1) or tips (n

= 2), personalized predictive clues (n = 5), visual cues

for pain recording (n = 1), and relaxing and pleasant

experience (n = 3). When we asked respondents to rank

the importance of features in a digital data collection

system, comprehensive data collection scored the highest

(Figure 7B).

Reflective analysis of comments

Excluding comments that offered specifics about type

of pain and work status, we reviewed all comments

about the usefulness of apps (19), data collection (11),

improvement to features (23), reasons for using apps

(11), concerns (6), and how best to express pain (12).

We list themes that emerged from comments (all made

by respondents who identified as female), that better
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FIGURE 7

Desired features for (A) Pain tracking; (B) Data sharing.

illustrate which factors may motivate participation

in our digital citizen lab, and which may contribute

to technostress.

Positive appraisal 1: Contributing complex data

Commenting on the question of whatmotivated them to join

the study, a 64-year old woman with lower back pain explained:

I developed chronic pain only about 2 years ago and have

done a lot of personal research about how to reduce the pain

through diet and exercise. I feel that I have hit a plateau

and am looking at other alternative ways of discovering more

about pain and its causes.

In further elaborating on the question of the type of pain,

she elaborated:

I cannot classify with absolute certainty the reason or

source of the pain. I have been to see my doctor and had

extensive blood work but nothing is conclusive. Other than the

pain, especially in my lower back, neck and hips I am in very

good health. I do not know if the pain is Psychogenic.

This individual had access to Samsung Health app

and monitored her exercise level but was not familiar

enough with other features of the apps to answer

the question: “how do you feel about existing apps in

the market?”

It is hard for me to answer the questions as I have

very little experience with health apps. I am however looking

forward to participating fully in this research and learn to

properly use your health app.

In terms of data collection, she believed that tracking

psychosocial factors, as well as environmental factors such as

weather and pollutions was very important for understanding

her pain, and was willing to contribute pain-tracking data

(quantitative, narrative, expressive, psychometric):

Overall I am open to trying any of the above mentioned

methods of pain tracking for my own benefit and the benefit

of the research.

She had a wide range of activities in which she engaged to

cope with her pain, including:
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Journaling, researching and using nutrition to discover

pain sources, exchanging information with a group of friends

who are as informed and curious as me, sharing my

information and comparing with this group of friends, looking

for alternatives, yoga, meditation.

In explaining her response to the question: Do you believe

that by using apps to collect your own data, you can help advance

pain research?, she wrote:

I chose “possibly” because I do not want to have

unrealistic expectations.

Positive appraisal 2: Data aggregation towards
personalization of care

Reviewing the 23 comments in response to “What

would you like to improve in your existing self-tracking

apps?” revealed interest in ’smarter apps’ capable of

data aggregation and algorithmic personalization of tips

offered to users suffering complex neurogenic pains such

as Fibromyalgia.

For example, a 53-year-old woman with neurogenic pain

(rating her general health as very bad) who used apps for

monitoring her irregular heartbeat wished for:

“Input for triggers and resolution tactics. What caused

the pain and what helped mediate it.”

This respondent relied on meditation, massage therapy and

recreational drugs, as well as art and literature to cope with her

general poor health conditions.

One 34-year-old woman with Fibromyalgia, who rated her

general health as very bad, and used a pain tracking app daily,

wished for:

“aggregating data and making better correlations over

time. For instance, my app says I feel more pain on slower

days but doesn’t see that I’m resting more because I have more

pain. If I rest more one day and feel better the next it doesn’t

track that.”

A third woman (51-year-old) with Fibromyalgia and an

unknown type of pain persisting after an accident (rating her

General Health as ’okay’), with daily user of pain tracking apps

wished for additional features:

“tips or links to resources for point-of-need

techniques such as meditation, soothing sounds, breathing

exercises etc.”

This respondent believed that the data collection could be

successful depending on:

“how well planned and constructed the app is, and how

rigorously analysed the resulting data is.”

Negative appraisal 1: Di�culty of access and
use

Several comments of those who were familiar with mHealth

indicated dissatisfaction with interfaces:

“I have not tried a great many, but I am easily

overwhelmed by them.”

The added burden of technology was noted:

“It’s hard to update an app when your [sic] in dying

in pain”.

The numerousness of apps that have not been satisfactory,

and their costs, were also mentioned:

“I have tried many apps for period tracking, exercise

tracing, and sleep tracking, and I have found them all

disappointing or annoying in some way. I don’t know how to

choose. I also don’t want to pay monthly membership fees, but

it’s frustrating that the highest rated apps are all paywalled and

the free ones are full of ads or not very good.”

Negative appraisal 2: Futility

To perceive a new technology as futile is an impediment to

its exploration and adoption. We noted two types of negative

appraisals, related to personal beneficence, and related to beliefs

about feasibility.

An important example of negative appraisal was offered

by a 36-year-old professional woman with facial chronic pain,

who did not use any mHealth applications. She indicated

that although she had created her own self-tracking computer

program, she had stopped using it:

“I am not sure if it is a good thing to track pain. I stopped

doing it because looking back over the months and years I

could see that I had rarely had a pain free day, and that was

very discouraging.” This respondent preferred to not focus

on data-collection: “One of the best strategies for me is to

ignore it and get on with things. Thinking about it seems

to make it worse.” She also felt that when one lives with

untreated pain for a long time, then tracking it will not serve

any purpose: “ I don’t see the value [of using apps] in my own

case because my issues is still not really diagnosed properly

there doesn’t seem to be much value in tracking it after already

having one so for quite a while.”
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Others cast doubt on the feasibility of making sense of,

or analyzing, the type of data that could be collected in our

proposed scheme.

In response to “Do you believe that by using

apps to collect your own data, you can help advance

pain research?” one 34-year-old woman (identified

as an unemployed PwPP, without access to a

smartphone or tablet) responded “I don’t think so” and

elaborated further:

“Chronic pain is so broad in how it is experienced. Unless

the data collected is for a very specific experience/condition, I

think it’s likely just adding to the mountain of info that nobody

seems to know how to climb.”

This respondent was one of ten (out of 123)

who did not believe that they could accurately score

their pain experience with 1–10 numbers. She was

also among the minority of respondents who were

annoyed by mood and anxiety questionnaires. She

somewhat agreed about the importance of psychosocial

factors, scientific terminology and use of humor to

describe her pain experience. Instead, she considered

tracking environmental factors as very important to

understanding her pain (headache, lower back pain

and joint pain). Nevertheless, in response to “Would

you be open to using a health-related app as a research

tool for data collection in a real life situation?,” she

replied “Maybe.”

Concern about the validity of data generation

was shared by a 61-year-old woman with a PhD in

nursing. Similarly to the comments of the 34-year-

old woman above, she did not believe that she could

accurately score her pain experience with numbers.

Although she was not a user of any mHealth apps,

and was open to using them for health research, she

thought that the possibility of the research succeeding

depended on:

“whether the data collected and the intervention provided

actually target [one’s] chronic pain.”

Negative appraisal 3: Ambiguity and
intersubjectivity of pain

As Figure 8shows, when asked to evaluate statements

about how to communicate their pain experience, a large

majority was interested in psychosocial determinants of

pain and more open to using scientific terminology or

psychometric questionnaires.

Additional comments revealed a concern with

data interpretation:

A 46-year-old woman who identified as PwPP who did not

use any mHealth apps, commented on the transactional nature

of pain communication:

“ The description of pain and how a person feels changes

with who they are interacting with. Some people may only

be comfortable with humour for example so I stick with that

when talking to them. Talking about chronic pain makes

many people uncomfortable because they don’t know how to

react/what to say in response.”

Although this individual was not a user of mHealth apps,

and strongly agreed with the statement:

“Health apps in the market are not properly tested by

medical professionals.”

She believed that mHealth apps could help with all chronic

conditions listed in the survey, and strongly agreed that by

sharing her data she could advance pain research by helping

others understand her better:

“I have Psoriatic Arthritis. My condition has been

dismissed (to my face) by health professionals who do not

understand my condition and pain levels. I think that

advancements in pain research and management are very

much needed. Pain is very complex and makes every aspect

of life difficult- something most people rarely think about.”

Interestingly, a retired 78-year-old woman who identified as

artist and poet (did not own a smartphone or tablet, and was

not familiar with mHealth apps) commented on the novelty of

both health apps and pain communication. In response to “Is

there anything that you think would improve your pain tracking

app?” she commented:

“I never knew there was such an app. I’d be tempted to

buy a cell phone to try it out. Or maybe an Apple watch? Or

maybe some other appliance?”

When asked about different ways to capture one’s pain

experience, she commented:

“Truthfully, I never thought about expressing my pain

to anybody much since it wears on anyone’s patience to be

overexposed to complaints.”

A 77-year-old female retired nurse who also

identified as PwPP (owned both a smartphone and

tablet, but did not use any mHealth apps) and preferred

scientific terminology for description of her pain,

commented that:
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FIGURE 8

Questions asked about di�erent ways of providing pain-related data to solicit comments from participants.

“I can find it difficult to quantify situations that are

complex in a way that will fit a questionnaire.”

Discussion

Summary of findings

Within the theoretical framework of stress research

(in recognition of the fact that innovative proposals such

as DiSPORA—aiming to facilitate patient-partnership in

research—may cause technostress), this quasi-qualitative

attitudinal user study assessed the affordances of mHealth

applications to create a digital citizen laboratory for

person-centered research of alternative (non medical)

pain management.

As expected, CP affected various aspects of PwPP’s

lives (Figure 1). The majority of PwPPs resorted to various

alternative therapies such as acupuncture, massage, chiropractic,

homeopathy mode than medications (Figure 2A). The majority

of PwPPs in this study were also open to exploring more

recent modalities (VR, mindfulness, art therapy), although

efficacy of treatment (e.g., in mindfulness) varied among those

who had tried them (Figure 2B). The majority of respondents

(PwPPs, medical professionals and the rest) required more

research to make alternative medicine acceptable to doctors.

While the majority agreed that alternative medicine could be

dangerous, nearly half of the respondents (especially 12/19

medical professionals who were not PwPPs) believed that

alternative medicine could be saving healthcare costs (Figure 3).

Given the fact that since 2015 nearly 300 pain apps have

been launched for personal and research purposes (19), we

were surprised that despite having access to smartphones and

tablet, and being digitally literate, only a small percentage of

PwPPs were using such apps. Nevertheless, overall attitudes

toward possible benefits of these apps were positive—especially

for pain management.

Despite their novelty, more than 88% of respondents to

our survey considered data collection through mHealth apps as

possibly (53%) or definitely beneficial (35%). More than 70% of

PwPPs were willing to participate in digital pain research, and

were comfortable with sharing their anonymized data collected

in an app. Although privacy was one of the more important

requirements, the need for comprehensive data collection was

ranked higher (Figure 7).

Reflective analysis of comments revealed three themes: (1)

Positive appraisals were related to the affordances of mHealth

apps for collecting complex personal data, and data aggregation

towards personalized pain treatments. (2) Negative appraisals

were about the futility of data collection about a condition that

could not be cured and futility of collecting data that could

not be meaningfully interpreted. (3)Technostress was associated

with costs of acquiring such technologies, under experience, and

understanding of the inner workings of the app and privacy.

New contributions to qualitative pain
research

A framed-flexible approach

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to

have approached the question of creating an mHealth app for

citizen research into alternative means of coping with CP. In

the first step of the recursive testing of appraisal, we chose

an anonymous survey to provide an opportunity for candid

appraisals. By inviting individuals to share ideas and knowledge
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for the creation of a hypothetical data-collection app aimed

to break the typical hierarchy of subject-matter experts and

participants, and sought to create a playful and welcoming

atmosphere to encourage free self-expression.

To create a citizen lab for studying coping necessitates

identifying users’ activities (e.g., pain management strategies),

motivations for engagement, and technological skills and

attitudes (62, 63), as well as accounting for the fact that patients

communicate their pain creatively (64–67). Addressing all of

these factors in detail will have created an extensive list of

questions that would normally be explored in a quantitative

manner. However, an attitudinal research survey that was

informed by conversations among our team (researchers, PwPPs

and caregivers) helped us begin from a low-resolution but

wide angled viewpoint that was informed by our team’s own

ambivalences: Is it safe and acceptable to create a mobile self-

tracking app for communicating and documenting alternative

self-care? Informed by previous user-centered studies (65–

72), we asked questions about features that are known to be

important to pain-tracking app users: ability to track pain

accurately, to interact, to provide descriptive information about

pain, and finally to distract from pain. This allowed us to ask

whether there were concerns about these well-desired features

(Figure 7).

One of the respondent’s comments on the question listing

different means of explaining their pain experience (scientific,

humor, numeric scales, etc.) exemplifies the types of information

that our study design sought to gather: Who has difficulty with

expressing their chronic pain, and how do they cope with it?

“I’ve really never thought my own pain was severe

enough to warrant attention or tracking. It exists, but it’s not

debilitating the vast majority of the time. I also think I have a

fairly high pain tolerance—which is to say, I don’t really know

what objective number I would assign to pain because I feel

able to handle it, even if it’s severe. Also, less severe/sharp pain

(such as my shoulder) is sometimes harder for me to cope with

than a severe, acute pain. So, while I would objectively say that

delivering a baby at home with no pain meds is very painful

(I have done it three times), the shoulder pain is harder to

cope with psychologically. I keep coming back to the shoulder

because it’s the least explained pain I’ve had for the longest

period of time.”

We found that the strongest desire for data collection

was expressed for sleep-tracking (something that should be

done at the comfort of home and passively), and for sharing

personal data with their doctors (something that requires active

interactions and knowledge exchange). The fact that collecting

comprehensive data was more important than ensuring privacy

suggests the willingness of potential participants to be agents in

capturing the complexity of their pain experiences, particularly

psychosocial factors (Figure 8).

Barriers to digital citizen labs

Respondents to our call were interested and curious about

alternative ways of coping with pain (Figure 2), even when

acknowledging potential dangers and the fact that standard

medical care should be the primary resource, and the need for

more research and evidence (Figure 3). Nevertheless, more than

half of participants, especially Medical professionals believed

that alternative medicine could potentially save healthcare costs.

This is consistent with the WHO report, that interest in

traditional and complementary medicine is globally on the rise,

but that resources and legal and ethical frameworks for research

and implementation are lagging (41).

In addition, a lack of established health ICT frameworks and

clear policies contributes to negative appraisals and technostress.

It is not surprising that our participants found misinformation,

privacy issues, and skepticism about interfaces, costs and

algorithms to be areas of concern (73, 74).

To remedy, based on a scoping review of digital health

science initiatives, Fu, Gray and Borda have suggested that

participatory design of research data management systems

would be an important step in overcoming hesitancy about the

reliability and reproducibility of citizen health data collection

initiatives (75). Hamilton et al.’s patient engagement research

has identified that procedural requirements which ensure that

data collection is consistent with the needs of both research and

patients—and make it possible to do research at their own pace

and with the ability to express their own views—are important

to the design of citizen research practices (76).

Thomas, Scheller, and Schroder have recommended that an

effective citizen laboratory for addressing complex questions

(in our case, coping with chronic pain) must provide (1) a

space for social encounters; (2) a framework for communicative

practice; (3) a process to initiate social self-understanding; (4)

and dynamics to engage in (counter-)public discourses (77).

Our data suggest a foreseeable challenge in gaining trust about

communication. As can be seen in Figure 7A, inclusion of a

social networking feature in a pain tracking system was not at

all important to the majority of respondents, and social media

raised concerns about misinformation (Figure 4). It should be

noted however, that our questions were too broad to tease

apart the perceived benefits or risks of personal connections via

ICTs and this issue needs to be more thoroughly examined in

the future.

Beyond quantitative scales and towards
innovative data collection

In a critical review of existing citizen science methodologies

and approaches, Hidalgo et al. (78) have identified two dominant

forms of citizen science. In the contributory model, scientists

are the project designers and offer a technology to help citizens

gather their data. In the co-creative and participatory model,
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citizens share their real-world problems and scientists are co-

designers and facilitators of data tools that emerge from the

real-world problems of citizen participants. There is a wealth

of existing data on what users expect from pain-tracking apps,

designed for therapeutic efficacy (64, 68–72). Our data suggests

that the contributory model of citizen science is acceptable to

our respondents. However, important work remains to be done

to raise awareness about the critical role that patients can play

in guiding the direction of research through communication of

personal and shared experiences and complex needs (78).

An area that requires more precise research is alternative

methods to pain communications (going beyond numeric pain

scales). We had expected that, given the complexity of pain

experience, self-expressive andmetaphoric pain communication

be important (64–67, 79). We found that although facilitating

self-expression was just as important as physical activity

tracking (Figure 7A), only half of participants were interested

in performative approaches such as drama and storytelling

(narrative reporting) for reporting their pain (Figure 8). We

speculate that this might be due to negative connotations

associated with the word “drama,” that reflect the pervasive

stigma of malingering (80) for women in particular, who

represent the majority of our respondents. However, as several

comments indicated, how one expresses and describes their

pain is contextual and dependent on to whom the explanation

is addressed. Therefore, while explaining pain in scientific

terms or with numerical scales may simplify the challenges of

intersubjectivity, welcoming alternativemeans of self-expression

in pain research may be informative.

As one respondent commented:

“because I am not a scientist, I don’t know how to express

my pain in scientific terms.”

Additionally some were not comfortable ’burdening’ others

with their pain complaints. Future work should more closely

examine the affordances of poetic and metaphorical self-

expression in a digital citizen lab.

Limitations

The most important limitation of this study is the potential

for sampling bias: our sampling method provided for self-

selection (based on interest in joining a future participatory

app design study). Thus, the respondents are not representative

of the PwPP population. This self-selection resulted in a

group of more than 73% female, educated, mostly English-

speaking individuals (even though the study was also advertised

in French) with high access to ICT. In reality, many

PwPPs are in marginalized communities (2) without access

to ICTs, and our study may not have reached them. For

example, a recent rapid review of studies that examine the

efficacy of mHealth qualities illustrates a great disparity in

accounting for preferences of mHealth use in lower income

countries (81).

Another potential bias is that most respondents reported

lower back pain. Some estimates of the lifetime prevalence

of chronic back pain “are as high as 84% in the adult

population” (82). This disproportionate representation in

our sample might be related to the fact that almost 60%

(75/127) learned about our study from the PERFORM Centre’s

mailing list and had likely been involved in the other studies

for treatment of the lower back pain (for which physical

therapies exist) as opposed to migraine, for example. Future

research should target a more diverse range of chronic

pain conditions.

In this study, we chose not to employ any formally

validated questionnaires, and instead allowed conversations

with PwPPs (in an earlier public event) to guide the

formulation of questions. As such, we can only provide

descriptive statistics, with limited quantitative comparison

across the sample. Recently published scales such as

The Digital Stressor Instrument would be useful in

conjunction with our survey, to obtain a more granular

understanding of the ways in which digital stress may impact

PwPPs (51).

Conclusion

This attitudinal user study showed that our survey

respondents were interested in alternative therapies, and

willing to share complex personal data, to advance pain

research through data-analytics. The key finding of our

study is that despite novelty and uncertainty about the

outcomes of innovative health related ICT approaches, those

with CP conditions and the medical professionals are open

to researching CP in non-pharmacological and alternative

frameworks. Although the primary appraisal of a digital

citizen lab for exploring alternative ways of coping with

and studying chronic pain is positive, heterogeneity in both

positive and negative attitudes must be more carefully studied,

and individual perspectives and experiences be considered in

designing digital frameworks for citizen research. Specifically,

respondents who commented about the study expressed

doubts that computational algorithms would be successful in

making meaningful inferences from the data, because pain

is a complex experience and difficult to communicate and

record. In future work, we need to reach those who did

not have an opportunity or chose not to participate in our

call. While a more representative sample, and more in-depth

engagement is needed to plan DiSPORA, current results

underline the necessity of clinically-framed, but flexibly person-

centered and psychosocially-informed research andmedical care

for PwPPs.
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dwelling older adults with
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Introduction: The prevalence of chronic low back pain (LBP) increases with age
and older adults are more vulnerable to develop chronic LBP. A recent Swiss
study has shown that 78% of community-dwelling older adults aged ≥65
years experienced chronic LBP. Similarly, a study in Hong Kong found that
approximately 30% of people aged above 60 years experienced chronic LBP.
The aim of this collaborative research project was to illuminate older adults’
experiences of living with chronic LBP and its implication on older adults’
daily life in Western and Eastern cultures.
Methods: Twenty-five older people experiencing chronic LBP living in
Switzerland or Hong Kong were recruited through health professionals or
community centres. Using semi-structured interviews, participants shared
their experiences regarding chronic LBP and its implications on their daily
life. The interviews were recorded and transcribed “ad verbatim” in the
original language. An inductive thematic analysis was used, using a qualitative
data analysis software program (NVivo) and a shared code book in English.
The Swiss and Hong Kong research teams engaged in collaborative analysis
until a consensus was established, taking into consideration of cultural
specificities. Ethical approval was obtained from the local ethic committees
in both regions.
Results: Themes were related to negative perceptions/experiences: (1)
interferences of daily function; (2) pessimistic attitudes toward their
conditions/prognosis; and (3) self-perceived burden related to families.
Conversely, four themes revealed attributes to social roles: (1) maintaining
their roles in families; (2) experiencing supports from family and friends; (3)
being content despite LBP; and (4) enjoying social activities. Cultural
differences between Switzerland and Hong Kong were related to social
circles and offers from the healthcare system, influencing individual
experiences and perceptions.
Discussion: Although chronic LBP may negatively impact older adults,
individual approaches as well as social and health system supports influence
older adults’ attitude toward their pain and self-management strategies.
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Developing effective and culturally sensitive interventions for an elderly population with
chronic LBP can be challenging but essential for the development of innovative
healthcare services tailored to the population’s needs. The methodological approach
used for this research project establishes the framework for developing and
evaluating complex interventions.

KEYWORDS

chronic low back pain, older adults, qualitative research, culture, healthcare services, community-

dwelling
Introduction

The average human life expectancy of people aged 60 years

or above is expected to increase continuously worldwide given

the improved health care delivery and technologies (1). The

United Nation has estimated that by 2050, of the multiple

health issues, low back pain (LBP) will be the most prevailing

health condition in older adults that leads to functional

limitations and disability worldwide (2, 3). Several

population-based studies (including Hong Kong) have

estimated that the 1-year prevalence of LBP (regardless of

chronicity) in community-dwelling older adults ranged from

13% to 50% (4, 5). Importantly, the prevalence of chronic

LBP increases with age (6, 7) and older adults are more

vulnerable to develop chronic LBP. Chronic LBP is defined as

pain in or near the lumbosacral spine with or without leg

pain that lasts for at least 3 months (8). A recent large-scale

Swiss study has shown that up to 78% of community-

dwelling older adults aged ≥65 years experienced chronic

LBP (9), and that 17% of people from this age group have

back pain several times a week, and another 17% several

times a month (10). Similarly, a population-based study in

Hong Kong found that approximately 30% of people aged

above 60 years experienced chronic LBP (11). Older adults

with chronic LBP experience problems in mobility, self-care,

and emotions (9).

Multiple biopsychological factors have been attributed to

the high prevalence of chronic LBP in older adults. Older

adults are known to have high pain sensitivity because of age-

related reduced brain activity responsible for endogenous

(controlled by the central nervous system) pain modulation

processing (12, 13), and lower pain thresholds (14, 15). The

presence of comorbidities or spinal degeneration (e.g., lumbar

spinal stenosis) in older adults may also worsen the physical

function of patients with chronic LBP (16, 17), and reduce

their treatment compliance (18). Compared to older adults

without comorbidity, older adults with one or at least two

comorbidities are 3 and 5 times more likely to have chronic

LBP, respectively (14). Of various co-morbidities,

psychological distress (e.g. depression and anxiety) is known

to be an important risk factor for chronic LBP and LBP-
02
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related disability in community-dwelling older adults (19).

Given the high prevalence of in older adults (20), and close

association between depression and LBP, it is not uncommon

to find older adults with chronic LBP and concomitant

depression.

The high prevalence of comorbidities and frailty in older

adults may result in very different perceptions and

experiences of chronic LBP as compared to working-age

adults (21). Older adults need to face multiple age-related

physical and psychosocial challenges (e.g., deteriorated

physical strength and mental capacity, comorbidity, the loss of

loved ones, an altered social role, and financial constraints)

that may compromise their LBP recovery and well-being (22).

Additionally, chronic regional/widespread pain in older adults

can increase their risk of psychological distress (23, 24) and

social isolation, which in turn may compromise their health-

related quality of life, and increases their risk of

cardiovascular diseases and mortality (25). Furthermore, the

chronic LBP experience in older adults may be modified by

their way of living and social support (26). For instance, older

adults residing alone may experience more pain and

psychological challenges.

People living in Switzerland and Hong Kong have similar

life expectancy: men’s life expectancy at birth is 81.6 years in

Switzerland and 82.1 years in Hong Kong, while women have

a life expectancy of 85.4 years in Switzerland and 88.1 years

in Hong Kong, making the top of the list of industrialised

countries (27). While Switzerland has about a population size

comparable to Hong Kong the two jurisdictions have different

healthcare systems.

Switzerland’s healthcare system is highly decentralised (28)

as each of the 26 cantons has some power over key operations.

The Swiss Federal Law on Compulsory Health Care (LAMal),

however, requires all Swiss residents to buy private health

insurance. The private health insurances are supervised by the

state and the cantons, and provide coverage in case of

sickness, accidents and maternity. Additional private

insurance can be purchased to complement basic coverage

(e.g. private hospitals, dental care) (28). While the quality of

the Swiss healthcare system is high, it is one of the most

expensive one in the world. As of the latest figures,
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Switzerland’s health expenditure represented 11.3% as a fraction

of gross domestic product (GDP) (29).

Hong Kong’s healthcare system offers public hospital care

comparable to the NHS (30), yet only requires 5.9% of Hong

Kong’s GDP (27). The Food and Health Bureau is responsible

for resource allocation and healthcare policies, as well as

supervising the Hospital Authority (HA) organised to serve

the entire population with subsidised healthcare (31). A recent

study investigating Hong Kong’s longevity came to the

conclusion that Hong Kong has the lowest cardiovascular

mortality rate and few transport accidents due to low car

ownership, low alcohol consumption and an excellent

transport system (27). However, Hong Kong also has many

high-quality private healthcare service providers in primary,

secondary, and tertiary care settings to serve those who can

pay for the medical expenses by themselves or paid by private

health insurance.

Apart from the distinct healthcare systems, Western and

Chinese cultures seem to deal differently with life challenges.

In Western cultures, individualism is the social norm

whereas “Chinese culture advocates collectivism” (32).

Furthermore, Leung and Sung-Chan (32) argue that it is

important for Chinese people to maintain a harmonious

interpersonal relationship while simultaneously modify their

attitude and behaviour to meet what is expected from them

within their social system. This is in line with Leventhal

et al.’s (33) perceptual-cognitive approach that explains how

people vary in their representation of health and illness

according to their socio-cultural background. According to

Leventhal’s theory, people with chronic pain make sense of

their experience by drawing on their knowledge and beliefs

(33). Representations and beliefs regarding illness and health

are constructed within a social context, and therefore, it is

interesting to know whether there are differences between

older people with chronic LBP from Eastern and Western

cultures.

Yet, as shown in this introduction living a long life does not

necessarily mean living without chronic LBP. Given the

complexity and adverse consequences of chronic LBP in older

adults, it is essential for various stakeholders (e.g., allied

health professionals or social workers) to gain an in-depth

knowledge of the possible impacts of chronic LBP on older

adults’ daily life and overall experience of health. The findings

can guide the development of more effective mono- or

interprofessional pain management interventions for this

largely heterogeneous group, as well as providing services

adapted to the target population.

Against this background, the aim of this collaborative

research project between Switzerland and Hong Kong was to

illuminate older adults’ experiences of living with chronic LBP

and its implication on their daily lives in Western and Eastern

cultures.
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 03
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Methods

Participants and data collection

Twenty-five older adults experiencing chronic LBP living in

Switzerland or Hong Kong were recruited through health

professionals (GPs, physiotherapists), or community centres. To

be eligible for the study, participants were required to be aged

65 years or above, and have LBP in or near the lumbosacral

spine with or without leg pain for at least 3 months in the last

12 months (8). Using semi-structured interviews, participants

shared their lived experiences regarding chronic LBP and its

implications on their daily life (34). The interviews were

recorded in the local language (French or German in

Switzerland, Cantonese in Hong Kong) and transcribed “ad

verbatim” in their entirety in the original language (35). By

using a qualitative approach, participants can share their

experiences regarding chronic LBP, and evaluate its implications

on their daily life. Pilot interviews were conducted to control

suitability of the overarching questions. An interview guide

(Appendix) was used to ensure transparency and validity of the

approach (36). Interviews lasted for approximately one hour. In

qualitative studies, the questions of sampling and sample size

are recurrent. Using a purposive sampling strategy is considered

appropriate for an exploratory qualitative study, as the intention

is not to have a representative sample but to get an in-depth

understanding of a specific phenomenon from a variety of

people who can talk about it (37). Given the exploratory nature

of this study, the number of participants was limited to

maximum of 15 in each country. According to a recent

empirical study (38), recurrency of themes with each additional

interview (also known as code saturation) was reached after

nine interviews. However, the authors recommended to use

between 16 and 24 interviews to reach meaning saturation.
Data analysis

An inductive thematic analysis was used using a shared

coded book in English (39). The six steps described by Braun

and Clarke (39) are as follows (p 87):

Step 1: Becoming familiar with the data (transcribing data,

reading and rereading data, jotting down ideas),

Step 2: Generating initial codes (coding systematically across

data set, collating data),

Step 3: Searching for themes (collating codes into themes,

gathering data relevant to each theme),

Step 4: Reviewing themes (checking themes, generating

thematic map),

Step 5: Defining themes (refining specifics of each theme and

overall story of analysis, generate names of themes),
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Step 6: Writing-up (selecting compelling extracts, final analysis,

relating analysis back to research question and literature).
The particularity of this research team is that while English

was the shared language, none of the interviews were conducted

in English, but in French, German and Cantonese. Step 1 of the

thematic analysis was done by each country team separately.

Qualitative data analysis software program (NVivo, released in

March 2020) was used for the coding and as mentioned

above, the codebook was shared (Step 2). The Swiss and

Hong Kong research teams discussed themes first separately

(Step 3) before engaging in collaborative analysis until a

consensus was established (Step 4), taking into consideration

of cultural specificities. When defining themes (Step 5),

country teams revisited the original data for confirmation.

The write-up (Step 6) was done collaboratively, allowing for a

final analytic step for theme construction. Thematic analysis

across languages and cultural divides was an interesting

endeavour and a methodological approach worth discussing

about in an article later-on. Ethical approval was obtained

from the respective local ethic committees in Switzerland

(CER-VD No 2021-00241) and The Hong Kong Polytechnic

University’s Ethics Committee (No HSEARS20210128001).

Reflexivity was adopted throughout the study to ensure

scientific rigor (36). Specifically, reflexivity is defined as a

thoughtful and conscious process that includes continuous

evaluation of subjective responses, interpersonal dynamics,

and the research process itself (40). Additionally, a coding

manual accessible to all members online was used throughout

the data analysis to improve the transparency of the process

and to help guide methodological steps.
Results

Table 1 summarises the characteristics of all participants

(n = 25). Seven men and six women in Switzerland, and 12

women from Hong Kong (aged 68 to 92 years) participated in

the study. The majority of participants (64%; n = 16/25) was

married, while six participants (24%) were widowed, and

three divorced (n = 3; 12%). Two participants from Hong

Kong were excluded because one participant had acute back

pain and the other participant was only 62 years old.

Participants in Switzerland were recruited through

physiotherapy and medical private practices, while

participants in Hong Kong were recruited in Community

Centres where people gathered to attend classes and talks, and

to meet friends. The socio-economic status in Hong Kong is

rather low as evidenced by the fact that half of the Hong

Kong participants live in public housing and receive support

from the Comprehensive Social Security Assistance

Scheme (CSSA). These data are not relevant in Switzerland as
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 04
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public housing does not exist and all adults older than 65

years receive a social security subsidy.

Analysing the participants’ professional backgrounds in the

two regions, nearly half of the Swiss sample were white-collar

workers (clerical, professional and managerial jobs) before

retirement, whereas most participants in Hong Kong were

blue-collar workers (cleaner, factory worker, hardware and

grocery store workers) before retirement. Hiking, gardening,

traveling and volunteering were the most common current

leisure activities of Swiss participants, while doing exercises,

walking/hiking and eating dim sum were the most frequent

activities done by Hong Kong participants. Eating dim sum

(going for a tea in an European setting) is an important social

activity in Hong Kong. As the current study adopted

convenience sampling, it happened that only female

participants were recruited in Hong Kong while 50% of Swiss

participants were men.

Despite different socioeconomic and cultural context, our

analysis revealed some common themes but as hypothesized

also some important differences.

The common themes were related to negative perceptions/

experiences: (1) interferences of daily function (including

sleep); (2) pessimistic attitudes toward their conditions/

prognosis; and (3) self-perceived burden related to families

and avoidance of talking about their pain with families.

Conversely, four themes revealed attributes to social roles:

(1) maintaining their roles in families (e.g., housework); (2)

experiencing supports from family and friends; (3) being

content despite LBP; and (4) enjoying social activities.

Cultural differences between Switzerland and Hong Kong

were related to social support networks and opportunities/

offers from the health and social system, influencing

individual experiences.
Negative experiences

Interferences of daily function
Chronic LBP affected older adults’ activities in daily life,

since many of them reported difficulties in walking, sitting

and prolonged standing. Some older adults had trouble in

doing housework and/or carrying heavy objects, while others

did not go out or drive any more.
Sometimes I feel exhausted when I am doing housework, for

example, when I stand for a long time. I need to do it for a

while and sit for a while. (HK04_F_81)
I can do this whole part of the house for you, including the

dusting, all that, clean. But I can do it in half a day, I would

say, because I’m a little bit… If you see something that’s

dirty, you go all the way, you finish your job. But now I
frontiersin.org
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TABLE 1 Participants’ characteristics.

Region ID Gender Age Civil
status

Previous
professions

Current occupations/leisure activities

Switzerland S01_M_68 m 68 Divorced Mechanic, technologist Playing guitar, walking/hiking group
S02_M_92 m 92 Widower Carpenter Retired
S03_M_75 m 75 Married Factory, construction

worker, gardener
Traveling, gardening

S04_F_70 f 70 Married Housewife, kiosk owner Playing board games, walking
S05_M_72 m 72 Divorced Field service (sales) Riding motorbike, walking, breeding spiders
S06_M_73 m 73 Married Police ambulance driver Retired
S07_M_73 m 73 Married Law, trade Working as a lawyer, store managing, gardening
S08_F_75 f 75 Married Law Taking care of grandchildren, travel
S09_F_85 f 85 Married Farmer, cook Retired
S10_F_69 f 69 Divorced Secretary Volunteering
S11_F_74 f 74 Married Employee (university

degree)
Working as a translator, housing, traveling, taking care of grand-children

S12_F_74 f 74 Married Employee Volunteering, teaching, hiking, taking care of grand children
S13_M_78 m 78 Married Employee, law, judge Volunteering, skiing, walking, gardening

Hong Kong HK01_F_83 f 83 Widow Housewife Going to elderly centre, eating dim sum with friends, travelling
HK02_F_68 f 68 Married Housewife Doing housework, doing exercise, texting with friends (WhatsApp),

travelling with friends, going to elderly centre
HK03_F_75 f 75 Married Travel agent Going to gym, doing exercise, fitness class, yoga class, climbing, swimming,

walking, church activities, watching “Youtube”, texting with friends
(WhatsApp)

HK04_F_81 f 81 Married Domestic helper Doing exercise, going to elderly centre, eating dim sum with friends, visiting
relatives, doing housework

HK05_F_73 f 73 Widow Clerk Hiking, eating dim sum with friends, going to elderly centre, dancing, visiting
elders, cycling machine

HK06_F_75 f 75 Married Factory worker Walking, cycling, eating dim sum with friends, volunteer (visiting elders),
taking grandchildren to school, going to elderly centre

HK07_F_85 f 85 Widow Housewife Doing housework, walking, weaving/handicraft, eating dim sum with
daughters, going to elderly centre

HK08_F_80 f 80 Married Tea seller/ factory
worker

Volunteering (dancing class helper+ councillor’s office + visiting elderly),
doing exercise, eating dim sum, going to elderly centre, doing housework

HK09_F_76 f 76 Married Hardware business
owner

Doing exercise, using smartphone, doing housework, browsing internet
(Youtube), going to elderly centre, going to church and park

HK10_F_72 f 72 Married Cleaner Doing exercise, doing housework, going to elderly centre, phonecall with
friends, eating dim sum with children

HK11_F_81 f 81 Widow Grocery store worker Doing housework, doing exercise, going to elderly centre and Po Leung Kuk,
taking photos, walking in the park

HK12_F_84 f 84 Widow Accountant Doing exercise in the park, reading books and newspaper, phonecall with
friends

Schoeb et al. 10.3389/fresc.2022.920387
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can’t. I do half, half a day, and the next day, another half

day. (S12_F_74)
Well, now, over time, for example, I told you I was singing

in a big chorus. So, the fact of standing for a long time and

carrying the score. And then to be carried away by the

emotion, the music and everything that goes with it, it’s

starting to become difficult for me, but I haven’t decided

yet that I want to stop because of that, but sometimes I

say to myself I’d rather have a lectern to put my score on

it. (S13_M_78)
I used to take the car, to have a drink at noon or 11am. Now

I don’t go out anymore. I hardly drive either. My wife and

daughter tell me “You have to give your driver”s licence

back, because you don’t drive any more”, I say well, we’ll

see, it’s still up to me, for the moment. (S06_M_73)
tiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 05
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Activities of daily living were not possible for participants in

the same way as before or needed to be adjusted to the current

possibilities and capacities. All participants realised that there

were adaptations to be made, either to interrupt activities

(HK04_F_81) as they were not able to do them without

taking a rest, use more time to accomplish certain activities

(S12_F_74) or use assistive devices to help overcome

limitations (S13_M_78).
Pessimistic attitudes toward their conditions/
prognosis

Participants expressed that there was no cure for them, that

the aging process would not allow them to be free of pain and

that pain would actually stay with them “till the end of her life”.

It became also evident in our data, that worries were closely

linked to back pain, independent of the participants’ origin

and cultural context.
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I am worried, because many people said it can’t be cured.

It’s hard to cure it at my age. (HK10_F_72)

I can do nothing. I feel… sometimes desperate because of

the incurable condition. (HK03_F_73)

I have always back pain, so that’s what I am ending up being

worried about. (S06_M_73)

Self-perceived burden related to families and
avoidance of talking about their pain with
families

Becoming a burden for family members was voiced as an

important issue, in particular in Hong Kong. As illustrated in

the following quotes, it even became existential.

I am unhappy because I have done less housework… I once

thought that it could be better if I died. Don’t worry, I won’t

commit suicide. However, I think in this way, maybe it

would be better if I die. I won’t commit suicide because I

don’t have the courage to do it… I feel like I am giving

them trouble. For example, when I tell them (family

members) that I have LBP, they will just reply “Be careful

and do more exercise!” They don’t understand that it’s

useless to do more exercise… I am afraid of becoming a

burden to them. If I can’t walk anymore, they will need to

assist me to go to the toilet. Many things will be affected,

including my daily life. (HK06_F_75)

My children seldom visit me because they are busy. They

only make phone calls with me during holidays. They

only come back to have dinner when it is my husband’s

birthday. They rarely visit us… I rarely chat with my

family members. I don’t want them to worry about me.

Sometimes my daughter will find someone to take care of

us [interviewee and her husband]. However, my home has

little space. Hence, I don’t want her to find someone… I

seldom discuss my things with others. I don’t want to

increase their burden. Further, there’s nothing they can do

to help me. I rarely talk about this with my children. It’s

not necessary to talk about this. (HK04_F_81)

Very interestingly, sometimes I feel helpless due to the

intense pain. (HK03_F_75)

Family structure and respect for elders are inherent to the

culture in Hong Kong. The importance of family is a core

social value for Chinese, and is consistent with collectivism

within this culture. Sung (41) argues that filial piety

(responsibility, respect, sacrifice and family harmony)

influences children’s attitudes towards their elders. While one

participant (HK06_F_75) saw herself as a burden, another
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 06
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participant (HK04_F_81) deplored that her children did not

have time for her.
Social roles

Results revealed the importance of social roles for the older

adults with chronic LBP. This theme had different aspects.

While our participants indicated that they aimed to maintain

their roles within their families, they also insisted on the fact

that their families supported them, both psychologically or

financially. In particular in the Hong Kong context, social

roles were clearly described with children supporting their

parents.

Maintaining their roles in families (e.g.,
housework)

It was considered a role of a spouse to take care of the

partner and the children, as illustrated in the quotes from a

Hong Kong and a Swiss culture.

Now I need to take care of my old husband. I often use the

wheelchair to bring him to the day care centre or wait for

public transport. Sometimes when I bring him back with

wheelchair, I will hold my lower back. (HK04_F_81)

Well, there were times when I said to myself “Well, you’ve

lived your whole life with pain”, and I’m quite proud of

myself for not having poisoned the life of my husband or

my children, because I don’t complain about it. (…) They

didn’t believe me when I was a child. So why am I still

sharing the live with those I love. I have never made a

misery. I put up with it, I’ve always put up with it.

(S12_F_74)

Expectations about social roles were put forward in both

regions. As mentioned in the introduction, Leventhal et al.

(33) argue that representation of health and illness are shaped

by the socio-cultural background. With regard to women’s

role in society, taking care of family members might be

considered as a ubiquitous social role, independent of the

cultural background.

Experiencing supports from family and friends
Family members and friends play an important role, either

by helping in day-to-day activities, giving advice, or supporting

the older adult financially.

At that time my husband was still alive. He bought the

cooking ingredients and cooked meals for us. I was in

severe pain…My sons also give me money from time to

time…My son told me I can live longer if I am careful.

The most important thing is to stay healthy. (HK11_F_81)
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Three sons sent me to a hospital. I was sent to the hospital

very early. Here is close to the Hong Kong Adventist

Hospital in Tsuen Wan. Therefore, I received treatment

there. My children brought me there. (H08_F_80)

They just reminded me to be careful when I am eating and

walking. (HK06_F_75)

My friend also take care of me from time to time. My friend

cooks meals for me. (HK12_F_84)

My wife is here, if I have to put some of the cream on my

back, well, she can do it. (S06_M_73)

A Swiss participant mentioned that some of his close friends

actually did not know about his chronic pain.

Many do not know that I have low back pain, many do not

know. That is- I went this morning to a gathering [Apéro]

at the lake with friends. Then I said that I have to go as I

have an appointment with the physio this afternoon and

an interview with question mark [pointing to interviewer,

laughs]. “Ah what do you have with the back? Why do

you need to go to the physio? Then I said: “another time”

because I really had to go. But many do not know, as well

people who are quite close to me, they do not know.

(S05_M_72)

Maintaining social roles within family was considered

important by participants. However, depending on the

cultural context, some information regarding their health

problem was not shared widely within the outer circle of family.

Being content despite LBP - coping
Participants, even though in pain and with limitation of

activities, still felt rather optimistic and content. In addition, it

was important for them to receive effective treatment for their

back pain.

I am an optimistic person. I have been optimistic since I was

young. I don’t feel sad… I won’t be unhappy. I am satisfied.

I have food and shelter. I won’t ask for more… I am not

worried about it. (HK07_F_85)

I’m not worried. The most important thing is to receive

effective treatment. It’s great to receive treatment in Yan

Chai Hospital, because it’s not too expensive. (HK09_F_76)

I’ve always had a good life, despite the pain. So it hasn’t

affected my morale. If it affects me, if it disturbs my

morale, it’s when I have other concerns, but not for my

back. The back, I came into the world with it, so I’m

going to leave with it. (S12_F_74)
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The body is part of the man, the human being. (…)

Without body there is no psyche, it is part of it. The

two-, it’s the two elements, as we say the body and the

soul. So, the body is what accompanies the soul, it’s the

two. I believe in the anima, in the soul, that means that

when there are psychological problems, you perform

physical activity, and you forget. And when you have

physical pain, you try to escape through intellectualism,

and then like that you find a balance. (S07_M_73)

Participants chose an active approach to improve the

situation: as one participant considered herself a

“hardworking individual” – as illustrated in the next quote –

she will do her exercises (HK03_F_73) because she wanted to

avoid surgery. Another participant would go for a walk even

when tired (HK07_F_85).

I think it was more related to my physical condition. I

believe that I need to accept the fact and find methods to

improve the situation. I am hardworking because I don’t

want to do the back surgery. I know I won’t be able to do

exercise after I return home today, that’s why I already

did the exercises before lunch. (HK03_F_73)

I only feel tired. It’s not a severe disease. It’s fine if I take

some rest. Nowadays I don’t work anymore. When I feel

tired I will go to sleep. When I wake up, I will take a

walk if I am still tired. The back fatigue doesn’t matter.”

(HK07_F_85)

It was also mentioned that the Swiss health insurance

provided the services they needed to get better.

Well, listen, except that…When we are insured, we are very

well insured. But that’s since the moment when we retire.

Except for our doctor, we’re very happy. We don’t need

anything else. We have our own medication. (S12_F_74)

The theme presented here reflects how participants adapted

to the fact that they experienced LBP but they also gave meaning

to other aspects of life or rely on quality healthcare services in

order to get better.

Enjoying social activities
As most of the Hong Kong participants were interviewed at

an elderly centre, some of them expressed their opinion on

social activities, which tended to be positive.

There were many “kaifongs” (街坊 ; neighbours). I went to

Cantonese restaurant with them. (HK01_F_83)

Now I am just a volunteer. For example, I am a helper in a

dancing class. (HK08_F_80)
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In Switzerland, social activities were also considered

important, as some of the participants enjoyed traveling

(S03_M_75) while others went hiking and ski touring.

Well I go as well- we go out, we have the general ticket

[allowing for free train travel all around Switzerland] and

then we take often the train. The pain – it is little actually

during the day, that I am limited. (S03_M_75)

It depends on the time and the form of the crisis. Yes, that’s

it. And when I walk, I really like walking. But if I go for

more than two and a half, three hours, then it really starts

to pinch and pull down my leg. That’s it. […] And in the

end, I really enjoy walking and admiring the landscape.

[…]We walk in the snow, where the snow carries us.

(S12_F_74)

For example, I don’t do downhill skiing anymore because it

gives a lot of jolts in the lower back, among other things,

and that doesn’t suit me. I do ski touring still quite

regularly when it’s good, when there’s snow. And since I

belong to the Alpine Club. (S13_M_78)

Social activities helped older adults with chronic LBP to

continue being part of a group, be it by volunteering

(HK08_F_80), going to a restaurant (HK01_F_83), traveling

(S03_M_75) or enjoying activities in nature (S12_F_74 and

S13_M_78).
Discussion

The aim of this collaborative research project between

Switzerland and Hong Kong was to illuminate older adults’

experience of living with chronic LBP and to describe the

implication of chronic pain on older adults’ daily life in

Western and Eastern cultures. The findings revealed a

complex interaction between individual and social

consequences of chronic LBP in an aging population. The

following three subsections will summarise the study results:

(1) adjustments and adaptations for activities of daily living;

(2) social support and cultural influences; and (3) differences

of healthcare systems in Hong Kong and Switzerland.
Adjustments and adaptations needed for
activities of daily living when living with
chronic LBP

While chronic LBP is known to adversely affect the well-

being of patients, the types of responses and/or severity of

distress/suffering experienced by different individuals vary

considerably. Given that chronic pain is not purely a physical
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problem (42), the multidimensional interactions among

biological, psychological, and social factors often result in

differential experiences of individuals. Since older adults need

to face various age-related physical and psychosocial changes

(e.g., decreases in pain sensitivity or fitness (14, 43, 44),

altered life goals and social roles, or reduced/terminated

monthly income), these changes may affect the ability or

experiences of older people in managing chronic LBP (45,

46). Similarly, the presence of chronic LBP in older adults

may lead to fear avoidance behaviour, concerns about

underlying severe pathology (47), reduced physical activity

and deconditioning, or compromised social and family

functioning (48, 49). Therefore, clinicians not only need to

use age-specific assessment tools to comprehensively evaluate

the condition of older people with LBP (50), but also need to

educate these patients and/or their caregivers regarding the

aetiology and trajectory of chronic LBP, as well as potential

coping strategies.

Our study revealed that older adults with chronic LBP

coped with their pain differently. While some people were

pessimistic about their condition, others dealt with their pain

positively. Although their differences may be attributed to

individual personal traits, it may also be ascribed to their

differential acceptance of living with chronic LBP (like other

chronic diseases). Leventhal et al. (33) argue that illness

representation and coping strategies are important to

understand how people adapt to their physical problems. As

socio-cultural background influences the way people with

chronic pain live and manage their pain, it is important to

uncover the underlying cultural beliefs and values. In order to

facilitate older adults with chronic LBP to effectively cope

with their pain and optimize their physical function, clinicians

should educate these patients regarding the characteristics of

chronic LBP (e.g., central pain amplification, psychological

influences, and pain without biological value), provide proper

self-management techniques, and manage their expectations

(49, 51). For example, exercise is an evidence-based

intervention for patients with chronic LBP (52–54)

recommended by multiple clinical guidelines (55, 56). It is

essential for older adults with chronic LBP to understand this

important active approach in managing their pain. Other

techniques, such as pacing and goal setting are useful

strategies for the self-management of chronic pain (57). Given

that chronic LBP is always associated with psychosocial issues,

new cognitive behavioural therapy approach, namely

acceptance and commitment therapy has been shown to be

effective in improving clinical outcomes of older adults with

chronic pain (58–61). This novel approach uses metaphors,

experiential exercises, mindfulness practice, and cognitive

defusion to help older adults accept the good and difficult

feelings/emotion associated with pain in the journey of

pursuing values-based action (e.g., a fulfilling family role).

Through multimodal approaches, older adults with chronic
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LBP can better manage their pain and associated psychological

health.
Social support and cultural influences

Results revealed that maintaining social roles is important,

which aligns with the findings from a systematic review of

qualitative studies exploring patients’ experiences of chronic

LBP (62). Although the patients included in the review were

not exclusively older adults (the age range was 17 to 84), the

analysis revealed that relationships with family and friends

was a key theme identified across all 27 studies. Specifically,

friends and family provided emotional and tangible support,

and helped to moderate “negative lower mood or even

depression” (p. 292). At the same time, maintaining their

social roles in the presence of chronic LBP related disruptions

was identified as a problem and challenge that resulted in

negative emotions such as guilt (e.g., feeling like a burden)

and anger. The researchers also found that only one study

highlighted the need to understand chronic LBP within the

context of culture (e.g., cultural values in Iran that emphasize

“duty to family” that contributed to the stress of the patients

in juggling their LBP with their respective roles in the family).

The findings of the current study suggest that there is a need

to take into consideration differences related to cultural aspects

and society in order to help older adults with chronic LBP. In

the Hong Kong context, co-residency of multiple generations

is a common practice due to traditional cultural Confucian

values (63) and financial reasons (e.g., Hong Kong has one of

the least affordable housing markets in the world) (64). While

this setting may provide good family supports, it may cause a

lot of conflicts or confrontations if the needs of older adults

are not met or the different generations have conflicting views

on family roles and obligations (64, 65). For example,

Holroyd (2003) found in her ethnographic study examining

caregivers’ perspectives toward chronically ill older adult

members in Beijing and Hong Kong, that in both contexts,

there was an emerging trend transitioning away from

“Confucian-informed duty-centered family obligations to one

in which obligations are now centered on relationships” (65),

p. 316).

In Switzerland, the generation of the 65 + years old is still

quite traditional, yet autonomous when it comes to their life

choices. In particular, women maintain their tradition to take

on the role of “guardian of family and extra-family relations”

(66). Yet, the society is changing, with only 1% of households

constituted with more than two generations, and 32% of older

adults living alone (66). In the Swiss culture where self-

determination is important, friends and a wider social circle

can sometimes replace family relations. Therefore, differences

regarding what is considered an acceptable social circle to

discuss health issues (close family, friends, community)
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should be taken into consideration when designing

interventions for older adults with chronic LBP.

Collectively, culture can play an influential role in shaping

the experience of chronic LBP among older adults. Future

research should examine the role of culture in shaping the

chronic LBP experience, not only cross-culturally but also

between generations.
Comparison between Swiss and Hong
Kong healthcare systems

As mentioned above, differences between Switzerland and

Hong Kong were related to social support networks but also

to opportunities/offers from the health and social system,

thereby impacting individual experiences with chronic LBP.

As discussed in the introduction, the Swiss and Hong Kong

healthcare systems are both of high quality; yet, access to

services can become problematic in Hong Kong, but not in

Switzerland.

More specifically, three quarter of the Swiss population

between 65 and 74 years perceives their general health as

good or very good, the best score in comparison with other

European countries (67). Höpflinger argues that the health

status of older people is closely associated with economic and

socio-political factors and that the social and economic safety

is related to the health of the aging population (67). The

Swiss health care system (even though very expensive) allows

for an excellent coverage of healthcare needs of the population.

Looking at the social security and health insurance schemes

in both regions, it can be noted that there are remarkable

differences. While Hong Kong’s public healthcare system is

quite efficient and cheap, yet with long waiting times, access

to the Swiss healthcare system is unproblematic but can be

very costly (e.g., out-of-pocket payment, co-payment,

deductible, etc.). In particular, adults aged 80 years or older

are in need of supplementary payments from the Old Age

Insurance because they do not have sufficient funds to cover

their healthcare costs (66). Financial hardship was part of the

discourse in our study.

In sum, until now, multiple studies identifying factors that

are related to or may modify chronic LBP outcomes in older

adults have some limitations as they often used self-reported

questionnaires to examine the influences of chronic LBP in

older adults (68), without listening to the concerns or needs

of older adults with chronic LBP (69). Although some

qualitative studies have been conducted to investigate lived

experiences of patients with chronic LBP (70–73), most of

them did not focus on the experiences or needs of older

adults. This qualitative study was able to shed light on

consequences of chronic LBP for older adults allowing for a

better understanding of their needs, and taking into

consideration the contexts in which they live and receive
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health care services. While some qualitative studies have

investigated the impacts of chronic LBP on various facets of

life (e.g. coping strategies, social roles, attitudes towards

treatments) in older adults (74, 75), often these studies

investigated health issues in older adults residing in a specific

setting, such as Nursing homes (68, 76) but not

simultaneously in two different cultures. This qualitative

research examined the distinct challenges, concerns or

experiences faced by older adults with chronic LBP living

alone or with family in the community setting, aiming to

identify cross-cultural specificities in order to be able to better

plan and implement adequate health and social service

interventions. Given the growing trend of globalization and

global mobility, it is not uncommon for people from different

cultures to live in the same region or country. Clinicians

should be aware of cultural differences (e.g., self-perceived

roles in a family) in older adults, and provide proper medical

services and psychosocial supports to older people with

chronic LBP so as to enhance their abilities in self-managing

chronic LBP.

The current results are crucial as they are the first step for

developing and evaluating complex interventions according to

the Medical Research Council’s framework (77). Developing

effective and culturally sensitive interventions for an older

adult population experiencing chronic LBP can be challenging

and, therefore, a systematic approach is required to propose

an effective, feasible and person-centred intervention. The

systematic methodological approach allows for the

identification of important aspects crucial for successful

interventions for older adults with chronic LBP.

Some limitations of this study should be noted. Participants

enrolled in this study were selected through different

gatekeepers: In Switzerland, medical and physiotherapy

ambulatory practitioners were referring participants, while in

Hong Kong community centres were the site of recruitment.

These two different approaches are not comparable and might

make comparison across the two regions more challenging.

However, results indicate that there were common themes

across regions despite different socio-economic status and

professional background. A second challenge was related to

the fact that the research team worked across languages and

long distances, in particular, the pandemic did not allow for

research teams to engage in face-to-face interactions as

planned and had to resort to video-conferences, shared NVivo

analyses and online documentation.

An interesting and noteworthy point of discussion from this

cross-language study is related to translation. Our research team

had several discussions regarding the role and implications of

translation in our study, and in particular what paradigm we

should adopt. On the one hand, for example, there is a

common view in the literature that the translation process is

technical and neutral, where the task simply involves

exchanging words from one language to another, verbatim
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(78). On the other hand, there is the view that in cross-

language research, the strive towards equivalence may not be

ideal (79). There are words, phrases, socio-cultural idioms,

and proverbs that exist in different languages that cannot be

translated. Further, scholars like Temple (79) warned against

“the linguistic imperialism central to the unquestioning use of

English as a baseline language” (p. 847). Our team had

numerous discussions and reflected on our own

understandings and use of multiple languages. For example, it

is noted here that our team is very unique in terms of (inter-)

cultural competencies because one researcher is a Canadian

Chinese, while another researcher is a Hong Kong-born

Chinese who lived in North America for approximately six

years. Therefore, the Hong Kong researchers are bilingual

researchers who can communicate fluently in English.

Meanwhile, on the Swiss team, one researcher speaks German,

French and English, as well as has lived in the USA and

Hong Kong for approximately seven years each. The other

Swiss researcher is also trilingual (French, German, English)

having lived in several European countries, therefore allowing

for an in-depth understanding of languages and cultures. Our

unique multi-cultural research team enabled the discussion of

codes and concepts with ease.

The implication for other qualitative researchers who are

interested in conducting cross-cultural studies is that they

should collaborate with the right multi-lingual and (inter-

cultural) collaborators in the countries of interest (especially

for low-income countries where the English proficiency of

local researchers may be relatively low). During our

discussions, we came to the agreement that the paradigm

suggested by Temple (79) should be adopted for our study.

Overall, this experience prompted us to deeply reflect on the

role and impacts of translation in future cross-language

studies, and on strategies to enhance the translation process

and to mitigate negative effects of it.
Conclusion

Although chronic LBP may negatively impact older adults

in different aspects, individual approaches as well as social

and health system supports influence older adults’ attitude

toward their pain and self-management strategies. Themes

identified were related to negative perceptions/experiences: (1)

interferences of daily function; (2) pessimistic attitudes toward

their conditions/prognosis; and (3) self-perceived burden

related to families. Conversely, four themes revealed attributes

to social roles: (1) maintaining their roles in families; (2)

experiencing supports from family and friends; (3) being

content despite LBP; and (4) enjoying social activities.

Developing effective and culturally sensitive interventions for

an elderly population with chronic LBP can be challenging

but is essential for the development of innovative healthcare
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services tailored to the population’s needs. The methodological

approach used for this research project establishes a framework

for developing and evaluating complex interventions.
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Appendix

Interview Guide

Pain experience

1. When you think about the last time you had back

pain, can you tell me how it feels like?

Impact on daily life

2. Can you tell me about your experience of back pain

and how it affects your life?

3. What are the experiences in living with chronic back

pain?

For Yourself

For Your friends and family
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For Your relationships with your healthcare providers

(physician, nurse, therapists, …)

4. What bothers you the most about your back pain?

Representation of health and illness

5. What do you think might cause your back pain?

6. What is in your opinion the evolution of your back

pain?

Coping strategies
7. How do you manage your back pain?

Closing question

Is there anything you would like to tell us that we

have not covered yet in this interview?
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Portraying improvement in the
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interpretative
phenomenological analysis
study
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Chronic pain is a common, profoundly disabling and complex conditionwhose

e�ects on identity may explain the distress experienced by those a�ected by

it. This paper concerns a study exploring how the relationship with pain and

sense of self evolved following participation in a pain management program

(PMP). Participants were interviewed at three timepoints: before attending

a PMP, 1 month after the PMP and 6 months after the PMP. To facilitate a

deep experiential description of pain and its e�ects, interviews were guided by

participant-generated drawings of pain and Self. Interviews and drawings were

analyzed longitudinally using interpretative phenomenological analysis. The

evolving experience of participants was outlined through di�erent trajectory

types. Here we describe the upward and positive trajectory of three female

participants who were able to regain control over their lives. From a state

of psychological stress where pain was represented as an aggressive and

oppressive presence, participants’ drawings, their narratives and indeed their

lives, changed for the best. Pain stopped being the main feature, they were

able to integrate it into their lives, make important changes and find a new

balance. The results demonstrate the idiosyncratic nature of chronic pain and

o�er a nuanced account of its links to the lifeworld of those living with it.

KEYWORDS

chronic pain, interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA), longitudinal, visual

methodologies, participant drawings, pain management program (PMP)

Introduction

Pain is diagnosed as chronic when it persists for more than 3 months in the absence

of progressive disease (such as cancer) or structural abnormalities (1). Chronic pain

(CP) is a major health concern in most Western countries. An American National

Health Interview Survey found prevalence amongst adults of CP and high impact CP
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(which limits life and work activity) to be 20.4 and 8%

respectively (2), while in the UK severely disabling pain has

been estimated to affect between 10.4 and 14.3% of the adult

population (3). Both studies indicate higher prevalence for

women compared to men, and older adults compared to

younger ones.

Qualitative literature has generated much insight into the

profound and far-reaching impacts of CP on the lives of those

affected: people are dramatically and intimately changed by

their illness and have great difficulties in coming to terms

with having CP (4). To support those with CP, most English

national health trusts offer Pain Management Programs (PMPs),

multidisciplinary interventions aimed at helping people to learn

to live with their pain. Evidence on PMP efficacy is however

weak, mostly for the wide range of study designs and outcome

measures (5). Interestingly, the impact of CP on identity that

clearly emerges from qualitative literature (4) is not directly

reflected in how interventions are conceived, delivered and

evaluated. This creates the question of what the effect of

attending a PMPmight be in terms of the existential impact that

CP has on the life of those living with it.

CP as a health condition is particular because it is

invisible, difficult to describe, impossible to assess objectively

and profoundly idiosyncratic in its effects. Visual methods,

increasingly used in qualitative research (6, 7), are particularly

suited to investigate CP, because they enable the unexplainable

experience of pain to be examined and conveyed more fully.

Drawings, in particular, offer a direct path to revealing feelings

and emotions (8); like metaphors, drawings can act as a ‘safe

bridge’ to express painful feelings (9). Drawings of pain have

revealed a complex imagery, with pain represented as an

aggressive attacker (10) or an external malevolent object of

torture (11), thus shedding additional light on the distressing

descriptions of having CP provided through narratives alone.

Such pain imagery vividly illustrates CP as an adversarial

experience, characterized by a sense of impotence in which

personal agency is lost to pain. In this study, drawings of

pain were combined with drawings of Self to facilitate the

expression of alternative narratives of participants’ identities and

personal worlds.

The medical definition of CP emphasizes its subjectivity

and emotional impact (12), so a qualitative methodology,

particularly a phenomenological and idiographic one such as

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA), is a very apt

way of exploring the idiosyncratic aspects of the CP experience

(13). If the aim is to understand change or the lack thereof,

following an event such as PMP participation, a longitudinal

design is the most appropriate (14). There is a small corpus

of studies that have employed IPA longitudinally to explore

changing CP experience after pharmacological treatment or

an educational intervention (15, 16). Our study adopts a

longitudinal design, to understand change after a PMP, by

gathering data at three time points: before and after the PMP

and 6 months after the PMP.

To summarize, this article presents results from a

study where IPA interviews with drawings were analyzed

longitudinally, to understand how pain and the sense of identity

of participants with CP progressed after they participated in

a PMP. The evolution of each participant’s experience over

the study’s three time points was described as a trajectory, and

three types of trajectories emerged from the overall study: an

upward and positive trajectory, a negative and unchanging

trajectory and a positive but complicated trajectory. This

paper presents the detailed findings from the first upward and

positive trajectory, by discussing the narratives and pain and

Self drawings of three participants, Olga, Monica, and Jane,

who showed a substantial and consistent improvement over

time. The other trajectory groups are to be discussed in separate

papers currently being prepared.

Materials and methods

Participants

Participants were 40–60-year-old women, unemployed and

suffering from chronic pain for at least 2 years who had been

referred to a National Health Service Community Chronic Pain

Service (CCPS) in South-East England. Table 1 summarizes

key details about participants. As you can see, although the

data were gathered at equivalent timepoints, each participant

arrived at the service with a long personal history of CP

and the support they received was tailored to their needs.

For instance, Olga attended tai-chi sessions and was referred

relatively late to the PMP, while Monica received 1-to-1

psychological support.

Recruitment and data collection

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the

NHS London-Stanmore Research Ethics Committee in

2015 (15/LO1872).

Participants were recruited during a pain education session

that all people attend shortly after being referred to the service.

Participants who expressed interest in the study during the

session were given an information sheet, the opportunity to

ask questions and were recontacted by the researcher a few

days later to confirm participation. After a few months, and at

the discretion of their care nurse, people can also be referred

to a four-week-long non-residential PMP. Participants in this

study were interviewed∼2 weeks after attending their education

session, 1 month after the end of their PMP and then again

6 months after the end of their PMP. Interviews were held in

surgeries and lasted on average 78 min.
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TABLE 1 Details about participants in the upward and positive trajectory group.

Pseudonym Diagnosis Age Years with

pain

Medicationa Non-medical

treatments

received from

serviceb

Months between

interviews 1 and 2

Months between

interviews 1 and 3

Olga Fibromyalgia

and

seronegative

rheumatoid

arthritis (RA)

55 20 RA medication tai-chi 6 11

Monica Fibromyalgia 40 30+ Opioid painkiller,

antidepressant,

paracetamol and

treatment for hiatus

hernia

psychology 3 8

Jane Fibromyalgia,

degenerated

disks,

depression

47 3 Opioid painkiller,

anticonvulsant,

antidepressant,

paracetamol and

supplements

4 8

aThe contents of the Medication column are for the most part derived from the participants’ clinical records at the end of the study.
bAll participants also had regular personal appointments with a clinical nurse specialist and participated in the PMP.

At the start of the first interview, having signed the consent

form and received reassurance that the artistic quality of

drawings was not important, participants were left alone in a

room for 15 minutes to create a drawing of their pain. They

were given an A4 blank sheet of heavy paper and colored pencils,

crayons and felt-tips, and were asked to “draw a picture of what

your pain feels like to you”. The researcher then returned to

the room and asked them to “draw a picture of yourself as you

are now”, leaving them alone for 15 more minutes. When the

drawings were complete, the semi-structured interview started.

Focusing on one drawing at a time and starting with the pain

drawing, participants were asked to describe their drawing, why

it was drawn as it was and their thoughts looking at it; there were

also questions on how the painmade them feel about themselves,

how they thought others saw them and how they would have

liked to feel.

When some participants became tearful, the interviewer

gave them an opportunity to recover or the option to interrupt

the interview, but all participants were happy to continue. At the

end of the interview, there was also a debrief during which the

researcher was able to verify how participants were feeling and

answer any of their questions. No one expressed the need for

further support.

The second and third interviews were similar, except that,

in the second half, drawings from the earlier interviews

were shown to encourage a reflection on change. All

interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim.

The interviewer (IEN) kept a reflexive journal and was clinically

supervised by the third author (JK), a CP expert senior

counseling psychologist.

Analysis

All participants were assigned pseudonyms and, when

necessary, the drawings were anonymized by electronic editing.

For each participant there were three pain drawings, three Self

drawings and three interview transcripts to be analyzed. Data

were analyzed inductively, idiographically and longitudinally,

before comparing cross-case.

The analysis of each interview started with an analysis of

the pain and Self drawings using the framework for visual

analysis inspired by compositional analysis proposed by Boden

and Eatough (6, 17). Then the interview transcript was analyzed

to make notes and identify personal experiential themes, as

suggested by the IPA method, linking the themes to the

drawings (14, 18). Here particular attention was placed on

prospective views (considerations that emerged from reviewing

newly created drawings), and, in later interviews, retrospective

views (considerations that emerged when comparing previous

drawings with new ones). Finally, for the longitudinal analysis

of each participant, the tables of personal experiential themes

from the three timepoints and the drawings were considered

as a gestalt to identify the participant’s individual trajectory
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in the study. At the very end, the different individual

trajectories were compared cross-case and grouped into

three trajectory types: an upward and positive trajectory,

a negative and unchanging trajectory and a positive but

complicated trajectory.

In the next section, results from the upward and positive

trajectory group are presented case-by-case. Each case develops

chronologically, so that what happened to a participant at the

first timepoint is discussed before discussing the second and

the third timepoints. Within each timepoint, the focus is first

on the pain drawing and then on the Self drawing. All the

drawings from each participant are also presented in a single

table figure, which contains one row per time point, and a pain

and a Self-column, to enable horizontal comparisons between

the pain and Self drawings from a given time point and vertical

comparisons between the pain and Self drawings from different

time points. Comparisons between participants are developed

fully in the discussion.

Results

The upward and positive trajectory includes three

participants who wholeheartedly embraced the change

encouraged by the PMP and whose lives, in the following

months, were transformed and normalized. Olga, Monica and

Jane’s stories and drawings share a consistent progress over

time, although what constituted progress was different for each

of them. As will become apparent reviewing their individual

trajectories, they all started from a position in which the pain

was represented as an aggressive and oppressive presence in

their lives, and they appeared under great psychological stress in

their initial Self drawings. Step-by-step, through attending the

PMP, but not only, their drawings, their narratives and indeed

their lives, improved. Pain stopped being the main feature

of their lives, they were able to integrate it and find a new

balance and sense of control. All women in this trajectory group

embraced their time in the CCPS and their PMP attendance

as a unique opportunity to make important life decisions,

work on themselves and their situation and regain control over

their life.

Olga’s journey: From despondency to
planning her future

Olga stayed the longest time within the study and was

the only participant to successfully wean herself off opioids

after having taken them for over 5 years. She illustrated her

journey with two sets of surprisingly simple stick figures that

evolved from her having overwhelming pain and extremely low

mood, to having less pain and a strong sense of purpose in

her life.

Time 1

Olga’s first pain drawing (Figure 1, Pain T1) is a faceless stick

figure on which the pain is described via metaphors: pokers in

her joints, hammers on her knees, flames on her neck, toothache

at the base of her spine, buckets of fizzy water at her feet. The

variety of symptoms and the violence of some of the metaphors

(e.g., flames and pokers) suggest a very aggressive pain. Olga had

carefully chosen what to draw:

I wanted it to be red, because it’s angry and it hurts, and

it’s like somebody was pushing a hot poker or hot needles

into my joints [Olga, T1]

Olga ascribed agency to the pain (“it’s angry and it hurts”)

and imagined “somebody” pushing hot pokers into her joints.

Her pain was not only strong, it was separate from her. In

fact, Olga as a living person does not appear at all in her first

pain drawing, because the figure has no face and no identifying

features. The drawing is literally just about the pain. Pain seemed

to have taken over Olga’s body completely, with things being

done to her body by an external force.

Olga had been tearful during her first interview and

profoundly upset by the effects that pain was having on her life.

She described the cloud above the stick figure’s head as a constant

overhanging “heaviness” and felt the pain isolated her from other

people. It was clear that her physical pain was compounded by a

low mood, possibly a form of depression, a diagnosis that would

fit well with the sense of emptiness expressed by the figure’s

blank face.

Olga’s first Self drawing (Figure 1, Self T1), with its large

head and small stick figure body, illustrates in more detail the

impact of pain on her mood. The face has a forlorn expression,

with a downturned mouth and Olga’s green sad eyes. As with

pain, a large gray cloud hovers above the head. This is how Olga

described her feelings:

[tearful] I feel a bit angry [. . . ] because I think why have

I got all of these problems, you know? I’d like it to improve, I

would really like to think I could improve on it, I don’t want

this, sometimes it kind of makes you feel, if this is it, if this

is the best you’re gonna feel, I don’t want it to continue, if

this is it for the next 20 years, do you really want the next 20

years? [Olga, T1]

This quote is rich and captures the depth of Olga’s despair

and the sense of hopelessness that her “problems” were evoking.

The problems are listed as labels on the drawing, they include

pain, but not only. Olga was physically “inactive,” for her pain

and because she was overweight. She disliked her body (“I’m

big, so I try not to think about it”), which is why it is out of

proportion compared to the head and almost invisible, apart

from having a “stoop” (the slight bend in the stick figure). Olga

felt very self-conscious because her stoop caused a “bad posture.”
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FIGURE 1

Olga’s drawings of her pain and Self at Time 1 (T1), Time 2 (T2), and Time 3 (T3).

Her physical limitations affected her ability to engage with her

loved ones, making her feel isolated and “distant from family,”

and her overall situation made her “frustrated”.

Going back to the quote, Olga felt that her current situation

made for a life that was not worth living (“if this is the best you’re

gonna feel, I don’t want it to continue”). However, her desire for

something better (“I would really like to think I could improve

it”) felt tentative, she wanted to change, or rather, she wanted to

“think” that she could change but did not entirely believe that

this was possible. Her impulse for change was weak. She referred

to her situation using pronouns such as “this” and “it”, almost

distancing herself from it, conveying a sense of impotence, as if

her life were beyond her control.

At her first interview, Olga was suffering greatly both

physically and psychologically: she was sad, in a body she

disliked, feeling victimized by her pain and unable to react.

Time 2

By her second interview, which was 6 months after the first,

Olga was feeling better. She had been referred to the PMP later

than most and in the meantime her medication regime had
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been revised. Her second pain drawing (Figure 1, Pain T2) is,

again, a stick figure with pain marks and, although it shares

many similarities with the first (Figure 1, Pain T1), there are also

important differences. Many metaphors are retained (notably,

pokers and hammers), but some are omitted (e.g., no tooth and

no flames), suggesting that the physical pain had diminished.

Olga confirmed she was feeling better:

I think my pain has definitely improved to what it was

when I was here last time, which again, that straight away

increases the quality of your life [Olga, T2]

Olga saw a link between her pain levels and her mood.

Her second pain drawing reflected her improved mood because

the stick figure had blonde hair (like Olga), a smiling face

and no cloud above its head. The absence of a cloud was also

indicative of greater mental clarity from taking less morphine.

The inclusion of a recognizable smiling face, where previously

there had only been emptiness, suggests that the balance had

changed between Olga and her pain: previously pain had been

the protagonist of the drawing, while this was a picture of her

with pain. It was as if she had reconquered some of the space

previously occupied by the pain and was affirming herself in

relation to it.

When asked how she explained the change, Olga said:

maybe coming off some of the pain killers, although you

expect them to deal with all the pain but actually they don’t

always, do they? [. . . ] now I understand that they can cause

as much pain as they relieve and, yes, and just maybe not

having my brain quite so foggy with the drugs and stuff, [. . . ]

when I did the PMP, it laid some of the fears for the future,

so, ahm, I didn’t realize how many different aids there were

to help you with different things [Olga, T2]

Olga had experienced the detrimental effects of opioids, in

terms both of mental fog and actual pain, a counter-intuitive

effect of this type of medication difficult to believe. Participating

in the PMP had also played a part, and, interestingly, the most

important aspect for Olga had been learning about disability

aids, such as kettle tippers. This detail speaks to the idiosyncratic

nature of CP, whereby each sufferer is burdened by their own

particular fears and concerns, but also illustrates how PMP

participation can change participants’ perspective about their

future, as we shall see when discussing Olga’s second Self

drawing below.

Olga’s second Self drawing (Figure 1, Self T2) is, again, a stick

figure, but this time fairly proportionate and with hands and feet.

The figure has Olga’s blonde hair, green eyes and a happy smile.

Above the head there is no dark cloud, but three thought bubbles

which, from left to right, contain a shining sun with flowers and

red crosses, a house with the text “house move?” and three other

figures identified as Olga’s family.

Although simple, Olga’s drawings were always well thought-

out. As previously, her Self drawing gives us insight into what

was on her mind. Of the first bubble she said:

this is my future, I feel like it’s a little bit more rosy, I

know that there’s a little bit of help out there should I need

it, and obviously the sun is shining [Olga, T2]

The bubble included roses because her future looked rosier

to her; the red crosses (meaning first aid), were the “little bit of

help out there” from the CCPS and the disability aids mentioned

earlier; and the sun was shining because she felt hopeful about

the future.

The second and third bubbles illustrate issues unrelated to

health that Olga discussed during her interview: whether to

relocate and other family matters. What was notable here was

Olga’s focus beyond the boundaries of her own bodily reality, her

new-found closeness with family and her future-orientation.

The stick figure’s body in Olga’s second Self drawing

(Figure 1, Self T2) has its hallmark stoop and is scattered with

pain marks. Olga said that the pain marks showed how well she

was feeling, despite the pain. She did not discuss the stoop but,

for the first time, talked of possibly losing weight:

I’ve got themotivation, because I know the quality ofmy

life will improve, but I just can’t, or I haven’t at the moment

clicked it the right place here [head] [Olga, T2]

Olga, who would be classed as obese, knew that her weight

had an impact on the pain and on her overall quality of life, yet

during her first interview she had only touched on the topic. This

time she discussed needing a structured approach to dieting, but,

despite feeling motivated, she was not psychologically ready to

address the problem. There was a sense of purpose and self-

awareness in Olga’s words that seemed promising and boded well

for the months to come.

Overall, at her second interview, Olga was feeling visibly

better in herself. Her pain had reduced, and her mood had

improved, she was smiling in both drawings, enjoying life and

looking ahead.

Time 3

At the third interview 5 months later, Olga’s situation was

even better. Her third pain drawing (Figure 1, Pain T3) is quite

like her previous one, but lighter, because drawn in pencil rather

than felt-tip. The lightness of the drawing, especially the pain

marks, was deliberate to show how the pain had changed:

I definitely wanted that in pink, because I wanted it to

be a lighter color than it was, not in red, because the red I

feel is the real angry color [Olga, T3]
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Since Olga’s pain had changed in intensity, it required the

use of milder colors; it had also changed in aggressiveness, so

the red was no longer of the “angry” type but a milder pink.

The figure, clearly identifiable as Olga, appeared larger, with a

smile and lighter compared to previous ones, because instead of

a black felt tip, she had used a softer skin-colored pencil mark

to draw the outline, which gave the figure a “natural” look. This

normalization reflected a change in Olga’s narrative: her focus

was no longer the pain but her weight-loss plans.

Looking across Olga’s three pain drawings (Figure 1, Pain)

it is interesting how they all present the same subject, and the

subtle changes in tone and detail define a positive trajectory,

over which the pain, from being a strong, depressing and

depersonalizing presence, had reduced, allowing Olga to gently

re-emerge and take center stage with a large smile, ready to live

the rest of her life.

Olga’s final Self drawing (Figure 1, Self T3) provides more

detail on her plans. As always, it is a stick figure, this time

drawn in brown and with a wide smile. Compared to previous

Self drawings (Figure 1, Self T1 & T2), the figure has full hands

and feet, the characteristic stoop is less accentuated, and it

has no pain marks. To the left of the figure’s foot there is a

rough representation of a wall, with some bricks lying around.

Above the head there is a halo of words. The words in red are

negative things (“bad day”, “size”, “weight!!!”, “health” and “self-

conscious”), while the green words are positive things (“better

(for health)”, “I know to ask for help”, etc.).

At her third interview, Olga was smiling like the figure in

the drawing, feeling in control of her life and hopeful. She had

successfully completely weaned herself off opioids and, with her

husband, had devised a “3-year plan” to improve their wellbeing,

which included losing weight. Olga was cautiously optimistic

about succeeding in her intent, so she added “(mostly)” to the “I

can do it!” statement in the drawing. Previously her motivation

to lose weight had been lagging because she had not “clicked

in the right place,” now she felt ready to tackle her weight

loss project:

I know I’ve gone on about my weight every time I’ve

seen you but I really feel like I’ve got my head around it

now, yes, I’m going to be able to make a difference to myself

[Olga, T3]

Weight loss had hardly been prevalent in Olga’s previous

interviews, but in the last months it had probably been central to

her thoughts and now it was her focus. In her drawing, three of

the five red negative words in the figure’s halo are weight-related

(“size”, “weight” and “self-conscious”).

A notable (and new) aspect of her third Self drawing was

the contrast between positive and negative elements. It was as

if Olga had engaged in a battle with herself: the red words in her

drawing were her opponents and those in green were her allies.

Since there were more of the latter, she was optimistic about

being successful.

The meaning of the crumbling wall in Olga’s final Self

drawing was more ambiguous. Initially she described it as “the

thing that stops me from doing things, the negativity in my life”.

When comparing her new Self drawing to her previous ones, she

explained the wall as being the diminished pain, explaining that

she was “not focusing on it as much” and “focusing on other things

as well”, whereas before she had been “completely enclosed” by

her pain. Now that she was no longer taking morphine and had

less pain, the wall had crumbled, she was able to focus away from

her pain, to “hop over” the wall and get on with her life. This was

a pivotal moment:

I am much better that than I was, I feel better in myself,

my pain has improved, I feel like my life is sort of at a bit of

a turning point really, I’m in control of what I do and what’s

happening to me, I can make it change [Olga, T3]

Summary

Olga’s closing tone in this last quote feels miles away from

the despair and impotency of her first interview. She was not

only better, she felt in control and empowered to bring about

the changes she needed in her life. Her overall trajectory, so

powerfully illustrated in her simple pain and Self drawings, had

been extremely positive. The pain that initially was controlling

her life was dramatically reduced, her mood lifted and gradually

she was able to re-engage with her life and embark on making

important changes that would further improve her quality of life.

Monica’s journey: From resistance to
self-compassion

Monica’s time in the study was a transformative journey of

self-discovery. Her pain drawings evolved from pain being an

aggressor to resist, to pain being a manageable challenge. In

parallel, her Self drawings evolved from a precarious balance to

a symbolic revelation of Monica’s identity.

Time 1

Monica’s first pain drawing is dense and slightly eerie

(Figure 2, Pain T1). On the left it contains a gray cloud with

a teddy bear-like face, and prominent vampire teeth; the rest

is a dense pink fog interspersed with shapes: blue pins, yellow

lightning, pink zigzag lines, small “pop” and “pow” explosions.

There is a chilling contrast between the comic-book tone of the

drawing and Monica’s description of it:
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FIGURE 2

Monica’s drawings of her pain and Self at Time 1 (T1), Time 2 (T2), and Time 3 (T3).

some of the pain can feel cold and some of it can feel

aggressive [. . . ] it’s like an aggressive being just sitting there

waiting to. . . “What shall I do with you today?” [Monica, T1]

Along with the physical aspects of her pain (e.g., “cold”),

Monica described the ‘teddy bear’ as aggressive, spiteful, agentic,

and rather malevolent, intent on spoiling her life daily (“What

shall I do with you today?”). Although some elements of the

drawing seem playful, it conveys the sense of a pain which is

widespread, complex, and aggressive.

During her first interview, it became apparent that Monica

was not coping well. She was a single mother of two young

children, caring for her mother, studying and working as a

volunteer. With so many things going on, she was finding it

difficult to focus on herself and her pain. Her first Self drawing

(Figure 2, Self T1) is a dense and elaborate diagram of all

the things she was juggling. Monica represented herself as a

minute figure in a green basket attached to many balloons

occupying the whole page above and beside her. The balloons

are color-coded, with negative ones in blue (i.e., “duty and

responsibility”, “stresses”, “mother”, “brother”, etc.) and positive

ones in red (i.e., “reading and research”, “children”, “puppy,” etc.).

Other important elements such as “study” and “work” are in

green, while the largest balloon (“illnesses + dr’s + medication”)

is yellow. The balloons appear constrained, oppressive for

how they fill the space around the small figure and give the

image a claustrophobic quality. Also, the blue and yellow

balloons occupy in proportion considerably more space than the
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others, particularly the red ones which represent love and self-

care.

The “duty and responsibility” balloon on the left is large

because Monica spent most of her time taking care of her family

(“they’re all my responsibility because they’re hopeless”). Four of

the negative balloons concern her mother (“mother,” “unofficial

carer-mother,” “pacifying mother” and “humoring mother”), with

whom Monica had a strained relationship. Monica spent little

time looking after herself: in the drawing, her red “me time”

balloon is so small that the label is written on the string. Having

given herself entirely to others, Monica felt that there was none

of her available to look after herself: “I kind of need me more than

anybody else does and I don’t have time for me!”

Could a simple lack of time explain why Monica wasn’t

taking care of herself? This quote offers insight on what was

occurring at a deeper level:

I should be allowed to go and be sick and get over it

[laughs] in an ideal world. But I don’t want to be like other

people, I don’t want to give in to it, because if I give in to

it, I’ve lost my self, because if I do that, there won’t be me,

there will just be the illnesses and the pain and the yuck. [. . . ]

That balances out quite nicely, without me even realizing it

[Monica, T1]

This quote captures the existential battle that Monica was

fighting against her illness. She perceived her illness and her Self

as two separate mutually exclusive entities. She knew that she

should look after herself, yet she felt unable to do so because

she was afraid that the illness would take over her life and that

she as a person would cease to exist (“if I give in to it, I’ve lost

my self ”). Despite her “ideal world” claims, to stop her illness

from winning the battle, Monica was not allowing herself to

invest time and energy into caring for herself. Hers was an act

of resistance.

Monica’s drawing of her Self made perfect sense in these

terms. Pain (yellow balloon) occupied a large amount of space

in the picture, but it was almost invisible. She explained that she

had drawn the illness and medication balloon in yellow because

it was a color she “really detested”, but, at the same time, it was

a color that allowed her to pretend the balloon did not exist. She

knew that the apparent “empty space” of the yellow balloon was

just an illusion and that it could not really be filled by anything

else. What she could do was fill the rest of the space with other

things, so that the yellow balloon, however big, could not expand

and occupy more space. Filling her day to the brim was Monica’s

way of keeping her illness at bay and resisting it.

It felt as if Monica were under constant threat of being

annihilated by her illness. From the outside, her life appeared

too full, but fromMonica’s perspective, all the elements were well

balanced (“that balances out quite nicely”). Monica described

her system of balloons as “compartmentalization” which she

considered a successful strategy to keep a good psychological

balance. The miniature idyllic environment surrounding the

green figure at the bottom of the drawing was a symbol of

her “positive mental attitude,” also part of her psychological

survival toolkit.

At the start of the study, Monica was desperately resisting

the attacks of pain toward her body and her very being. She

was defending herself by filling her life so compactly that a

psychological balance of sorts was achieved, although seen from

the outside it appeared precarious and unsustainable.

Time 2

After attending the PMP, Monica was referred for individual

psychological support within the service, where she had the

opportunity to explore what was happening to her. Her second

pain drawing (Figure 2, Pain T2) shows the results of her efforts

to manage her pain. Pain is presented as an obstacle course,

where every day is a race toward the finishing line:

then you get down to here [. . . ] and then you get

all these hurdles put in front of you and so, “okay, right,

okay, we’ll get over some of these hurdles,” [. . . ] and then

something happens and there’s a spanner thrown in the

works [Monica, T2]

The second-person voice in this quote suggests detachment

and the expression “you get all these hurdles put in front of you”

is passive, implying that Monica was still seeing the pain as an

external entity exercising control over her.

Monica was still learning. Although her situation was far

from ideal, she was dealing with the pain by staying focused on

the present, confident that eventually she would be able to get

down from the mountain and finally have a ‘good day,’ reaching

the podium in her pain drawing.

Monica’s second drawing of Self (Figure 2, Self T2) is the

epitome of disruption, especially compared to her pain drawing

(Figure 2, Pain T2) and her previous Self drawing (Figure 2, Self

T1). It is a bundle of lines surrounding a tiny green figure on

the run. The image is strong, colorful, and scary, but also playful

in how the figure resembles Keith Haring’s dynamic figurines.

The day of her second interview, Monica was in a crisis because

she was organizing her mother’s relocation. She described the

bundle as a “hornet’s nest” and “being in the middle of a tornado.”

Despite the catastrophic metaphors, Monica was confident that

the situation would soon be resolved.

The PMP and counseling had improved Monica’s ability to

cope. Looking at her second Self drawing (Figure 2, Self T2),

she said:

I would have panicked about something like this before

and I wouldn’t have drawn it, because it shows that “Oh my

God, you’re insane!” No, I am not, what is going on here is

that there is so much going on that this is the only way I can
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express it to you, but actually I am all right, I am not upset

about it, I am not climbing the walls, this is just how it is [. . . ]

it [PMP] has givenme an allowance to accept that that’s okay

[Monica, T2]

Monica had gained the understanding that not having

everything under control could be normal and acceptable. She

was not necessarily coping better with the chaos; she was

interpreting her anxious response to chaos as within the range

of “normality” and not as a sign of deteriorating mental health.

By saying that previously she would not have allowed herself to

create such a drawing, Monica was also shedding new light on

her previous representation of her Self (Figure 2, Self T1). This

second Self drawing (Figure 2, Self T2) felt much less constrained

and disturbing than the first, the irony and freedom of the wild

lines seemed energetic, healthy and refreshing in comparison

to the oppressive concentration of balloons. Monica confirmed

that despite being under pressure, she felt relaxed and accepting

of her feelings. Listening to herself had been one of her main

learning points from the PMP:

It’s listening tome and how I am actually feeling and not

ignoring it, whereas before I have always ignored it and just

carried on, but I am learning to listen [Monica, T2]

Previously too busy looking after others and resisting

the pain, Monica was starting to “listen” to her needs and,

occasionally, when her body would tell her to, she would stop.

She had also started to change how she interacted with her

mother, by saying no to some of her requests.

Although the pain still had a strong and limiting presence in

Monica’s life, her pain drawing reflected how she was learning

to live with it. Her Self drawing showed the confusion of a

challenging moment, but also her new-found ability to cope

with chaos.

Time 3

Monica’s third pain drawing (Figure 2, Pain T3) represents

her new pain management equilibrium. It includes a large

scale, with various elements balanced on either side: “stress”,

“meds” and “kids” on the right, the three constants in her life,

kept into balance by “coping skills”, “pacing” and “education”,

new skills from the PMP. Hovering on the right there are

‘negative’ blue weights hanging from balloons (e.g., her mother),

to be balanced, on the left, with ‘positive’ pink bubbles of

behaviors and attitudes, such as “composure” and “compassion”.

It is interesting to note how the negative weights on the

right are external forces over which Monica had no control,

while the positive bubbles on the left are resources through

which Monica could exercise agency. Superficially, this drawing

resembles Monica’s first Self drawing (Figure 2, Self T1), with

its numerous balloons. Yet here the components are tidier

and less oppressive; there is plenty of white ‘breathing’ space

around the scale and the sensation looking at it is indeed

of balance.

Here is a practical example of how the balance was working

for Monica:

I did not sleep at all last night, I couldn’t get

comfortable, my brain wouldn’t switch off, I wanted to take

my legs off, so rather than doing what I’d normally do and

get screwed up about it, I was listening to my relaxation

music. It didn’t work, I didn’t sleep, but it did work because

I wasn’t stressed out, I was nice and relaxed. [. . . ] Normally

I’d have woken up [. . . ] irritated, and strung out, and really

tired, and really grotty and. . . and I’m not, and I’ve got a

really busy day at work today, but I’m quite happy [. . . ]

So just a little bit of learning, a little bit of understanding

and being nice to myself [laughs] has made it something

to be dealt with, rather than something to fight against

[Monica, T3]

This quote really brings the concept of self-management

to life: faced with a difficult night of pain and restlessness,

Monica turned to her tools (“my relaxation music”); although

the tools did not eliminate her symptoms (“it didn’t work, I didn’t

sleep”), her emotional response to the symptoms changed (“but

it did work because I wasn’t stressed out”); as a consequence, the

downward spiral of increasing distress that a bad night could

have triggered (“irritated and strung out”) was not initiated, and

in the morning Monica felt able to face her day with optimism

(“I am quite happy”). With the tools and the “understanding”

acquired through the CCPS and PMP, Monica had found a new

way of living with her pain and complex life that felt balanced.

Monica’s relationship with her pain had changed substantially:

pain had become “something to be dealt with, rather than

something to fight against.”

Self-compassion (“being nice to myself ”) was a key

component of Monica’s ability to deal with the uncertainty of

CP. The “all goes to pot box” on the bottom right of her third

pain drawing (Figure 2, Pain T3) symbolizes Monica’s awareness

that, however well-balanced her new situation, there was always

a risk of something disruptive occurring. For such cases, she had

her pink “recovery box,” the ability to accept that not everything

can always go to plan. When something went wrong in her day,

Monica had learnt to stop and, most importantly, be “very nice”

to herself.

Self-compassion was a new skill for Monica and her third

drawing of Self (Figure 2, Self T3) sheds light on the underlying

psychological transformation it entailed. At the center there are

two figures, one inside the other like a Russian doll, standing

next to a red suitcase. On the left there is a blue sea with small

black boats, labeled “past” and on the right there is a path

winding through pale green land. Monica explained that the

two figures represented her: the outer figure was the person she

presented to the world, while the inner figure was her “LittleMe”,

her true Self:
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this is what carries me, really, I seem to exist inside me, I

always have done, what’s more important is how I feel inside

as opposed to the person I wear [. . . ] my Little Me gets hurt

a lot, a lot of my life I disassociate how I feel from who I am,

I have done it for a very, very long time. I’ve had a horrible

little life. So I’m in there and this bit is what carries my Little

Me, because the outside bit gets battered and bruised and

abused and that’s the bit that hurts [. . . ] the little bit, it’s the

bit that gets protected inside and the little bit is happy at the

moment [Monica, T3]

This is a complex quote, reflecting the understanding that

Monica was developing during therapy. Her traumatic past, the

extent of which had not been apparent up to that moment,

became central to her representation and discussion of Self.

Earlier abusive relationships had caused her to protect her most

vulnerable Self from the world by enclosing it in a carapace-

like external Self visible to others. Most of the time she had

been playing a role for others, trying to live up to their

standards and pushing herself beyond her own limits. Being

“nice” to herself was part of the process of embracing her

“Little Me” and giving it the love and care that it had never

received before.

As part of her inner journey, Monica had reassessed the

people in her life and cut many old toxic relationships (“because

of how they were, who they were, and how they made me feel”),

symbolized by the little black boats departing by sea in her Self

drawing (Figure 2, Self T3). The red suitcase contained what was

worth keeping. As part of her self-analysis, Monica had accepted

that even negative experiences had taught her something and

added to who she was today.

Monica’s third interview felt like a breakthrough: she was

making peace with a difficult past, that she had brieflymentioned

but never represented in her Self images. Her early Self drawings

had reflected her efforts to keep her complex emotional world

in balance (Figure 2, Self T1) and, later, accepting that control

was not always possible (Figure 2, Self T2). Her third drawing

was, literally, a drawing of her Self (Figure 2, T3): with her

fragilities, her difficult past, but also with a clear path into

the future. It was a serene and spacious drawing that was

promising. When reviewing the three drawings together, talking

about the “duty and responsibility” balloon from her fist Self

drawing (Figure 2, Self T1), Monica recognized that she had

a choice (“nobody’s holding a gun to my head and making me

do it, I have a choice in this”). This view of responsibility as a

choice was in sharp contrast with how Monica had described

the support she gave her family, particularly her mother,

during her first interview (“they’re all my responsibility because

they’re hopeless”). In her second interview, she had described

learning to say ’no’ to her mother, now she felt empowered and

recognized her agency in shaping her own life, including her

family relationships.

Summary

Over the course of the study, from an external aggressive

being, pain had been transformed into an integrated and

manageable part of Monica’s life. In parallel, Monica had

embarked on a journey of self-discovery which brought her face

to face with her own fragilities and fromwhich she was emerging

as an assertive woman determined to take care of herself.

Jane’s journey: From dark oppression to
serene normality1

Jane’s journey was one of themost successful: from a very low

and lonely place, in which pain was an oppressing presence, she

was able to regain an overall sense of control and naturalness.

Her pain drawings evolved to reflect the increasingly less

important presence of pain in her life while, in parallel, how

she depicted her life in her Self drawings changed from a dark

arduous path to a lighter more natural one. Note that a more

extensive analysis of Jane’s pain trajectory, has already been

published elsewhere (19).

Time 1

At the first timepoint, Jane drew her pain as a heavy one-ton

weight hanging above the head of a small stick figure (Figure 3,

Pain T1). The weight was disproportionate in comparison to

the figure and the arrows suggest a downward movement, as

if it might crush her, while she resists with flexed muscles.

Jane described her pain as “confining” and “crushing heavy.”

She equated the arrows projecting from the weight toward and

around the stick figure’s body to a cloak:

Then when you’re kind of cloaked in this sort of pain,

you haven’t got the energy [. . . ] you’re so focused on this

[weight] [. . . ] you’re trapped in this sort of bubble of what

you want to do, what you can do and what you actually feel

like doing [Jane, T1]

The pain was enveloping Jane and keeping her trapped,

attracting all her attention, forcing her look inwards, limiting her

energy. There was a discrepancy between what she wanted to do,

could do, and actually felt like doing, pointing to an effect of the

pain on Jane’s mood.

The sense of feeling overwhelmed is echoed in Jane’s first

Self drawing (Figure 3, Self T1). It includes two stick-figure

1 A case study containing a more detailed analysis of Jane’s pain

drawings andwith limited overlap with the current paper has already been

published in: Nizza IE, Smith JA, Kirkham JA. ‘Put the illness in a box’:

A longitudinal interpretative phenomenological analysis of changes in a

su�erer’s pictorial representations of pain following participation in a pain

management programme. British Journal of Pain. 2018;12(3):163-70.
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FIGURE 3

Jane’s drawings of her pain and Self at Time 1 (T1), Time 2 (T2), and Time 3 (T3). Jane’s pain drawings have already appeared in Nizza et al. (19)

and are published with permission from Sage Publishing (c).

versions of her positioned on a long dark path that develops

uphill across the page: the first figure is crawling, the second

is walking, and further along the path there is an interrogation

mark, questioning what lies ahead. A half rainbow hanging

over the path ends somewhere beyond the page, as if hope had

been interrupted:

when you’ve got this pain all the time [pause] it’s hard

to be sort of optimistic [. . . ] there are times when quite

honestly I don’t even want to know what is at the end of

there [path], I’m not, I said to my GP actually, I want to see

my son grow up, I want see him get married, have a career,

I want to see him do all these things, but quite honestly, if I

could fast forward through it all to the end, I would [. . . ] just

get to the end and just let me have a rest, just stop, enough

[Jane, T1]

Jane’s life with pain felt like a dark and difficult path, where

she was finding it hard to look ahead and be hopeful. She had

lost her desire to savor even her young son’s major milestones, so

she was prepared to zoom through them to reach “the end” and

finally have some respite. Although she clarified that she was not

suicidal, Jane felt the need to “rest” because living was a struggle

for her.

Jane commented on the sense of loneliness in her Self

drawing: “there’s no background to it, there is no [pause] no
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trees, no pictures of anybody else, just me, pain and an uncertain

future.” Her sense of isolation was exacerbated by living with a

partner who did not “really understand” her plight and feeling

unable to effectively assert her own needs with him.

At the start of the study Jane was crushed, overwhelmed,

and isolated by a pain that was preventing any form of “normal”

life. She felt trapped in a dead-end situation: with a crippling

tiredness, an unsatisfactory relationship, and an uncertain sense

of her future.

Time 2

At the second timepoint, Jane drew her pain as an ethereal

Christ-like figure with a ball and chain tied to its left ankle and

some targets down its left leg (Figure 3, Pain T2). The impact

of the pain appeared more limited compared to earlier: she

said that the pain was “direct in certain places” and from there

“blurring everything else,” suggesting that, although still present,

the pain was now localized and less overwhelming (e.g., no

longer “crushing,” but “blurring”). It was as if the weight from

her first pain drawing (Figure 3, Pain T1) had lifted from her

head and was now simply tying her down.

She also described the body of the figure in her second pain

drawing as “bisected”: half linked to her painful past (with the

pain marks and ball and chain), the other free half being her

positive “going forward side”:

I’ve only done that on one side because of howmy life is

changed over the past few weeks [. . . ] this half of my body is

more positive [. . . ] and that’s the sort of going forward side

[Jane, T2]

By her second interview, Jane’s life had changed radically.

During the PMP she had bonded with other CP sufferers, and

this had given her the strength to leave her partner and move

out of his home. She had also been offered a part-time job by a

relative, which had the effect of “reinforcing the positive side” by

making her feel supported by others.

When comparing her first and second pain drawings

(Figure 3, Pain T1 & T2), Jane said, “I’ve isolated the pain,” and

suggested that before she had “allowed the pain to take over.”

In these expressions there is a marked shift in agency from the

pain to Jane: where previously the control had been with the

enveloping cloak of pain, now that the pain was more localized,

the space it occupied seemed to have been reduced. Jane ascribed

this shift to the PMP having provided her with tools through

which she had been able to “take ownership” of the pain and

“put it in its place”. The result was a more balanced view of

herself, reflected in the symmetrical posture of the figure in her

second pain drawing. Although still in pain with half her body

heavy from the ball and chain, this was counter-balanced by new

resources, which allowed Jane to self-manage her pain and feel

more empowered.

Breaking up from her partner had been a release for Jane.

Her second drawing of her Self (Figure 3, Self T2) illustrates her

new living situation: by the sea, in her own flat (outer cube), with

her beloved son and in her own bedroom (inner cube):

I just shut that door, that’s my room, that’s my space.

[..] I am quite happy in my single bed and it’s really lovely

in there [. . . ] I’ve got solitude, safe, sleep, love, quiet and

care and calm, because they’re the things that I want in life,

they’re the things that [. . . ] I haven’t had for quite a long time

[. . . ] I’ve kind of got to the end of my rainbow [Jane, T2]

The words listed by Jane in the quote appear along the

perimeter of the external cube. Her home and bedroom were

places where she could experience a tranquility and a security

that had not been possible while she was living with her partner.

By deciding to break up and live on her own, Jane had finally

affirmed her own needs over the needs of others. This impetus

had extended to her relationship with her son, who appeared in

her Self drawing in a heart but outside the inner cube, because

new understandings acquired during the PMP had redefined

how she conceived her role as a mother:

. . . it’s okay to have, say, a bad day, it’s okay to say I am

going to bed, you know, tea is not happening tonight [. . . ]

I don’t have to worry about, you know, well I am the mum

here, I should be doing x, y, z. [Jane, T2]

It was as if at the PMP Jane had been given permission

to behave and think of herself differently. Her previous beliefs

about what hermother/partner role entailed had led to behaviors

that were damaging Jane physically, for instance by forcing her,

when having a “bad day”, to stay up rather than go to bed. She

took responsibility for her previous behaviors (“I was making life

harder for myself ”) and was now recognizing her physical needs

and acting accordingly.

The Self in Jane’s second picture was a new version of her:

free from her previous role constrictions, focused on her own

needs and happy to the point of ecstasy. She described her new

home as “her sanctuary” and dotted it with smiles and hearts.

As Jane pointed out, the drawing contained the colors of the

rainbow of which she had previously questioned the existence.

The end of the rainbow had been reached. As the arrows around

the cube in her second Self drawing showed, she had come “full

circle,” finally coming home, both physically andmetaphorically.

Jane’s drawings of pain and Self at the second timepoint

convey a new serenity and sense of control over her life. The

role of pain was more contained than previously, and her Self

drawing pointed to a newfound calmness and self-focus. The
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PMP had stimulated her to make substantial changes and, more

importantly, to achieve a new positive outlook.

Time 3

Five months later, at the third timepoint, Jane’s life appeared

to have stabilized. She drew her pain as a three-dimensional

letter J, her initial, with its depth colored in red and spiky teeth

in the background (Figure 3, Pain T3). By representing herself

(the letter J) as a working front, with all the key words of a

‘quasi-normal’ life, Jane had been able to relegate the pain to

the background:

People can’t see it, which is why I’ve done it behind me,

it’s there and it’s sharp, and it is all over, but people, they

don’t see it, because I don’t whinge and I don’t moan about

it [Jane, T3]

Jane felt able to live her life without making others aware

of her pain, which she considered an achievement. The words

she added to the front of the letter J provide insight into what

was important to her at the time: there were names of family

members (which have been blanked out in Figure 3), because

the improvement of her pain and general wellbeing had been

accompanied by a re-kindling of her family ties; there were

words such as “money”, “car”, “work” and “bills” to emphasize

a return to normality; but there were also “rest” and “pain relief ”

to indicate that, although not visible to others, pain was still an

ongoing concern of hers.

Over the course of the study, Jane’s pain had not ceased, but

had been transformed from being an overwhelming presence, to

being a part of her life that she felt control over and could conceal

from others, within a routine of quasi-normality.

This new sense of normality also emerges from Jane’s third

Self drawing, which is a soft-colored representation of her “path

through life” (Figure 3, Self T3). The drawing depicts a slightly

uphill white path, with colorful obstacles, skirted on the left by a

wood and on the right by the sea. A pink stick figure representing

Jane stands at one end of the path, next to a clock. A dotted line

weaves its way from her, through the obstacles, to another clock

at the end of the path and back.

I put the trees and the sea because they’re ongoing,

they never change and they keep going and going, so this

is like the path through life and the two clocks are the

beginning of the day and the end of the day, and these are

hurdles, because whichever way I turn, every day, it’s just

hurdles, they’re not insurmountable hurdles, they’re hurdles

nonetheless [Jane, T3]

Jane was describing her daily routine, weaving her way

over hurdles, in an unchanging pleasant environment. Although

this description may seem low-key, particularly compared to

her blissfulness at T2, a regular alternation of small and large

obstacles, within pleasant surroundings well-exemplifies the

serenity that often underlies “normality”. The obstacles Jane was

facing were the ones she had listed in her third pain drawing

(Figure 3, Pain T3): having to work, pay bills, manage a home,

money, and so on. Considering that Jane had started her journey

in the study on a dark path, to find her just 8 months later

in control of her pain and working again almost full-time

was astounding.

From being unemployed and financially dependent, Jane had

become employed and running her own home. In her time off,

she was also providing care for her sister’s toddler:

I can’t say no, because there’s nobody else she can ask

[. . . ] that was originally my day to just stop and do nothing

[Jane, T3]

Was Jane’s sense of sisterly obligation pushing her back

into old behavior patterns, after having realized the importance

of prioritizing her own needs at T2? Relationships of mutual

support are fundamental building blocks of a “normal” life, so

Jane’s choice of helping her sister, despite adding to her hurdles,

was another sign of regained naturalness and normality. What

had changed was how Jane felt in control of her duties. When

reviewing her third Self drawing alongside her previous ones

(Figure 3, Self), she observed:

there’s no black on this picture at all, my road isn’t black,

they’re all natural colors, that’s life, isn’t it? Green and blue.

So that’s, that’s the way of life, that’s natural, I know what I’m

doing, I’m just stepping over my hurdles, not crawling on a

black road anymore [Jane, T3]

The black path leading off the page to emptiness from T1

had been replaced at T3 by a “natural” white path. Her mood

and outlook at T3 were normalized, and, more importantly, she

was expressing a sense of control over her life (“I know what I am

doing”): she was “just” stepping over her hurdles and owning her

normality. The inner renegotiation of her roles, that had led to

changes at T2, had been metabolized and she felt once again able

to take care of others without damaging herself. It felt as if her

previous caring Self was cautiously starting to emerge again.

Summary

Jane’s pain and Self drawings show a very positive trajectory.

At the start of the study her pain had been overwhelming and she

had felt dispirited, with no sense of future. The PMP stimulated

her to make important changes to her life as a result of which at

T2 her pain appeared more contained, and she had acquired a

home of her own and a new outlook that made her feel elated.

By her third interview, she had settled down, was able to handle

her pain in the background and was in control of her life again,

facing the obstacles of “normality”. There had been a substantial

shift in power during the study: where previously the pain had
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controlled Jane’s being, by the end she was able to assert herself

over the pain and feel in control of herself and her life.

Discussion

There are many parallels between the journeys of Olga,

Monica and Jane: their trajectories all included a successful

transition from being oppressed by pain and depressive

symptoms toward reclaiming agency from the pain and

regaining some normalcy and control over their life. The

trajectories are also consistently positive, so that there are visible

improvements when comparing their drawings from T1 to T2

and from T2 to T3. The narratives reflect these improvements,

also illuminating the idiosyncratic events that characterized the

change within each of their lives.

At T1 all women in this trajectory group represented their

pain as an oppressor having an overwhelming presence in their

drawing: Monica was exposed to the whims of an evil being

engulfed in a fog of pain; Olga was so oppressed that she was

faceless, with only pain on her body and a heavy cloud over her

mind; and Jane was a small figure crushed by a one-ton weight.

Each of these drawings combines different pain metaphors of

the types reported in literature. Monica’s aggressive monster

in a dense scattering of pain symbols includes metaphors

of pain as an embodied attacker and as having physical

properties, while Jane’s resisting figure with its overhanging one-

ton weight represents pain as an external, threatening, trapping

and crushing entity (10, 11, 20, 21). By representing pain as

an aggressive external agentic being, these drawings convey the

disempowering psychological distress caused by pain and the

sense of helplessness that Monica and Jane were experiencing at

the time.

Olga’s stick figure drawing, although apparently simpler

and more literal in its description of pain symptoms, is more

graphic than the others. It associates each type of pain to a

specific implement attacking the body (pins and hammers)

and illustrates pain in the lower back through the common

experience of toothache (20), eliciting an almost physical

recoiling response in a careful viewer. Olga’s stick figure also

has a blank face overhung by a dense cloud, suggesting a

depersonalizing pain accompanied by depressive symptoms.

Quantitative evidence has linked the use of particular pain

metaphors to different types of distress, with pressure and

weight pain metaphors associated to higher levels of depression

and stress, and metaphors of physical damage caused by sharp

objects linked to higher pain interference (22).

Each in its own way, the first pain drawings of women

in this trajectory communicate a sense of being overwhelmed

by an unbearable physical and psychological pain. This impact

is complemented and further explained by the initial Self

drawings, where Monica appeared suffocated by illness, duties

and responsibilities and unable to care for herself, Olga had a

desolate face and felt distant from family, and Jane drew herself

as crawling on a steep dark path. The accompanying narratives

spoke of depression, social isolation and hopelessness. Both

Monica and Jane had a history of depression, while Olga was

displaying depressive symptoms at the interview. During their

first interview, both Olga and Jane questioned whether their

current life was worth living. Instead, Monica was desperately

resisting her pain trying to save her Self from it. The Self

drawings thus illustrate the known correlations between CP

and depression (23) and psychological distress more widely

(24), which underly many CP treatment models (5). These Self

drawings are also unique in that, to our knowledge, no other CP

study has invited its participants to draw themselves to probe

the existential impacts of having CP, although drawings of Self

have been used to investigate other conditions, such as spinal-

cord injury and dementia (25, 26). Together, the T1 pain and Self

drawings illustrate how, at the start of the study, participants in

this trajectory group were profoundly oppressed by their pain

and afflicted by extremely low mood.

The PMP was a breakthrough moment for all participants

and by T2 each of them had embarked on a new life course:

Monica had started therapy to tackle her history of trauma

and mental health difficulties; Olga was successfully weaning

herself off opioids; and Jane had left an oppressive relationship,

started to work again and moved into a new home. Accordingly,

Monica’s and Jane’s Self drawings at Time 2 were very different

from their earlier ones, with Jane’s dream-like house and

Monica’s hornet’s nest respectively representing a new ecstatic

happiness and a new acceptance that life could be chaotic

without this being a sign of deteriorating mental health. In

contrast, Olga’s second Self drawing was more subdued, but also

relaxed for its concern with everyday family life.

At the same time, in the pain drawings, pain became

less prominent: it was relegated to fewer body parts for

Olga and to one leg for Jane, while Monica’s external agentic

pain was replaced by pain management strategies. A visible

change had occurred for all three women and their second

interviews shared a sense of relief from having broken free from

previous constraints (i.e., Monica’s fear of losing herself, Olga’s

obnubilation by morphine and Jane’s toxic relationship). Each

woman was expressing a new understanding of herself and her

condition, starting to feel like herself again and daring to hope

for the future.

The relatively short period between T1 and T2 was a

turning point for these participants, with the PMP acting

as a trigger leading to “changing perceptions, identities and

understandings, and opening up the possibility of an alternative

pathway for the future” (27). Indeed, the PMP and CCPS

stimulated all three women to reconsider their life, break

old patterns of behavior and challenge their own status quo.

The cathartic quality of Monica’s and Jane’s Self drawings,

particularly in comparison to their earlier drawings, conveys

this sense of radical transformation. Olga’s Self drawing is more
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proportionate and serene compared to her previous one, and

illustrates her engagement with normal life.

Five months later, at T3, the progression toward normality

appeared steady for all women. Pain drawings changed to give

the pain even less space: Monica’s pain was a careful balance of

self-management strategies counterweighing life stressors; Olga’s

was a larger version of her smiling, with limited soft pink pain, in

contrast to her previous bright red pain; Jane relegated her pain

to the background, representing daily chores on the front of the

J which represented her. The pain had not disappeared, but it

was now manageable, and the drawings showed how: Monica’s

carefully balanced scale, Olga’s light colors and smile and Jane’s

background pain with a front including “pain relief ” and “rest”.

The accompanying Self drawings were images of serene normal

lives, with a predominance of green, which appeared in Olga’s

words, Monica’s plain and Jane’s path. The form that normality

took for each of them was different: for Olga it was making plans

to tackle her ongoing obesity, for Monica it was clearing up her

life and taking care of her “Little Me” and for Jane it was a life

scattered with surmountable obstacles.

In response to their changing pain drawings, all three

women talked of having taken back control from their pain,

expressing a sense of agency and empowerment which had

previously not been present in their narratives. They talked of

finally feeling in control of their lives and able to take decisions

as they had previously felt unable to do. Feeling empowered is

considered an enabler for pain self management (28).

Another aspect that emerged for all women was the ability

to focus on their own needs. It can be detected in Olga’s “I

know to ask for help” statement in her Self drawing and in

her decision to finally lose weight, in Jane’s inclusion of “Rest”

and “Pain relief ” in her pain drawing and in Monica’s listing

“Rest,” “Compassion,” and “Be kind to myself ” among her self-

management strategies in her pain drawing. All women were

prioritizing their own wellbeing in a way that they had not

done before. A useful construct to understand this change is

self-compassion, which is receiving growing attention in CP,

and includes being understanding toward oneself rather than

self-critical (29). It is considered an adaptive process that can

help reduce the impact of CP on the life of sufferers. Higher

self-compassion is associated with lower depression, disability

and pain-related fear, and greater pain acceptance, successful

engagement in valued activities and use of pain coping strategies

(30). Higher self-compassion has also been found to predict

lower depressive symptoms at 6 and 12 months (31).

If we review Monica’s trajectory through a self-compassion

lens, we see how at T1 she had been entirely focused on looking

after others and finding it difficult to look after herself. In

her first Self drawing she appeared in a small green basket

overwhelmed by balloons representing her burdens (her duties,

her family, her illness). At T3, she drew herself as two Russian-

doll figures on a serene green path, with the inner doll

representing her “Little Me” whose happiness the outer one

was protecting. Her focus had changed substantially: being

nice to herself had become a priority and she was aware that

it was up to her to prioritize her needs over the needs of

others. Jane’s decision to leave her partner was also dictated

by a recognition that her own needs should take priority, as

Olga’s desire to lose weight stemmed from her wanting to

finally take care of her body. We see here how self-compassion

and regaining control are interlinked: being in control enables

self-compassionate behaviors and the sense of self-compassion

is empowering.

The PMP seemed to have been an empowering experience

for these women: it stimulated in them a desire to take

responsibility for their own wellbeing and gave them the tools to

rethink their life with pain and take action toward managing it,

each in her own way. The ACT psychological flexibility model

(32) offers a useful framework to understand what may have

happened. The model advocates for a shift from experiential

avoidance to experiential acceptance, which, for CP, means

acceptance of the physical and psychological experiences of pain.

The reduced space occupied by the pain in their drawings over

time and these participants’ return to some “normality” is a

testament to their ability to accept and incorporate pain and its

consequences into their lives. Becoming psychologically flexible

also entails a shift from being attached to one’s concept of oneself

and unable to act, to a more flexible view of oneself where,

driven by actions in tune with one’s personal values, a more

vital life can be lived. The ability of participants in this group to

challenge their view of themselves, reassess their lives and engage

with what was important to them by taking concrete actions

suggests a good degree of psychological flexibility. In a recent

IPA study investigating perspectives on acceptance following an

ACT-based PMP, participants spoke of acceptance as a journey

encompassing enhanced self-efficacy, altered and flexible self-

identity and openness to change (33), three experiences that

resonate with what happened to participants in this trajectory

group. Biguet, Nilsson Wikmar (34) talk of “acceptance as

personal empowerment” (p. 1261), which they identify as the

best possible outcome for CP sufferers, while Toye, Belton (35)

see empowerment as a necessary step in the CP sufferer’s journey

toward healing. The sense of control over their pain developed

by Olga, Monica and Jane over time, their growing sense of

empowerment and the practical and psychological changes they

underwent during the study suggest they were on a steadymarch

on their path to healing.

The three women in this trajectory group started from a

very low point and by the end were feeling much better in

themselves and had made important changes to their lives.

Meta-analytic evidence on PMP efficacy (36) points to group-

based PMPs having significant effects on disability/function,

pain intensity, psychological health, general health and quality

of life, mainly with medium effect sizes. The women themselves

attributed a role to the CCPS and PMP in their change

processes. For Jane, understanding the multidimensionality of
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pain had been key: she compared pain to a large “wall” that

needed to be dismantled “brick by brick”. The CCPS had

helped Jane reconceptualize CP into its different constituent

components, which made changing the aspects of her life

that needed to change more feasible. For Olga the CCPS

helping her to come off morphine was a “pivotal point” and

the PMP had shown her that she was “not alone in this sort

of spiral of painkillers and pain and feeling miserable and

isolated,” stimulating reflections on her future. For Monica,

the PMP and the CCPS counseling had “set the ball rolling”

in terms of her understanding of herself and her condition.

Understanding the biopsychosocial nature of pain, being

with similar others, and understanding oneself better are

outcomes from PMP programs considered self-management

enablers (28).

Causal conclusions are always problematic in research,

particularly when phenomena occur in a complex environment,

where multiple events, motives and meanings interact, yet

a careful longitudinal analysis can reveal interesting details

of how processes unfold (27). At least partly in response

to the stimuli they received from the CCPS and the PMP,

the women in this trajectory group had taken life-changing

decisions which had made them feel better, reclaimed agency

from their pain, expressed new feelings of self-compassion,

gained a sense of control over their lives, and were able,

by the end of the study, to live an almost ‘normal’ and

serene life that would have been unthinkable at the start of

the study.

The trajectories of all three women in this study confirm

that CP is more than a biopsychosocial experience, it is a

profoundly idiosyncratic one, where different aspects of the

lifeworld of participants come into play, in a “relational and

emergent process of sense-making through the lived body that

is inseparable from the world that we shape and that shapes us”

(37). Thanks to the level of detail inherent in a LIPA design,

and the use of pain and Self drawings, the idiosyncratic sense-

making of participants was contextualized within each person’s

particular set of circumstances.

From a methodological standpoint, this study confirms the

value of using participant drawings alongside IPA interviews to

obtain a more nuanced account of experience. Here, drawings

of pain were accompanied by drawings of Self. The order in

which drawings were producedmay have influenced the imagery

chosen by participants. It would be interesting in a future

study to ask participants to draw themselves before drawing

their pain.

This study offers readers an opportunity to immerse

themselves in the experience of CP of three women who

embraced PMP participation as a life-changing opportunity.

The results offer a nuanced account of the interaction between

the input participants received from the CP service and their

responses, actions and sensemaking around CP and their life

more widely. The study also offers an example of how CP

constructs such as acceptance and self-compassion can be

situated and illustrated in practice. Finally, although this was not

the aim of this study, its results exemplify how IPAmight be used

longitudinally to understand the outcome of an intervention.
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A window into pain: American
Indian cancer survivors’ drawings
Felicia S. Hodge1,2*, Tracy Line Itty1, Rachel H.A. Arbing1
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1School of Nursing, University of California Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA, United States, 2Fielding
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In order to explore the cultural constructs of pain, a series of focus groups
were held among adult American Indian (AI) cancer survivors and their
caregivers in the Southwest USA. Thirteen focus groups held at four sites
(reservation, urban setting, hospital and clinic) elicited information on the
barriers to cancer pain management. In response to facilitator questions
about cancer pain and existing measurement scales, participants drew
pictures to better explain their pain type (i.e., “pounding”), intensity (i.e.,
“spider web-like”), and other more abstract aspects of their pain episodes.
Noting this novel outlet, subsequent groups were prompted for illustrations
of pain. A total of 17 drawings were collected from focus group participants.
We discuss seven of the drawings that best opened a window into the lived
experience of pain, reflected through the eyes of cancer survivors. This study
provides evidence that self-expression through color, imagery and written
personal accounts provides more accurate depictions of pain for Southwest
AI cancer survivors than pain scales alone. It is hypothesized that cultural
modes of communication (i.e., storytelling) and intergenerational influences
of artwork led to the depiction of pain in drawings. Suggestions for further
exploration of the use of the pain drawings for pain assessment in healthcare
settings are included.

KEYWORDS

pain, cancer, drawings, pictures, American Indian, pain assessment

Introduction

Chronic pain occurs as a major symptom of cancer and cancer treatment. Although

pain is prevalent among most cancer survivors, effective treatment and management of

cancer pain merits more attention (1, 2). Numerous studies have reported that minority

groups, including American Indians (AIs), are more likely to have under-treated pain (3)

and experience or encounter patient-related, provider-related, and pharmacy-related

barriers to pain management (2). Barriers to cancer pain causing fragmented

management can include language obstacles, high medication costs, health care system

complexities, and difficulty in obtaining care and filling prescriptions (4). The

experience of pain can vary based on sex, age, spiritual and cultural beliefs, and even

the context in which pain is experienced.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) report that American

Indians and Alaska Natives (AI/AN) are more likely to be diagnosed with certain

cancers compared to non-Hispanic Whites (5). Rates of lung, colorectal, liver,

stomach, and kidney cancers are reported to be higher among AIs than non-Hispanic
01 frontiersin.org
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Whites, particularly in the six regions where large numbers of

AI/ANs reside (5). For instance, when AI/AN cancer rates per

100,000 people are compared against non-Hispanic Whites,

liver cancer is twice as high (18.1 vs. 7.1) and cancers of the

stomach (9.9 vs. 5.1) and kidney (29.8 vs. 16.5) are almost

double. Reported rates per 100,000 people for AI/AN lung

cancer (62.6 vs. 57.5) and colorectal cancer (50.7 vs. 36.0) also

exceed rates for non-Hispanic Whites (6).

The treatment and management of cancer and cancer-

related symptoms, such as cancer pain, is important for

successful cancer care and quality of life. Good patient-

provider communication is essential for proper diagnosis,

assessment and treatment monitoring. Differing perception of

pain etiology, pain experiences, and pain descriptors—

particularly the context in which pain is experienced, affect

successful communication between patient and provider. The

experience of pain can vary widely, and the lack of good

communication between patient and provider can result in

limited or under-treated cancer-related pain. This paper

reports on findings, specifically pain drawings, from focus

groups held during the course of an intervention study on

cancer pain management among Southwest AIs. The study

sought to identify the types of cancer-related pain (burning,

stabbing, throbbing, etc.), measures of pain, and the cultural

constructs of pain. Initial focus groups gathered information

on cancer pain experiences for the purposes of testing a

cancer symptom management toolkit. Participants were asked

to discuss their cancer-related pain experiences; however, they

were initially reluctant to respond to the pain scales/figures,

citing difficultly in placing numerical values to their pain.

They commented that the Wong-Baker FACES® Pain Rating

Scale (7) was “child-like” and appeared more “fearful” than

painful. Several participants voluntarily decided that in order

to best articulate the type of pain they experienced and its

intensity, a drawing would be more appropriate rather than

having to numerically rate or verbalize a reflection that was

difficult to put into words. A group of survivors then

submitted their drawings of their personal depiction of pain

to the focus group facilitator for consideration in this study.

The importance of imagery, as utilized in traditional native

storytelling, was hypothesized to be a helpful framework for

extrapolating meanings behind the drawings.
Materials and methods

This qualitative study was part of a NIH-supported

randomized control trial (RCT) that tested a cancer symptom

management intervention among Southwest AI cancer

survivors. To better understand participants’ cancer symptom

experiences (both physical and non-physical), a series of focus

groups were held a year prior to the development and

implementation of the intervention. The resulting intervention
Frontiers in Pain Research 02
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consisted of a Cancer Symptom Management Toolkit that

included an educational film and Talking Circles educational

curriculum and materials for Southwest (SW) AI cancer

patients, survivors and their families. This paper reports solely

on the pain drawings collected during the Focus Group phase

of the study.
Study population and recruitment

Thirteen focus groups conducted in three urban and two

reservation communities recruited one hundred thirty-two (N =

132) adult cancer survivors, many accompanied by their

caregiver. All participants were aged 18 years or older, living in

a Southwest USA state, self-identified as AI, with a medically

documented cancer diagnosis. The majority of participants were

female (95 females and 37 males). Three focus groups were

held at each of the three urban sites, and two focus groups each

were held at two rural reservations located in the area.

Seventeen participants (n = 17) from the final four focus groups

drew their depiction of cancer pain on paper, which were then

signed, dated and submitted to the focus group facilitator. The

pain illustrations were drawn by 16 females and one male. No

other additional demographic, cancer-type, or comorbidity data

were collected on this subset of participants. The smaller

sample size was considered adequate, considering the

exploratory nature of the prompts, and enabled in-depth, case-

by-case interpretation of each drawing (8).

Through a process of collaboration and agreement with

rural and urban Indian health clinics, community centers, and

reservation sites, adult AI cancer survivors were targeted for

recruitment in the study. Recruitment lasted approximately

two months and proceeded by way of word of mouth and

recruitment flyers posted at community centers and clinic

sites. The flyers provided information on the study,

recruitment processes, and enrollment steps. Potential

participants were informed of the focus group opportunity

and were told if interested to sign up with the focus group

moderator via a telephone call or in person at the clinic to

reserve a space in the session. Contact individuals were

accessible at the local sites and had information on the goal

of the study, focus group sites and processes, recruitment and

participant enrollment steps.
Description of focus groups

Tribal approvals to conduct the study were obtained prior to

the implementation of the study. Institutional Review Board

(IRB) approvals were also obtained from the research

organization and from the local Indian Health Service that

ensures the ethical conduct of research. Following recruitment

and confirmation of eligibility, individuals were informed in
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person and in writing of the purpose of the study, that their

participation was voluntary, and that they could withdraw at

any time without any negative repercussions. Further, results

of the study and publications were presented to tribal leaders

and publications were approved prior to planned distribution,

thus supporting the concept of community/tribal ownership

of the research findings and publications. Consent forms were

distributed, explained, and then signed and dated by

participants prior to beginning the focus group. Each focus

group was composed of 12–16 members. Groups ran for

approximately one/one-half hours and were facilitated by a

research moderator with an assistant to monitor the tape

recorder and take any necessary notes. All moderators

received training in focus-group implementation in AI

populations. Particular attention in training was made to the

cultural concept of pain (not to place personal values on the

measure or identification of pain). Strict confidentiality was

maintained for the duration of this project and participants

were asked to use pseudonyms to protect their privacy. Focus

group sessions were audiotaped and the tapes were

transcribed verbatim to ensure accuracy and systematic

analysis of the discussions. Refreshments were offered to

participants, as is the custom at AI gatherings. Participants

received a gift card for travel and other costs associated with

participating in the sessions.

Storytelling methods (9) were employed in the focus group

to facilitate a better understanding of the cancer pain

experience. Participants took turns telling the story of their

cancer diagnosis and cancer-related pain, the types of cancer-

related pain they experienced (burning, stabbing, throbbing,

etc.), measures of pain they used with providers, and the

cultural constructs of pain they would like to share. Responses

highlighted the pathways of communication among family,

friends, and communities regarding the cancer diagnosis,

revealing that they “don’t talk about it.” The stories moved on

to methods of pain management (pharmaceutical, heat/cold,

massage, etc.), cancer etiology beliefs, treatment protocols, and

methods of self-care. Participants were asked to review and

comment on the study project’s educational materials and

information as well. Participants were asked to provide their

feedback on size, font, color, cultural appropriateness,

helpfulness, and any gaps that they thought should be

addressed. Facilitators provided access to colored pencils in

case individuals wanted to make physical suggestions for any

of the materials.

In response to facilitator questions about cancer pain and

existing measurement scales, some participants spontaneously

drew pictures to better explain their pain type, intensity, and

other more abstract aspects of pain episodes and pain

management. Noting this novel outlet, subsequent groups

were prompted for illustrations of pain. Facilitators directed

the focus groups that written annotations could also be

included. Colored pencils were used by some participants to
Frontiers in Pain Research 03
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draw their depiction of cancer pain on paper, 17 of which

were signed, dated and submitted to the focus group

facilitator. Fifteen of the drawings also had the participants’

description of what the drawing was meant to portray written

on the backside of the paper drawing. Four illustrations that

were collected from participants were drawn by caregivers,

and 13 pain drawings were created by female cancer

survivors, with 12 of these having accompanying annotations.

The integrity of all drawings and descriptions was strictly

maintained; as such, no additional descriptions or

clarifications were added by facilitators or researchers.
Analysis of pain drawings

Items and groupings from the McGill Pain Questionnaire

(MPQ) were used as a starting point to analyze the cancer-

related pain drawings; this is a tool commonly used by the

Indian Health Service as well as by healthcare providers

worldwide (10). The MPQ is a self-reporting tool for pain

measures among patients diagnosed with cancer and other

chronic diseases. It measures both the quality and intensity of

pain. Our analysis approach was to use the MPQ’s four

descriptors to categorize the pain drawings into four groupings:

Sensory: flickering/beating, jumping/shooting, pricking/

lancinating, sharp/lacerating, pinching/crushing, tugging/

wrenching, hot/searing, tingling/stinging, dull/heavy, tender/

splitting

Affective: tiring/exhausting, sickening/suffocating, fearful/

terrifying, punishing/killing, wretched/blinding

Evaluative: annoying/unbearable

Miscellaneous: spreading/piercing, tight/tearing, cold/freezing,

nagging/torturing

Five researchers (an MD, two PhDs, and two MPH degreed

researchers), two of which were AIs from the Southwest, two

non-Hispanic Whites from eastern Canada, and one non-

Hispanic White from the SW, ascribed each participant’s

depiction of their pain experience into one of the four

groupings. The evaluators individually assessed each drawing

using specific criteria set by the principal investigator. By

continually reviewing and exploring the possible meaning of

each drawing, overarching themes emerged that were mapped

onto MPQ groupings (assigned with a primary, but also

secondary designation, where applicable). Consensus was

reached when an illustration was categorized into one or more

groupings by the majority of evaluators. Although each

grouping was initially mutually exclusive, two of the 13

drawings bridged pain categories so they were placed in each

of the two descriptive groupings. Rigor was ensured

throughout the process by using Shenton’s strategies for

ensuring trustworthiness (11), specifically cross-checking

inferred meanings with AI researchers to demonstrate
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credibility, transferability, confirmability, and dependability.

The process of analysis drew support from annotations by

authors that were included with their drawings.

Guiding theory

Survivors’ pain depictions in drawings and the individual

explanations behind these pictures were also explored using

tenets of humanistic theory. The theory asserts that, “each

person responds differently to matters of self, others and the

environment. Indeed, each person faces the end of life in a

way that represents his or her unique life experience in the

world” [(12) p. 472]. The theory recognizes that individuals

are unique and exist in the current situation, but also have

the capacity to interact with others to find meaning, and that

each individual has the ability and freedom to respond to the

current situation through self-reflection and interpret their

experiences (13). The call-and-response of the provider

towards the patient allows the meeting of unmet health-

related needs of patients. These needs may include relevant

assessment and interventions that promote wellbeing in the

face of advanced disease. Further, the theory emphasizes the

concept of community and its inclusiveness of family

members, colleagues, and other health care providers in the

lived-experience and meeting of health-related needs (13).
TABLE 2 Illustration assignment to pain category by rater frequency.

Picture # Pain category:

Sensory Affective Evaluative Miscellaneous

1 2 5 0 0

2 5 1 0 2

3 0 4 0 4

4 n/a n/a n/a n/a

5 5 0 0 2

6 5 0 0 2

7 5 0 0 1

8 5 1 0 1

9 4 1 0 0
Results

Each drawing depicting a participating cancer survivor’s

experience with cancer-related pain was reviewed and placed

into one or more of four groupings based upon MPQ

categories. Table 1 shows the frequency of the 13 survivors’

drawings by pain category: sensory, affective, evaluative, and

miscellaneous. Table 2 displays frequency of evaluator’s pain

category assignment(s) for each illustration. Seven cancer

survivors’ drawings that depicted unique pain experiences are

provided herein: three examples of sensory drawings, two

examples of affective drawings, and two examples of

miscellaneous drawings.

The sensory category held the largest number of drawings.

Nine out of 13 drawings depicted sensory pain as flickering/

beating, jumping/shooting, pricking/lancinating, sharp/
TABLE 1 Frequency of pictures of pain by category.

Category Frequency

Sensory 9

Affective 4

Evaluative 0

Miscellaneous 2a

aAlso captured in the Affective category.
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lacerating, pinching/crushing, tugging/wrenching, hot/searing,

tingling/stinging, dull/heavy, and/or tender/splitting. An

example of one of the drawings in this category is displayed

in Figure 1, where drawing #5 illustrates a hammer that is

pounding and reports pain that “feels like constant

hammering… Pound… Pound… Pound.” The artist of this

pain depiction chose to use a red colored pencil for the entire

drawing to demonstrate the impact of the pain.

Many of the drawings included use of color to demonstrate

the intensity of the pain, lines, and descriptors provided in

writing on the back of the paper drawing for personal

measurement. Use of such sensory descriptors as “pounding”

and “screwdriver-inflicted” pain is visually strong and convey

well how the pain must have felt to an observer of the

picture. The etiology of cancer-related pain was identified by

the comment: “The cancer and the knife (referencing surgery)

were the cause of my pain.” Drawing #7 (Figure 2) describes

a “grayish part of my breast. The dark area in the middle of

the picture is where they removed the cancer. Pain is like a

screw that a Phillips screwdriver is screwing down to my

inner breast. The other end is the sharp of a red knife that

they removed the cancer. The red is for the slight blood

during surgery.” Interestingly, the end that this survivor

explains as the sharp knife is bright red. The stem of the

“screwdriver” is colorless and exaggeration is depicted using

darker and lighter shades of black. The slight border around

the picture has uneven edges and is a faint blue color.
10 4 2 0 0

11 1 2 0 2

12 4 2 1 0

13 n/a n/a n/a n/a

14 n/a n/a n/a n/a

15 4 1 1 1

16 0 4 1 2

17 n/a n/a n/a n/a

Reflects ratings from five evaluators.
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Pain as a red hammer.
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Pain as a piercing screwdriver.
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In another example of a sensory illustration, one survivor

described their pain intensity (Figure 3), “The bottom is pain,

but it is not a straight line. It has all these little branches

along the way. The color is intense at the bottom but then it

gets bigger and there is more to it at the top.” The base of the

branch in this drawing is a bold red color and the rest of the

branch is very dark blue and green, almost looking black. At

the end of each shoot off the branch, the artist included many
Frontiers in Pain Research 06
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whisks of color, mainly red, but also including green, blue

and yellow, perhaps illustrating how pain can feel differently

at different times and in different places.

The affective category was defined as pain experienced as

tiring/exhausting, sickening/suffocating, fearful/terrifying,

punishing/killing, or wretched/blinding. In drawing #1

(Figure 4), one cancer survivor describes the pain as “…

many different types of angry monsters (that) were
frontiersin.org
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Pain as a multi-colored dark branch.
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attacking me all over and in every direction.” The cancer

survivor drew small figures moving across the page in a

menacing manner.

An additional drawing (#16, Figure 5) presents a picture of

various scenes with notations highlighting the words “Fear,”

“Isolation,” “denial of surious (serious),” and “Loss N grief of

Friends.” The terms “fear” and “pain” are outlined several

times in bright colors such as red, green and yellow.

Additionally, the survivor outlined the terms “isolation” and

“thoughts of cancer” in darker colors including blue, black,

and green. The survivor also notes that there are thoughts of

cancer and pain, and also includes written-out words of

emotions, symptoms, barriers to care and symptom

management. This particular survivor chose to use various

colors to portray their experience.

The evaluative category was for those drawings that

depicted pain as annoying/unbearable. After a careful review

of each of the drawings, the research team found no drawing

that would be a good fit for the evaluative category.

Drawings #3 and #11 were placed in the category of

“miscellaneous” (see Figures 6, 7, respectively). Drawing #3

shows a dark drawing using a black pen, without any other

color, and strong lines radiating out as a web or a maze. It
Frontiers in Pain Research 07
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depicts the intensity of pain and fear of reoccurrence. The

cancer survivor wrote, “The pain is always there in the

middle. It is all black and spreading out. I am always afraid

that it will come back and this time it will get me. There is

no escape from this blackness.” This particular drawing was

shared with the affective category, as it also described the

cancer pain in the sensory term of “terrifying.”

Picture #11 (Figure 7) was placed in the miscellaneous

category (and shared with the Affective grouping). The

descriptors of pain were largely measured by color, which was

depicted in the cancer survivor’s drawing in a series of

colorful zigzag lines to “… give pain a color”… similar to

stepping down stairs to “relieve you of pain.” (If) black, (then)

meditate until you get it down to white… down to a lot of

purple.” This drawing served to depict meditation as a means

to reduce pain, to bring the color and thus the level of pain

down.
Discussion

Limited research on the use of standardized assessment

tools to evaluate pain intensity among AIs poses difficulty for
frontiersin.org
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Pain as angry monsters.
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nurses and other healthcare providers. Although there is no

single method for pain measurement, there are some scales

that have been shown to be valid measures of pain intensity

in general populations and are commonly used: facial scales

[FACES® (7)], the Visual Analog Scale (VAS), and

the Numeric Rating Scale (NRS). The current study used the

FACES scale to measure pain. Facial scales, such as the

Wong-Baker FACES® Pain Rating Scale, consist of a spectrum

of facial expressions that depict a level of distress and are

arranged in hierarchical order (7). Often a numerical value is

associated with each facial expression, however the facial

scales were developed for children and the expressions are

cartoonish. Other pain charts ask patients to identify the

location of the pain by visual templates made up of drawings/

outlines of the human body (14). Although pain scales such

as those described above are commonly used and may be

valid among the general population, focused pain assessment

and measurement among AIs is limited.
Frontiers in Pain Research 08
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This paper reports on Southwest AI cancer survivors’

depiction of physical and non-physical (i.e., psychological,

spiritual) pain experiences as illustrated through their

drawings. While data on participant attitudes towards existing

pain measurement scales was collected, once the pain

drawings emerged this study’s research interests shifted

towards the implications of pain drawings for capturing the

more holistic experience of pain that may be missed by

mechanistic measurements of pain domains. As a part of a

larger study, these focus groups conducted among AI cancer

survivors found that experiences with cancer pain were often

misunderstood and under-treated, indicating a need for a

more comprehensive and culturally-sensitive method for pain

assessment for this population. Ethnicity and cultural

differences are of practical concern in treatment situations

when patients and clinicians are of different ethnic

backgrounds. Cultural differences can create boundaries

between healthcare providers and patients and frustrate both
frontiersin.org
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Pain caused by many factors.
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(15). Under these circumstances, providers may be unable to

respond appropriately to the personal needs of their patients

and provide reassurance and effective treatment. Inadequate

pain treatment may result from the lack of established

relationships between patient and clinician, such as acute care

settings, where implicit bias may have greater negative

influences (3). Problems can occur if there are differences

between provider and patient in medical views, beliefs, and

social interactions (16). Thus, culture plays an important role

in patient communications and provider perceptions of

patient pain and other adverse symptoms (17, 18).

Efforts to explore cultural incongruities are reported in a

study by Calvillo and Flaskerud (17). In a survey of 60

patients and 60 nurses, differences in Mexican-American and

Anglo women’s responses to cholecystectomy pain was

examined. By comparing the nurses’ attribution of pain to the

patients’ evaluation of the pain, the investigators found that

the nurses assigned more pain to the Anglo-American

patients than the Mexican-American patients, as well as
Frontiers in Pain Research 09
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evaluated their pain as less intense than the Anglo-American

patients. The researchers concluded that the nurses’ socio-

cultural background influenced their perception of patient

pain. Other studies have demonstrated effects of incongruent

cultural backgrounds on nurses’ perception of patient’s

experiences of pain, pain severity, and their interpretation of

pain-relieving strategies (19). Orhan et al.’s systematic review

(20) on chronic musculoskeletal pain across all populations,

found differences among racial, ethnic or cultural groups with

regards to their pain attitudes, perception of illness, self-

efficacy, fear avoidance beliefs, and coping strategies for pain.

In other studies, sex differences in pain drawings have been

observed with women tending to ascribe pain to larger areas

of the body (21, 22).

American Indians have a long history of recording their

experiences and past histories through storytelling, oral

accounts and through visual depiction. Storytelling has been

reported as a form of education, entertainment, and as a

means to record historical events (9, 23). The study
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FIGURE 6

Pain as radiating black lines.
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participants’ illustration examples presented in this paper

harkens back to the era of “ledger art” among AI groups, a

style of visual history developed by AI warriors from the

Northern and Southern Plains and from the Plateau and

Great Basin of the United States (24). Using art to

memorialize current events, such as cancer-related pain, is an

important means to report and measure pain. This

manuscript contributes to the understanding of how AI

culture may affect provider-patient communication about pain

experiences. In instances where AI cancer survivors express

dissatisfaction with existing pain scales, holistic care may offer
Frontiers in Pain Research 10
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another option—be it blank paper to allow patients to

visualize pain in a way that scales, numbers and words simply

cannot do justice. Using holistic approaches such as those

reported herein warrant further investigation.

Pain is a multi-dimensional feeling that can be interpreted

in a two-dimensional format, as evidenced by the pain

artwork created in AI cancer survivors taking part in this

study. Their illustrations demonstrate not only pain severity

and location, but aspects of the survivor’s cultural identity

and intergenerational traditions. Color has long been used in

AI and Indigenous art for symbolic and spiritual purposes,
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FIGURE 7

Pain as colored zigzag lines.
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often with numerous meanings, varying by tribe and region

(25–27). For example, for Navajo red may symbolize blood or

fire, and yellow can mean fruition (25). Many of these

meanings may have been in the minds of cancer survivors

and their caregivers when creating their pictures of pain. For

the purpose of this study, each participant’s color choices

were either self-explained in their annotation or inferred by

the team of evaluators.

In this study, it is hypothesized that cultural ways of

communication and intergenerational influences of artwork

led to the depiction of pain in drawings. Each AI cancer

survivor’s drawing presented is a valid and culturally

appropriate depiction of a survivor’s pain experience.

However, the drawings are based on an individual subjective

experience and may not be accurately interpreted without a

complimentary detailed description of the drawing that is

considered in the context of the individual’s situation. Other

factors, such as differing cultural backgrounds of the patient

and evaluator, must be considered in order to generate valid

assessments. Further research is recommended to consider if

pain drawings can be incorporated into a new scale or a

representative measurement of cancer-related pain experience
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for individuals. Since the first step in treatment is the

assessment of a patient’s pain, research must explore the

shortfalls of existing scales, particularly among racial/ethnic

minorities. Studies targeting other populations used tablets to

electronically capture pain drawings on a spatial body

template which have shown to be a reliable measurement of

acute pain (28). Another study has shown pain drawing on a

digital body chart to be a valid measure of chronic neck pain

(14), as well as shown promise in clinical assessment and

treatment of acute pain (29). However, further investigation

into new strategies for reimagining more-open-ended visual

tools for pain assessment for the AI community and beyond

is needed.
Implications for holistic clinical practice

This paper, guided by the concept of humanism, reinforces

an individualized approach to therapy and care, thus it is

important to assess preferred methods of communication

among AIs. A humanistic approach understands that an

individualized approach to assessment and therapy is needed
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in order to accurately measure and address pain intensity. For

instance, among many AI tribes it is more common to think

and express thoughts using traditional storytelling (30), and

thus storytelling became an important method used in

interpreting the focus group pain drawings, as well as in the

larger study. Storytelling is a multidimensional, nonlinear,

expression that uses events and relevant factors to help

describe or explain emotions or experiences. Because the use

of storytelling is the traditional form of communication in

this community, it should be the duty of healthcare providers

to pay closer attention to this cultural factor as it plays into

assessment of pain among patients. American Indian patients’

use of storytelling and art provide individual reflection and, in

most cases, the former is the preferred method of conveying

messages among AIs to others (23). Given this tradition, it

would be sensible to assume that AI patients would find it

more difficult to measure their pain by simply assigning their

pain to one number on a scale, a single phrase of few words,

or a facial expression, all of which assume linear thoughts and

limited expression.

Better understanding the cancer pain experience adds depth

and breadth to the holistic approach of patient care assessment

and treatment. A humanistic approach to the assessment of pain

in cancer patients can affect pain treatment regimens, and

potentially patient satisfaction and outcomes. Enhancing

culturally-competent communication with cancer survivors

and healthcare providers facilitates and improves holistic

clinical practice by utilizing the humanistic approach to care

giving.

This study provides evidence that self-expression through

color, imagery and written personal accounts offers more

accurate depictions of pain for Southwest AI cancer survivors

than pain scales alone. This qualitative and visual depiction of

pain through art appears to better describe the apparent

multidimensional aspects of pain, but would likely still need

to be used in tandem with established quantitative pain level

assessments. Still, the pain drawing technique could be

practically applied in cancer care/healthcare settings in two

important ways: (1) as groundwork for the development of an

open-response, color-coded pain management index, and (2)

as a therapeutic and cultural practice for healing,

incorporating personal heritage/history documentation into

the long-term cancer symptom management care plan. Pain

drawings, such as those seen in this study, may be used to

(31): differentiate between new experiences with pain from

the old; help distinguish between nociceptive and neuropathic

pain to improve treatment outcomes; aid in evaluating a

patient’s response to a given treatment or therapy; and divide

patients into groupings by the area of the body that is painful

or bothersome so, where appropriate, specialist support may

be sought. Artwork therapies for pain (from cancer, as well as

other diseases) (32) are being explored more frequently as
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routes for not only patient and survivors’ expression, but also

pain visualizations to help healthcare providers better

understand patient pain experience (33) for guiding treatment.
Limitations of the study

There are some limitations to this study. For example,

although the use of art for self-expression and for healing is a

commonality shared across many tribes, regions, and cultures,

the specific findings of the study may not be generalizable to

AIs living outside of the Southwest United States. Reviewer

bias is possible due to differing cultural lenses of the non-AI

evaluators. Future studies might cross-check reviewer

interpretation of pain drawings with participants to confirm

intentions, although this is not always possible. Efforts to

reduce bias included use of a clear and uniform evaluation

structure and initial independent evaluator reviews of the pain

drawings and annotations. Another limitation of the study

was there was no control drawing. The role of demographics,

cancer-type and severity, and comorbid conditions was not

evaluated in this study. As such, this study may be seen as a

pilot study in the assessment of individualized pain drawings

for use in clinical practice.
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